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Chapter 1

Introduction
The quality of computer based systems Humanity is becoming increasingly
dependent on computer based systems. Computers are used in increasing numbers, and for increasingly many and complex tasks. There is virtually no area
in engineering where computers are not used. Application areas include: pace
makers, radiation therapy, airplanes, railways, cars, GPS, the Internet, power networks, and stock exchange. Computers have increased our standard of living and
have lead to breakthroughs in engineering. We must be able to rely on computer
systems. Therefore, the quality of systems is of utmost importance in computer
based system engineering.
Software and design errors have resulted in loss of much money and even lives.
Infamous examples include:
• The failures witnessed in Mars Rover Pathfinder [Jon97].
• The death of at least 5 patients in radiation therapy in Panama [McC04]
due to incorrectly entered data.
• The "Friendly Fire" death accident in Afghanistan [Loe02].
• The breakup of seven water mains in Jersey City Heights [CG09].
More recently, Toyota has recalled about 400,000 of its Prius cars after braking
problems [WM10, TMC10]. The Prius has both a gasoline and an electrical engine.
Regenerative braking is used to reclaim part of the kinetic energy by charging the
battery. The software that controls the braking switches from regenerative braking
to friction braking, but during a short period of time in between no braking is
applied. Although the problem occurs at low speed in special conditions, and
there have been no major accidents, the error caused much loss of reputation for
Toyota.
These examples show errors that found their way to the users of the system,
but arc only the tip of the iceberg. Many other errors are found by software
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developers, but in such a late stage of software development that repairing them is
difficult and very expensive. Many companies would not admit these setbacks but
there are some notorious examples such as the development of the luggage handling
at Denver airport [Gib94], and recent woes with the San Francisco BART public
transport [Gor06]. A study in 2002 has calculated that software errors cost the
U.S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion annually, or about 0.6 percent of the gross
domestic product [RTI02].
As the size and complexity of computer systems increases, software and design
errors arc becoming a relatively bigger problem. Firstly, the complexity introduces
subtle errors that are hard to grasp for humans, especially errors emanating from
the interplay of components working concurrently. Secondly, a software system
is as strong as its weakest link: critical failure in a single (software) component
threatens the whole system.
Model checking Formal methods are mathematical techniques applied in computer science for the specification, development and verification of computer based
systems [BK08]. Mathematics provide a way to give precise and unambiguous descriptions. This prcciscncss helps preventing errors, and in addition, it enables
formal verification of a system.
Model checking is one of the available formal verification techniques [BK08].
In model checking a system is modeled in a formal way, typically using automata
theory. The specification of the system is usually expressed by properties written
in some logic. Model checking computes whether the model of the system satisfies
a property. To see if the model satisfies the specification, model checking has
to be repeated for each of the properties. Basically a model checker operates,
by enumerating all states that executions of the model may reach. Diagnostic
information is given by a counter example that shows why the property is violated,
or by a witness in case the property is matched.
Simulation is another technique widely used in industry to see if certain properties hold for a given model. In contrast to model checking, simulation is in
general incomplete. Therefore simulation can be used to find errors, but not to
prove their absence. Even systems that were throughly simulated, have shown
errors that could have been caught by model checking. Although model checking
is complete for models, the question remains whether the model is a good abstraction of the system in reality. Only then is model checking also complete for the
real system. However, often model checking or other techniques that are complete
cannot be used to establish the link to reality, and we must rely on the incomplete
technique of testing instead. Nevertheless, having a complete method at least for
the model is of great benefit. Furthermore, the generation of tests from a model
can be fully automized using so called model-based testing [Tre08].
Temporal logics such as LTL [Pnii77] and CTL [CE81] are used to express
properties for model checking. The temporal operators of these logics can specify temporal dependencies between events in a system model. Two fundamental
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classes of properties one can express with temporal logics are: invariance and
reachability properties. Invariance and reachability arc safety properties, as op
posed to liveness properties [AS85]. Invariance expresses a condition that should
always hold regardless of how the system executes. Reachability expresses the
possibility to reach a certain condition in system execution. In fact invariance
is the dual of reachability: invariance with condition A boils down to a failing
reachability property for condition -Ά.
Once we have a formal model and properties of a system, model checking is
essentially a push-button technology. It needs no interaction with the user. This
makes model checking rather easy to use, when compared with theorem proving,
the main other formal verification technique. However, this ease of use comes
at a price: the so-called state space explosion problem [Hol91]. The size of the
state space tends to grow exponentially as models become larger, making model
checking an intractable technique for larger systems. State space explosion is one
of the main problems in the field of model checking [BK08], and finding techniques
to combat it is of a major importance.
Quantitative model checking Traditionally, in model checking, parallel com
positions of state machines are used as a model. State machines are discrete, and
so is the state space associated with their parallel composition. For many com
puter based systems, however, we need to incorporate quantitative aspects into
our models. Computer based systems often rely on physical processes. These
processes have quantitative aspects, for example speed in a braking system for a
car. In many cases it is not natural or even possible to model these quantities as
discrete variables. In other cases, even when possible, doing so leads to state space
explosion. The need for quantity is either external or internal, or both. The need
for quantity is external, if the properties of interest also contain quantities, such
as timing and probabilistic behaviour. The need for quantity is internal, if it is
not the properties, but rather the modeling that is quantitative in nature. For ex
ample, this can be the case when the timing between components is important, or
when one component has important physical aspects, like an electro motor. Quan
titative model checking is model checking of models that incorporate quantities like
time, speed, but also probabilities that arc associated with certain behaviour. In
contrast to traditional model checking, that answers affirmative or gives a counter
example, quantitative model checking may in addition return a value. Conven
tionally this value is an optimum, i.e. either the suprcmum or infimum value, of
a variable for which the property is satisfied. In case of a reachability property
this may for example be the earliest arrival time, the maximal probability, or least
energy consumption. Model checking of reachability in a quantitative model tries
to optimize some variable or function on the model, when reaching the goal state.
It will return the optimum by which the goal state is reachable, and the choices
that are needed to do so. This is similar to the kind of problems that are investi
gated in the mathematical field of operational research. The distinction between
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quantitative model checking and operational research is quite diffuse. Quantitative model checking is a newer field, and works in the context of computer based
systems. Operational research has a longer tradition, and works in the broader
context of decision-making problems. Techniques from operational research are
used in quantitative model checking. But also the other way around: quantitative
model checking offers new techniques to operational research.
Timed automata Model checking using timed automata as a model [AD94,
ACD93], is a flavor of quantitative model checking. Timed automata facilitate the
modeling of real-time constraints in systems. Model checking in timed automata
allows us to answer questions like "Will the car start braking within 1 millisecond
after pressing the brake pedal?". Timed automata arc state machines augmented
by real-valued variables called clocks and constraints involving the clocks on edges.
Clocks measure the timed elapse since their last reset at some edge. A state
in a timed automaton consists of a discrete part and the values of the clocks.
Since clocks are real-valued, the total number of states is intrinsically uncountable.
Model checking must therefore use a symbolic representation of states. Typically
a symbolic state represents an infinite set of states that share the same discrete
part. The number of symbolic states suffers from state space explosion on the
possible discrete values for the same reason as finite state machine model checking
does. However, the state space explosion is in many cases also caused by a fine
grained division that is needed in the continuous domain. Model checking timed
automata for properties expressed in the timed CTL logic is decidablc, which
includes reachability properties [HNSY94, ACD93]. Powerful model checkers for
timed automata such as Uppaal [BDL04a] have been constructed during the last
two decades. The model checkers use several techniques to combat state space
explosion. Some techniques like partial order reduction [VSC+09] and symmetry
reduction [HBL+03] are inspired by their untimed counter parts, although the
translations are not obvious. Other techniques alleviate the state space explosion
due to fine grained division of the continuous domain. Successful examples arc the
use of DBMs [Dil90, LLPY03], acceleration techniques [HL02], and LU-abstraction
[BBLP06].
Extensions of timed automata There are many situations in which, next
to real-time aspects of system behaviour, we want to model probabilistic aspects. Examples include real-time protocols that have probabilistic behaviour
either due to messages losses, or due to build-in randomization. Probabilistic
timed automata (PTA) are timed automata augmented with discrete probabilistic
branching [KNSS02]. Discrete probabilistic branching facilitates transitions that,
when taken, the target state depends on the resolution of probability. Instances of
reachability analysis in PTAs are the maximal and minimal probability to reach a
goal. Such an analysis answers a question like: "What is the minimum probability
by which the message is transmitted correctly by the protocol?" Maximal and
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minimal probabilistic reachability is decidable for PTA [KNSS02], and has been
successfully applied in a number of case studies [KNP09b].
All clocks in a timed automaton progress with the same speed as time elapses.
This is too restricted to model cost variables that increase with different rates as
time elapses. Cost variables arc useful to model phenomena like energy consumption that varies depending on the mode the system operates in. Linear priced timed
automata (LPTA) arc timed automata augmented with a cost variable, cost-rates
and instantaneous costs [BFH+01, ALP01]. One of the possibilities for reachability analysis is to focus on the minimum cost (or dually maximal reward) by which
a goal state can be reached. Such an analysis answers a question like: "What is
the maximum amount of energy with which a braking car can be re-charged?"
Minimum cost reachability in LPTA is decidable [BFH + 01, ALP01], and has been
used in scheduling analysis for a number of case studies [BLR.04, RLS06].

The Scope of this Thesis
The scope of this thesis is model checking of quantitative systems. Timed automata
form the underlying basis of all our models. More precisely we focus on two
subjects:
• Parallel composition of timed automata.
• Timed automata enhanced with cost-variables as well as discrete probabilistic branching.
The kind of properties we consider are reachability properties. In the quantitative case reachability properties also try to optimize some value. Reachability is
amongst the most basic analysis one can carry out on an operational model, and
is at the basis of verifying more elaborate properties.

Goal of this Thesis
The goal of this thesis is:
Advance the state of the art m quantitative model checking.
More specifically:
(a) Use compositional reasoning and abstraction techniques to combat state space
explosion, and
(b) Explore algorithms and tools that combine cost, probability and time.
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Theory

Tools

Application
Figure 1.1: Research methodology cycle

Methodology
Since the start of research on model checking by Clarke, Emerson and Sifakis
[CES86], the research methodology has followed the cycle depicted in Figure 1. Research in model checking often starts with new theory. The theory is implemented
in tools; either model checkers or tools that use model checkers as a backend. The
tool is then applied to a challenging application or problem from industry. The
experiences during the application phase are used to generate new theory, and
the phases repeat in the same way, closing the cycle. The research in this thesis
follows the same methodology and covers different phases of the cycle, as will be
explained in more detail later.

Overview and Results
This thesis consists of papers I wrote together with others in the broad field
of model checking of timed automata and its extensions. The tliesis is split
into two parts: "Compositional Abstraction in Real-Time Model Checking" and
"Model Checking Priced Probabilistic Timed Automata". This explains the title of this thesis: "Abstraction, Prices and Probability in Model Checking Timed
Automata."
Conclusions More information about related work, future work, and conclusions
can be found in the respective chapters.

P a r t I:
Compositional Abstraction in Real-Time Model Checking
Part I presents results in the more or less established field of model (becking timed
automata. As mentioned before, finding techniques to combat state space explosion is of major importance. Numerous techniques have been proposed and used,
such as symbolic model checking [BCM+92], partial order reduction [CGMP99],
symmetry reduction [ID96], bounded model checking [BCC+()3, Bie09], and interpolation-bascd model checking [McM03]. The techniques mentioned thus far use
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smart ways to represent and analyze the models. They do not alter the model,
nor do they trade-off on the precision of the outcome of verification. However, for
many real-life applications these techniques do not help enough. In that case a
simpler, or in other words more abstract, model may be needed. An abstraction is
an approximation of the original model. Abstractions can be constructed in such
a way that if the property holds for the abstraction, then it must also hold on the
original model. In case the property does not hold for the abstraction, this may
be a result of lost precision. Which abstractions to make is in general a creative
process, although in some cases good abstractions can be found in an automatic
incremental way using counter example guided abstraction refinement [CGJ + 03].
Chapters 2 and 4 cover the Theory phase of the research methodology cycle.
Chapter 3, applies these results, and covers the Application phase. The Tools phase
is not covered: the abstractions could be checked by hand, and the existing Uppaal
tool could be used. However, from our experience in the Application phase we see
there is practical need for a version of Uppaal that maintains timed automata at
different levels of abstraction, and can automatically proof some abstractions.
Chapter 2: Compositional Abstraction in Real-Time Model Checking
[BVOTa, BV08a] A simulation relation is the mathematical notion that captures abstraction. A simulation relation for timed automata has to take the timing
of behaviour into account. A second requirement for a good simulation relation
is that it is compositional, which means the following: given a system composed
of several system components, we can replace one components by an abstraction
according to the simulation relation. Then, the new system is an abstraction
of the original system according to the same simulation relation. This allows
us to make abstractions of systems by only considering one system component.
Note that components of a system can even consist of smaller components themselves. As an example consider the systems with three components A (g> (B $5 C).
Let B' be the abstraction of B, denoted B' >_ B. Thon the following holds:
A g) (B' <8) C) y A Q$ (B (£> C). In mathematical terminology we require ^ to be a
precongruence over &>.
As the smallest possible system components we consider timed automata, which
are composed by parallel composition. Composed timed automata may communicate both via action synchronization and shared variables. Both communication
mechanisms have their merits, and to express one into the other is often clumsy
and may unnecessarily enlarge the state space. In addition we consider timed
automata that may have committed locations. Committed locations are a way to
give priority to certain transitions in a parallel composition. Committed locations
are a useful modeling concept, that may also be used to reduce the state space.
A first result is that our parallel composition operator is associative. This is
not as straightforward as one may think due to the two different communication
mechanisms, and indeed we have found problems with this in other frameworks
that support both mechanisms. The only essential restriction is that enabledness
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of input transitions docs not depend on external variables.
The main result is the definition of a class of simulation relations for timed
automata that is compositional. The rich number of features of the parallel composition operator implies that our framework is very suitable to use in the context
of the Uppaal model checker. It is able to capture almost all features of the Uppaal
modeling language.
Personal contributions: the initial exploration of the problem. Especially
the comparison with other work. For the remaining research and writing, all
authors have contributed equally.

Chapter 3: Formal Specification and Analysis of Zeroconf Using Uppaal [BGVZ10] This chapter presents a case study on the Zeroconf protocol.
There are many situations in which one would like to use the Internet Protocol
for local communication, for instance in the setting of in-home digital networks or
to establish communication between laptops. Zeroconf allows each host to automatically obtain an IPv4 address, used in communication with other hosts. Doing
this, Zeroconf does not depend on external configuration servers like DHCP and
DNS. In particular, Zeroconf must assure that no two hosts are using the same IP
address.
We have used model checking to verify exactly this property, and absence of
deadlock (both under the assumption that no messages get lost and the network
topology is static). Note that here the model is a formalization of the RFC 3927
[CAG05], which is the document defining Zeroconf. The RFC can been seen as a
specification for possible implementations of Zeroconf in software and hardware.
The specification we used for model checking consists of two properties that are
not part of the RFC but are clearly desirable. Our modeling efforts revealed several errors (or at least ambiguities) in the RFC that no one else spotted before.
We present two proofs of the mutual exclusion property for Zeroconf for an arbitrary number of hosts and IP addresses: a manual, operational proof, and a proof
that combines model checking with the application of compositional abstraction
framework that was introduced in Chapter 2. The model checking problem has
been solved using Uppaal and the abstractions have been checked by hand. One
indispensable abstraction is that the environment of 2 hosts, which is an arbitrary number of other hosts, is replaced by a so-called chaos automaton. A chaos
automaton is an automaton that can do every possible behaviour on a certain
alphabet of actions.
Personal contributions. This work continues the quest started in [GVZOii].
My personal contributions are improvements to the text and the model in [GVZ()6].
Moreover, I performed the research into compositional abstraction for this case
study, the model checking experiments, and was the main researcher and author
of section 3.4.
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Chapter 4: The Axiomatization of Overriding and Update [BJSV10]
The topic of this chapter belongs to the field of formal logics. Its results however
are useful especially in compositions of automata, and arc used in the framework
of Chapter 2.
This chapter is about the axiomatization of a logic with operators that cap
tures two basic ways of combining arbitrary functions: override and update. For
arbitrary functions ƒ and g, override, written ƒ [> g is the function with domain
dom(/) U dom(<7) that behaves like ƒ on dom(/), and like g on dom(</)\dom(/).
Update, written f\g], is the function with domain dom(/) that behaves like ƒ on
dom(/)\dom(<;), and like g on dom(/) ndom(<7).
The axiomatization of these operators is of theoretical interest. The operators
and laws for them are used in many works and modeling languages like Ζ [Spi89]
and VDM [Jon86]. We have made ample use of them in Chapter 2 for definitions
and proofs.
The main result of this chapter is a sound, complete and independent axiom
atization of override and update. It is interesting to notice how much we have
benefited from tools: we used an automatic proof assistant for the completeness
proof and an SMT solver for the independence proof.
Personal contributions: the recognition of the usefulness of override and
update, and the formulation of some first laws. Furthermore, I performed an
extensive exploration of the theory in the beginning, such as deriving some laws
by hand. Later, I worked on the independence of the axiomatization, in particular
I have started using the SMT solver. Finally, I have constructed some of the proofs
of laws using the Isabelle proof assistant.

Part II: Model Checking Priced Probabilistic Timed Au
tomata
Part II presents results in a new field: model checking of priced probabilistic timed
automata (PPTA). PPTA is a model that was introduced in [KNPS06] and our
work [BJK06], which is not included in this thesis. PPTAs are an extension of
timed automata with a real-valued cost function and discrete probabilistic branch
ing. PPTAs are the orthogonal extension of both probabilistic timed automata
(PTAs) [KNSS02] and linear priced timed automata (LPTAs) [BFH+01, ALP01],
since PTAs extend timed automata with probabilities on discrete transitions and
LPTAs extend timed automata with prices. The combination of prices, probabil
ity, and real-time is essential to many practical applications, where the key design
trade-offs can only be addressed by models that incorporate all these features.
This thesis is mostly concerned with model checking reachability properties.
The kind of reachability property we focused on for PPTAs is cost-bounded maxi
mal (probabilistic) reachability. This property determines the maximal probability
to reach a given goal state within a given cost bound. Next to the theoretical inter
est of this model checking problem, Chapter 6 gives reasons to why it is interesting
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in practice.
Chapter 4 is part of the Theory phase. Its results will not so much lead to
new development of tools, but on knowledge of the limitations, as the results arc
about undecidability. Chapter 5 is part both of the Theory and Tool phase. One
could say the methodology cycle is taken multiple times in Chapter 5. First a
tool was developed on the theory of our earlier work [BJK06]. Then, this tool wan
applied on some existing examples, and some new variations. The study of the
verification of the examples has lead to ideas for new theory in the form of several
optimizations, that were implemented and again applied to the examples.
Our work and that of [KNPS06] are the first on the model of PPTA. When this
field gets more mature, compositional abstraction for PPTAs is one of the next
goals to pursue. The results of Part I will help to attain this goal.
Chapter 5: Undecidability of Cost-bounded Reachability in Priced Prob
abilistic Timed Automata [BCJ09] This chapter is concerned with the prob
lem of determining whether the outcome of cost-bounded maximal reachability
exceeds a given threshold ρ G (0,1]. The main result is the undecidability of this
model checking problem for PPTAs in general. The undecidability result comes
in three flavors, that each use a different subset of PPTAs. The undecidability re
sults lead directly to similar undecidability results for the property of cost-bounded
maximal reachability, since computing cost-bounded maximal reachability decides
the threshold problem.
Personal contributions: identifying problems in the first attempts, the un
decidability results of the last two flavors (Theorems 5.3.3 and 5.3.4), and being
the main author of the paper.
Chapter 6: Fortuna: Model Checking Priced Probabilistic Timed Au
tomata [BJV10] We present FORTUNA, a model checking tool that is able to
verify cost-bounded maximal reachability for PPTAs. As such, FORTUNA is the
first model checking tool that is able to deal with the combination of probabilities,
costs and timing. Although Chapter 5 ha.s shown this problem is undecidable in
general, the solution to this problem enables one to answer interesting questions
about system models. This chapter gives an overview of application areas, and
two concrete examples.
The main algorithm of FORTUNA is based on our earlier work [BJK()6]. That
algorithm and the theorems are rephrased in this chapter. An important theorem is
that although model checking may not terminate, we can obtain a non-decreasing
sequence of probabilities that approaches the maximal probability.
The chapter continues by introducing four optimizations to the algorithm, of
which 3 are new. We prove that all four optimizations do not influence the outcome
of model checking. We show the usefulness of the optimizations by doing bench
marks with 5 case studies. Four case studies use probabilistic timed automata
and are taken from [KNP09b]. Note that a probabilistic timed automata is just a
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PPTA with trivial cost settings. One extra case study was created by adding cost
parameters to one of the four case studies. Our experiments show that the optimizations lead to tremendous improvements on the run-time of model checking,
as well as memory consumption. When we compare the results of FORTUNA for
the 4 PTA case studies, to the best results available in literature, it turns out that
FORTUNA is faster in all cases, sometimes several orders of a magnitude. This
is quite surprising since FORTUNA is able to handle the more general model of
PPTA.
The details of the implementation of FORTUNA eire not discussed in this chapter, but we give a general idea of the techniques and external libraries that were
used. We also discuss the 4th optimization that uses a Hasse diagram data structure to speed up comparisons between symbolic states. The development of FORTUNA was a large amount of work, which is reflected by the sources that are freely
available [BerlO]. Implementing such a tool is a non-trivial task. One needs to
set up a basic tool architecture, and has to pick the right data structures to perform tasks easy and efficiently. Next to that, way to compose PPTAs in parallel
had to be devised for usage in the case studies. Here we could benefit from our
experiences of Chapter 2.
Personal contributions: the ideas for the optimizations, their proofs, and
being the main author. Next to that I developed the tool.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Part I

Compositional Abstraction
in Real-Time Model
Checking

Chapter 2

Compositional Abstraction
in Real-Time Model
Checking
with Frits

Vaandrager

The idea to use simulations (or refinements) as a compositional abstraction device is well-known, both in untimed and timed settings,
and has already been studied theoretically and practically in many papers during the last three decades. Nevertheless, existing approaches
do not handle two fundamental modeling concepts which, for instance,
are frequently used in the popular Uppaal model checker: (1) a parallel composition operator that supports communication via shared
variables as well as synchronization of actions, and (2) committed locations. We describe a framework for compositional abstraction based
on simulation relations that does support both concepts, and that is
suitable for Uppaal. Our approach is very general and the only essential restriction is that the guards of input transitions do not depend
on external variables. We have applied our compositional framework
to verify the Zeroconf protocol for an arbitrary number of hosts.

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we describe a framework for compositional abstraction based
on simulation relations that is suitable for the popular model checker Uppaal
[BDL04aJ. The idea to use simulations (or refinements) as a compositional abstraction device is well-known, both in untimed and timed settings, and has al-
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ready been studied theoretically and practically in many articles during the last
three decades, sec for instance [Mil71, Lam83, Jon85, LT87, KS93, Jon91, AL91,
LV95, Jen99, JLSOO, GV()4, Frc05, KLSV06]. Nevertheless, when we attempted to
apply these existing approaches to combat the state space explosions in a model of
an industrial protocol [GVZ06], we ran into the problem that they do not handle
two fundamental modeling concepts that are frequently used in Uppaal.
The first concept is an (asynchronous) parallel composition operator that sup
ports communication via both shared variables and synchronization of actions.
Models for reactive systems typically either support communication via shared
variables (TLA [Lam94j, Reactive Modules [AH99], etc), or communication via
synchronization of actions (CCS [Mil89], I/O automata [LT87], etc). We are only
aware of five studies of compositionality in which the two types of communication
are combined [LSVW96, JLSOO, GP94, dAdSF+05, vBRSR07]. It is well known
that both types of communication can be defined in terms of each other. A shared
variable can be modeled as a separate process/automaton that communicates with
its environment via read/write synchronization actions. However, in this approach
the evaluation of, for instance, an integer expression may involve a sequence of in
teractions with shared variable automata. This blows up the state space and makes
it more difficult to understand the model. Conversely, synchronization of actions
can be modeled in a shared variable setting using some auxiliary flag variables
and handshake transitions of the synchronizing automata. But again this blows
up the state space and makes it harder to understand the model. The Uppaal
model checker supports both shared variables and synchronization of actions, and
this feature is extremely helpful for building tractable models of complex systems.
When combining shared variables and synchronization of actions, one has to
deal with the scenario, illustrated in Fig. 2.1, in which the transitions involved in
a synchronization assign different values to a shared variable. One simple (but

I

c?
ν - v+2

Figure 2.1: combining shared variables and synchronization of actions
restrictive) approach, pursued by Lynch et al [LSVW96], is to impose syntactic
conditions which ensure that the scenario does not occur: for each shared variable
only one automaton gets write permission, and the other automata may read the
variable but not assign a new value to it. A slightly more general approach is
taken by Jensen et al [JLSOO], where the variables of each automaton are classified
as readable and/or writable. Two automata may share writable variables, but in
this case a synchronizing transition may only occur if both automata assign the
same values to these variables. In practice, this means that multi-writer variables
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can only be updated via internal (non-synchronizing) transitions. As we describe
in [BV07bj, the approach of [JLSOO] is flawed since parallel composition is not
associative; as a result a connection with the standard Uppaal semantics cannot be
+
established In the framework of Sociable Interfaces of De Alfaro et al [dAdSF 05],
the output transition selects the next value of the global variables, and the input
transition is used only to determine the next value of the local variables. The
transition relation associated with the output action must respect the constraints
specified by the transition relation associated with the input action. In the example
of Fig. 2.1 this is only the case when υ = — 1 before the synchronization. As we
point out in [BV08b], also the parallel composition in [dAdSF + 05, Theorem 4] is
not associative in the sense that there exist modules Mi, M2 and M3 such that
Mi ®(M2<8>M3) is defined but (Mi (g>M2)<8>M3 is not. A general, process algebraic
approach is presented by Groote & Ponse [GP94]. In this elegant approach one
can basically define the desired effect of a synchronization for any pair of actions
d and c?. However, due to the linking of action names to effects on the global
state space, the behavioral equivalence proposed in [GP94] is extremely fine and
not suited as a compositional abstraction device: two configurations can only be
related if they assign identical values to all variables. An approach suitable for
hybrid systems is presented in [vBRSRO?]. Here synchronization can take place
between multiple automata Automata that synchronize need to agree on their
shared external variables both before and after the transitions. Therefore passing
information during synchronization is not possible in the same way as in our
setting.
In this chapter, we present a very general approach that is consistent with the
actual treatment of synchronization in Uppaal, and that supports compositional
abstraction. Unlike [LSVW96, JLSOO, GP94, dAdSF+05, vBRSR07], Uppaal deals
with the situation of Fig. 2.1 by first performing the assignment on the output
transition c!, followed by the assignment on the input transition c?. This means
that after the occurrence of the synchronization transition ν will have the value 3.
Following Uppaal, we describe synchronization of automata by a rule of the form

r||s —> r'[.s']||s'
Here s[r'J denotes state .s but with the shared variables updated according to r',
and r'[s'] denotes state r' but with the shared variables updated according to .s'.
In Uppaal, a synchronization may only occur if the guards of both transitions hold,
and only if this is the case the assignments are carried out. This means that if we
add a guard ν φ 1 to the rightmost transition in Fig. 2.1, synchronization will be
possible starting from any state satisfying this predicate. In a semantics with rule
(2 1), however, synchronization will no longer be possible since after the assignment
on the output transitions has been performed, the guard of the input transition no
longer holds 1 . In order to rule out this scenario (which we have never observed in
Adding an antecedent s —> does not solve this problem in the general oase with nondeter-
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practical applications), our approach imposes the restriction that guards of input
transitions do not refer to external (shared) variables. Guards of input transitions
may depend on the internal variables. So in general our automata are certainly
not input enabled, since for input enabledness all possible input transitions should
be availal)le at a given state.
The second modeling concept, which is not handled by any existing framework
but needed for industrial applications, is the notion of a committed location. In
Uppaal, locations of a timed automaton can be designated as committed. If one
automaton in a network of automata is in a committed location, time may not
progress and the next transition (if any) has to start from a committed location.
Committedness is useful to specify that certain transitions need to be executed
atomically without intervening transitions from other components. Also, excluding
certain behavior with committed locations may lead to serious reductions in the
state space of a model [BCL97]. In this chapter, we present a compositional
semantics for committedness. This is achieved by distinguishing, at the semantic
level, between committed and uncommitted transitions. Our rules for describing
committed locations involve negative antecedents and arc similar to the rules that
have been proposed in the process algebra literature to describe priorities [CW95,
CLN98, PhiOl, ABV94]: a component may only perform an internal transition,
denoted by a τ, if other components may not perform a committed transition.
Although there are some subtle differences at the technical level, basically our
results show that one may view committedness as a form of priority.
We define the semantics of timed automata in terms of timed transition systems
(TTSs). These are labeled transition systems (LTSs) equipped with additional
structure to capture relevant information about state variables, committedness of
transitions, and real-time behavior. On TTSs we define the operations of parallel
composition and a CCS style restriction operator. An important sanity check for
our definitions is that, for any network of timed automata, the (noncompositional)
Uppaal semantics (as defined in the Uppaal 4.0 help menu) is isomorphic to the
(compositional) semantics obtained by associating TTSs to the timed automata in
the network, composing these TTSs in parallel, applying a restriction operator, and
then considering the underlying LTS. That is, if TV = (A\,... ,An) is a network
of timed automata then
LTS(A0 =

ίΤ5((ΤΤ5(Λ)||···||ΤΤ5Μη))\ί:),

where \C facilitates hiding of internal synchronization. A key lemma needed to
prove this result is associativity of parallel composition.
We define an abstraction relation on TTSs in terms of timed step simulations.
These induce a behavioral preorder < that is somewhere in between strong and
weak simulation. If ΤΊ ^ T*), then Tj can either mimic the transitions of Tj or (in
case of an internal transition) do nothing, but it may not add internal transitions
mmiMii
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that are not present in Tj. We establish that 7ί r< T-j implies Ti||73 ^ T-i\Tn,. We
briefly summarize the use of our compositional framework in the verification of
a property of the Zeroconf protocol for an arbitrary number of hosts [BGVZ07].
Without our techniques, Uppaal can only verify instances with three hosts.
Section 2.2 introduces timed transition systems. In Sect. 2.3, we define timed
step simulations and establish that the induced preorder is compositional. Sec
tion 2.4 presents networks of timed automata and defines their semantics both
non-compositionally (as in Uppaal) and compositionally in terms of TTSs. Also,
the consistency of the two semantics is established and we briefly discuss the ap
plication of our framework. Finally, Sect. 2.5 discusses some extensions and future
research.

2.2

Timed Transition Systems

In this section, we introduce the semantic model of timed transitions systems
(TTSs). Basically, a TTS is a labeled transition system equipped with additional
structure to support shared variables and committed transitions: states are defined
as valuations of variables, and transitions may be committed, which gives them
priority in a parallel composition. TTSs can be placed in parallel and may commu
nicate by means of shared variables and synchronization of actions. Like in CCS
[Mil89], two transitions may synchronize when their actions are complementary,
leading to an internal transition in the composition.
Just to fix notation, we first recall the definition of a labeled transition sys
tem. Since we consider systems that communicate via shared variables, we find
it convenient to model states as functions that map state variables to values in
their domain. We also introduce a basic vocabulary for overriding and updating
of functions that we need to describe shared variable communication. After these
preliminaries, we present the definition of a timed transition system, the opera
tions of parallel composition and restriction, and establish some key properties of
these operations, in particular associativity of parallel composition. Throughout
this chapter, we write R>o for the set of nonnegative real numbers, Ν for the set
of natural numbers, and Β = {1,0} for the set of Booleans. We let d range over
IR>o, ί, J, fc,n over N, and 6,6',... over B.

2.2.1

Labeled Transition Systems

We consider labeled transition systems with several types of state transitions,
corresponding to different sets of actions. We assume a set C of channels and let r
range over C. The set of external actions is defined as £ = {d, c? | r G C}. Actions
of the form c! are called output actions and actions of the form c? are called input
actions. We let e range over £. We assume the existence of a special internal
action τ, and write £ T for £ U {τ}, the set of discrete actions. We let a range over
£r. Finally, we assume a set of durations or time-passage actions, which in this
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chapter are just the nonnegative real numbers in Μ>ο. We write Act for ST UlR>(),
the set of actions, and let a,a',... range over Act.
The following definition is standard, except maybe for our specific choice of a
universe of transition labels.
Definition 2.2.1 (LTS) A labeled transition system (LTS) is a tuple
£ = (5,*°,—•>,
where S is a set of states, s0 € S is the initial state, and —>Ç S χ Act χ S is
the transition relation. We let q,r,s,t... range over states, and write s —> t if
(s, a, t) G—>. We refer to s as the source of the transition, and to t as the target.
We say that an a-transition is enabled in s, notation s —», whenever s —> t, for
some t. A state s is reachable iff there exist states Si,...sn
such that i>i = .sü,
.sr[ = s and, for all ι < η there exists an a s.t. sl —» s î + i .

2.2.2

N o t a t i o n s for Functions

We write dom(f) to denote the domain of a function ƒ. If also X is a set, then
we write ƒ \ X for the rastriction of ƒ to X, that is, the function g with dom,(g) =
dom(f)r\X
such that g(z) = f{z) for each ζ £ dom(g). For functions ƒ and g, we
let ƒ > g denote the left-merge, the combined function where ƒ overrides g for all
elements in the intersection of their domains. 2 Formally, we define ƒ > g to be the
function with dom(f \> g) = dom(f) U dom(g) satisfying, for all ζ G dom(f \> g),

(f>9){z)

if ζ G dom(f)
if 2 G doTn(g) — dom(f)

We define the dual nght-merge operator byf<lg = g[>f. Two functions ƒ and
g arc compatible, notation fVg, if they agree on the intersection of their domains,
that is, f(z) = g(z) for all ζ € dom(f) Π dom(g). For compatible functions ƒ and
g, we define their merge by ƒ |<7 = ƒ t> g. Whenever we write ƒ \\g, wc implicitly
assume fVg. We write f[g} for the update of function ƒ according to g, that is,
f[9} = (/ ^ 9) Γ dom(f). The following basic properties of [>, ||, .[.] and Ç1 arc
used frequently in proofs. Surprisingly, even though O, || and .[.] are (arguably)
equally fundamental as function composition, we have not been able to find proofs
of these properties in the literature.

2
Essciilidlly, this is the overriding operator " φ " from Ζ [Spi89] On finite domanib, the
operator is also dehned in VDM[Jon86], where it is written f We prefer not to use a symmetric
symbol for an a&ymmetnc (non commutative) operator
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Lemma 2.2.2 For all functions f, g and h,
=

ƒ > (ff > Λ)

(2.2)

fVg

Φ>

S?/

(2.3)

fh

=

(2.4)

ο

pli/
/Ç'ff Λ /Φ/ι Λ 5ς?/ι

=

(/ΙΙ9)Ι|Λ

(2.6)

<ίΦ

f= m

(2.7)

9

gif]

(2.8)

=

f\m

(2.9)

=> f[h]Vg[h]

(2.10)

=

m>g[h]

(2.11)

=

f [hog]

(2.12)

(f>g)>h

/^Λ(/||5)ς?Λ

f\Mh)
fVg

f
fog
fVg
(ƒ>»)[/»]

ΆΦ]

(2.5)

Proof. The proofs are straightforward from the definitions. Here we only prove
(2.2), the associativity of >. The other proofs are easier and left to the reader.
Write X = dom(f), Y = dom(g) and Ζ = dom(h). For arbitrary ζ € X U Y U Z:

((f>g)>h){z)

•{

(f>g)(z)

if ζ € X UK

h{x)

if ζ e Ζ - {X υ Υ)

f (ζ)

(f>(g>h))(*)

g(z)

if ζ e Y - Χ

h(z)

if ζ 6 Ζ - (Χ U y )

m

if ζ G Χ

(g>h,)(z)

ίί ζ £ (Y U

=
K

'f {ζ)

(2.13)

iîz€X

Ζ)-Χ

iîzeX

(2-14)

g(z)

if z e ( ( r u Ζ)- Χ) η r

Λ(ζ)

if ζ G ((Y U Ζ)-Χ)

Π

(Ζ-Υ)

Now observe that (2.13) and (2.14) are equivalent since, by elementary set theory,

((Yuz)-x)nY

= (Yuz)nZny
=

{(Yuz)-x)n(z-Y)

(YuZ)nYnX = YnX =

=

(ΥυΖ)ηχηζηΫ

=

{Υυζ)ηζηχηΫ

=

ζ η (χ υ Υ) = ζ-(χυΥ).

Χ,
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2.2.3

Timed Transition Systems

We assume a universal set V of typed variables, with a subset X Ç V of rlock
variables or clocks. Clocks have domain Μ>ο- We let y range over V and χ over
X. A valuation for a set V Ç V is a function that maps each variable in V to an
element in its domain. We let u, v,w,... range over valuations, and write Val(V)
for the set of valuations for V. For valuation ν G Val(V) and duration d G Κ>ο,
we define ν φ d to be the valuation for V that increments clocks by d, and leaves
the other variables untouched, that is, for all y G V,
{v($)d){y)= {
yv(y)

otherwise

A subset Ρ Ç Val{V) of valuations is called a property over V. Let W D V and
υ G Val(W). We say that Ρ holds m ν, notation υ \= Ρ, if v\V € P. A property
Ρ over V is left-closed w.r.t. time-passage if, for all ν € Val(V) and d G IR>o,
v(Bd\=P=ïv\=P.
We say that property Ρ over V does not depend on a set
of variables W Ç V if, for all ν G Val(V) and M G Val(W), ν \= Ρ <* v[u} \= P.
We write {yi>—»zj,..., 2/ni—>zn} for the valuation that assigns value z, to variable
yt, for t =
Ι,.,.,η.
The state variables of a TTS are partitioned into external and internal vari
ables. Internal variables may only be updated by the TTS itself and not by its
environment. This in contrast to external variables, which may be updated by
both the TTS and its environment. A new element in our definition of a TTS
is that transitions are classified as either committed or uncommitted Commit
ted transitions have priority over time-passage transitions and over uncommitted
transitions. Interestingly, whereas in Uppaal committedness is an attribute of
locations, it must be treated as an attribute of transitions in order to obtain a
compositional semantics. This issue is further discussed in Section 2.2.5.
We are now ready to formally define our notion of a timed transition system.
Definition 2.2.3 (TTS) A timed transition system (TTS) is α tuple

where E, H Ç V are disjoint sets of external and internal variables, respectively,
V = E U H, S Ç Val(V), and (S, s0, — • ' U —>0) is an LTS using the fixed set of
actions Act.
We write r —^ s if (r, a, s) G—>''. The boolean value b determines whether
or not a transition is committed. We often omit b when it equals 0 A state s
of a TTS is called committed, notation Comm(s), iff it has an enabled outgoing
committed transition, that is, s —'—* for some a G Act. We write LTS(T) to denote
the underlying LTS of T.
We require the following axioms to hold, for all s,t G S, a,a' G Act, b G Β,
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d e R>o and u €

Val(E),
s - ^ As - ^ >

=>

a' G £ V (α' = r Λ 6)

s[u] e 5
c ?

s

r

'b

(Axiom II)
ι

c V

> => .s[uj

s —> (

(Axiom I)

/ A

i^

>

=>· ί = s θ d

·

TTT\

(Axiom III)
(Axiom IV)

Axiom I states that in a committed state neither time-passage steps nor uncom
mitted T'S may occur. The axiom implies that committed transitions always have
a label in £ T . Note that a committed state may have outgoing uncommitted
transitions with a label in £. The reason is that, for instance, an uncommitted
<"!-transition may synchronize with a committed c?-transition from some other
component, and thereby turn into a committed r-transition.
In general, the states of a TTS constitute a proper subset of the set of all
valuations of the state variables. This feature is used to model the concept of
location invariants in timed automata: if a timed automaton has, for instance, a
location invariant χ < 1 then this automaton may never reach a state in which
χ > 1; semantically speaking states in which χ < 1 does not hold simply do not
exist. In a setting with shared variable communication, complications may arise
if one componont wants to update a shared variable in a way that violates the
location invariant of another component. In Uppaal, a state transition is only
possible if the location invariant holds in the target state. Our position is that
models in which state transitions may violate location invariants are bad models.
Therefore, and also because it simplifies the technicalities, we postulate in Axiom II
that if the external variables of a state are changed, the result is again a state.
Axiom III states that enabledness of input transitions is not affected by chang
ing the external variables. This is a key property that we need in order to obtain
compositionality, we will discuss this axiom in more detail below. Axiom IV, fi
nally, asserts that if time advances with an amount d, all clocks also advance with
an amount d, and the other variables remain unchanged.

2.2.4

Composition and Restriction

We now introduce the operations of parallel composition and restriction on TTSs.
In our setting parallel composition is a partial operation that is only defined when
TTSs are compatible: the initial states must be compatible functions and the
internal variables of one TTS may not intersect with the variables of the other. We
can avoid the restriction on the internal variables via a straightforward renaming
procedure, but this would complicate the definitions.
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From now on, if we have multiple indexed systems (TTSs, or later timed au
tomata), then we use the indices also to denote the components of individual
systems. For example, we let .Et denote the set of external variables of 7[.
Definition 2.2.4 (Parallel composition) Two TTSs T\ and T2 are compatible
if H\ nV2 = H-i^iV\ = 0 and S j C ^ · In this case, their parallel composition Ti\[T2
is the tuple Τ = (E, H,S,s0,—>\—>0),
where E = E, U E2, H = Hi U H2,
{r\\s \ r e Sl Λ s e S2 Λ rVs}, s0 - s'l l l 2 ) and
and — > 0 are the least
relations that satisfy the rules m Fig. 2.2. Here i,j range over {1,2}, r, r' range
over Sl, s,s' range over Sj, 6,6' range over B, e ranges over E and c overC.
i ,

c!,6
e,b

,

r —>, r
—
r .s —> r' t> s
r —»,Γ'
11

r
EXT

Comm(s)^>6
T,6

. ,, c ? , 6 '

,

11
d
r¥1ATT

r,6v6'

/

.

d

r-.r

.

,

Γ||Α'

''

^ ^

cv Tr
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ι
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- p II

r||s —> r' t> s

,

>, τ
s\r \
^ s
% ψ j
Comm{r) V Comro(.s) => 6 V b'

/Il

.^j
/

T I M E

—» r ||s

Figure 2.2: rules for parallel composition of TTSs
The external and internal variables of the composition are simply obtained
by taking the union of the external and internal variables of the components,
respectively. The states (and start state) of a composed TTS arc obtained by
merging the states (resp. start state) of the components (viewed as functions). The
interesting part of the definition consists of the transition rules. Rule EXT states
that an external transition of a component induces a corresponding transition of
the composition. The component that takes the transition may override some of
the shared variables. Observe that, since r' \> s = r'||s[r'J by Lemma2.2.2(2.9),
and since s\r'\ is a state of T^-j by Axiom II, it follows that r' \> s is a state
of T. Similarly, rule TAU states that an internal transition of a component
induces a corresponding transition of the composition, except that an uncommitted
transition may only occur if the other component is in an uncommitted state. Rule
S Y N C describes the synchronization of components. If 7^ has an output transition
from r to r', and if Tj has a corresponding input transition from Ä, updated by r', to
s', the composition has a τ transition to r' <s'. The synchronization is committed
iff one of the participating transitions is committed. However, an uncommitted
synchronization may only occur if both components are in an uncommitted state.
By Axiom II for Tj it follows that in rule S Y N C s\r'] is a state of 7^, and by
a state of T. Rule TIME, finally, states that a time step d of the composition
may occur when both components perform a time step d. Observe that r^s and
Axiom IV for both Tj and T2 imply r'tys'.
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In order to prove that the composition of two TTS is again a TTS, we need
the following technical lemma, which states that a state of the composition is
committed iff one of the component states is committed.
Lemma 2.2.5 Let T\ and Tg be compatible TTSs. Let τ ζ Si and s € S2 such
that rtys. Then Comm(r\\s) Φ> Comm(r) V Comm(.s).
Proof.
=> Suppose that Comm(r||s). Then there exists a transition of the form r||,s' ——
' >
r'\\s'. Since the transition is committed, it can only be established using rules
E X T , TAU or S Y N C . Clearly, if it is established using rule EXT or TAU
with i = l then Comm(r). Similarly, if it is established using rule EXT
or TAU with ι = 2 then Comm{s). In both cases Comm(r) V Comm(s),
as required. Now suppose that the transition r||s —'-+ r'\\s' is established
using rule SYNC. Assume w.l.o.g. that ι = I. Then there are transitions
c' 6

7

c b'

r

7

6'

r — ^ i r" and s[r"] —:—>2 s" such that 6V6'. By Axiom III, s —!—>2· Hence
either Comm(r) or Comm(s), as required.
<= Now suppose Comm(r) V Comm(s).

W.l.o.g. assume that Comm(r).

Then,

using Axiom I, we know that r —'—>, for some α G £ T - By application of
either rule EXT or rule TAU, this implies r||s —^—>. Hence C7omm(r||s). •

One may check that composition is a well-defined operation on TTSs.
Lemma 2.2.6 (Composition well-defined) Let Τί and T^ be compatible TTSs.
ThenTiWTi is a TTS.
Proof. Since £ , η Hi = 0 and E^nH^ = 0 (Tj and T2 are TTSs), and E, nHa = 0
and £2 η Hi = 0 (T, and T2 are compatible), EflH = 0. By definition, S C Val(V)
and s0 £ S. We check that Ti ||72 satisfies the four axioms for a TTS. Suppose
r £ Si, s G S2 and rVs.
1. Assume that r||.s ——
' > and r||.s· —'—>. In order to prove Axiom I, we must
establish that a' € £ V (α' = τ Λ 6). By Lemma2.2.5, either Comm(r) or
Comm(s). By Axiom I for Τί and 72, this implies that either r or ,s· has
no outgoing time-passage transitions. Hence, by rule TIME, also r||s has
no outgoing time-passage transitions, that is a' e ST. Assume a' = r. It
suffices to prove that 6 = 1 . Since a' = τ either rule TAU or rule S Y N C
has been used to construct r||s —'-+. Assume w.l.o.g. that ι = 1. If rule
TAU is used and Comm(r) then 6 = 1 by Axiom I for 71. If rule TAU is
used and Comm(s) then 6 = 1 by definition. If rule S Y N C is used then
Comm(r) V Comm(s) implies 6 = 1 .
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2. Let r | | s £ S and let u G Val(E). In order to prove Axiom II, we must show
t h a t (r||.s')[u] € S. By Lemma2.2.2(2.10), r[u]Ç.s[7i] and by Leinma2.2.2(2.11),
(r||.s')[ii] = r[7i]||.s'[?i]. Since T] and T^ are compatible, r[u] = r[u[£^i] and
.s'[u] = .S[M[E2]. By Axiom II for % and 7^, Τ-[Μ[.ΕΙ] € 5Ί and « [ w f ^ ] € 62.
Hence (Γ||Α)[Η] G S.
c? b

3. In order to prove Axiom III, suppose 7-||.s· —'-^ and u g Val(E).

We must

:

establish t h a t (r||,s')[u] —'-^. By rule E X T , cither r ^- -> or s —'-^. Asr7 6

sumc w.l.o.g. t h a t r —'-^. As in the previous case, we may infer rfuj'v'sfu],
(r||s)[u] = r[u]||s[u], and r[u] = r[u\Ei}.

Hence, by Axiom III for 7~i,

r[u] —'—>. Using rule E X T , we obtain (r||.s)[u]

>.

4. Axiom IV for Ti||72 follows trivially from Axiom IV for Tj and T2 and rule
TIME.

•

Commutativity and associativity are highly desirable properties for parallel
composition operators. However, associativity becomes very tricky in a setting
with both shared variables and synchronization of actions. In [BV07b, BV08b],
we have shown t h a t the composition operators defined in two published papers
[JLS00, d A d S F + 0 5 ] is not associative.
T h e o r e m 2.2.7 Let Tj, T? and T3 be pairunse compatible
tion of compatible TTSs is commutative and associative.

TTSs.

Then

Composi

P r o o f . Commutativity is straightforward, using t h e symmetry in t h e definitions.
For associativity observe that, if 71, 72 and T-j are pairwise compatible, T\\\T2 is
compatible with Tj), and T] is compatible with 72||71) (use Lemma2.2.2(2.5)). Let
Ti, = (Ti||7i)||7à and TR = TilKT^UTi,). It is easy to see t h a t TL and TR agree
on all components, except for t h e transition relations. In order to prove t h a t the
set of transitions of 7 « is contained in the set of transitions of 7/,, we distinguish
13 cases. T h e converse inclusion follows by a symmetric argument. The 13 cases
correspond to the different ways in which an outgoing transition of a state r||(.s||i)
of 7 R may be proved using t h e rules of Fig. 2.2: a transition of the composed
system may either be labeled by an external action originating from one of the
components (3 cases), or by a τ originating from one of t h e components (3 cases),
or by a τ t h a t is t h e result of a synchronization between 2 components (6 cases,
depending on who docs t h e o u t p u t and who does t h e input), or by a time-passage
action (1 case). T h e various cases are denoted below in self-explanatory notation.
f b

• Case (c ·
r

· ) . In this case r — ^ i r ' and, by application of rule E X T ,

c b

ll(- s IIO —^R r' > (•''IIO· Applying rule E X T twice gives a corresponding Lc,ò

transition (r||>s)||t —'—tj, ( r ' o . s ) l > t . In fact, the R and L-transitions coincide
since, by definition of || and associativity of > , r' t> (s||i) = (r' > s) t> t.
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• Case ( · e · ) . In this case s —L->2 ·ι' and, by double application of rule
e &

EXT, r||(s||i) -^R

(S' t> t) \> r.

Via another double application of rule
e ò

E X T we derive the corresponding L-transition (r||s)||i —'-^i (s' > r) ο t.
The two transitions coincide since, by associativity of >, definition of ||, and
commutativity of ||,
(s'>t)\>r

= s'>(t\>r) = s'>(i||r) = s'>(r||i) = s'>(r>t)

= (s'>r)>i.

e6

• Case ( · ·

e). In this case t —^j t' and, by double application of rule

EXT, r||(s||i) -^-»n (t' > s) > r. Via application of rule EXT we derive
e 6

the corresponding L-transition (r||.s)||i —'—>i, t' > (rll-s). The two transitions
coincide since, by associativity of >, definition of ||, and commutativity of ||,
(t' Ο s) > r = t' > (s > r) = t' > (s||r) = i ' o (r||s).
• Case (τ · · ) . In this case r — ^ i r', Comm(s||i) => 6 and, by application of
rule TAU, 7"||(s||i) ——
' >n r't> (.s||i). By Lemma2.2.5 and propositional logic,
Comm(s\\t) => b

Φ>

(COmm(s) => 6) Λ (Comm(t) => 6).

Thus, by applying rule TAU twice, we may derive the corresponding Lr 6

transition (r||s)||t ——
' >[, {τ' > s) t> t. The two transitions coincide since, as in
case (e · · ) , r' > (s||i) = (r' > s) > i.
• Case ( · τ · ) . Similar to the previous case.
• Case ( · · τ). Similar to the case (τ · · ) .
t' b

c? b'

• Case (!c ?c · ) . In this case we have τ — ^ i r', s[r'\ —:—>2 s', and Comm(r) V
Comm(s\\t) => b V 6'. By rule EXT, .s[r']||i[r'] - ^ ^ s' t> t[r'\ and, since
s[r']||i[r'] = (.s||i)[r'] by Lemma2.2.2(2.11), application of rule S Y N C gives
r

ll( s ll i ) ~

*R T' "^ ( s ' •> t[r'\)- By Lemma2.2.5 and propositional logic,
Comm(r) V C , omm(s||i) => b V b'

Φ>

(Comm(r) V Comm(s) =>· 6 V 6') Λ (Commit)

=> 6 V 6')·

Thus, by applying rule SYNC, we may derive a transition r||s —:

> r' <\s',

:

and, by subsequent application of rule TAU, (r||A')||i —
>£, (r' <1 s') > i.
The iï and L-transition coincide since, by definition of < and Lemma 2.2.2,
r' < (.s' >i[r / ])

=

( s ' > ([r']) > r' = s' > (i[r'] > r')

=

=

s' > (r' > t) = (s' > r') t> t = (r' < s') > i.
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• Case (?c !c · ) . In this case s —'-^2 s' and by rule E X T , s||i —'-^ s' > t.
7

c

b'

Moreover, r[s' > t] —'•—>i r', and Comm(r) V Comm(s\\t) => b V b'. Since ||
is commutative, rule S Y N C gives r||(.s||t) —
•/{ (s' > t) < r'. As in the
previous case,
Comm(r) V Comm(s||i) => b V b' <=>
(Comm(r)V

Comm(s) => 6 V 6') Λ (Comm(t)

=> 6v6').

Also observe that, by Lemmas2.2.2(2.12) and 2.2.2(2.7),
φ ' ο ί ] = rftlfs'] = r[.s'].
Thus, by applying rule S Y N C and using commutativity of ||, we may derive
a transition r||s —•
'
(r||.s)||i —•
'

> s' Ο r', and, by subsequent application of rule TAU,

>/, (s' < r') > t. The iï and L-transition coincide since,

(.s' > t) < r' = r' > (A' > t) = (r' >s')>t

= (.s' < r') > t.

• Case (!r · ?c). Similar to cases (?c !c · ) and (!c ?c · ) .
• Case (?c · If). Similar to cases (?c !r · ) and (!c ?c · ) .
• Case ( · !c ?c). Similar to case (7c !c · ) .
• Case ( · ?c !c). Similar case (!r ?c · ) .
• Case (d ci d). In this case, r —»1 r', s —>2 s', and ί —»3 t', for some d G ]R>o,
and, by double application of rule T I M E , r||(s||t) —>R r'||(s'||i'). By another
double application of rule T I M E we may derive the equivalent L-transition
(r\\s)\\t ^

L

{r'Ws'W-

•

The next definition introduces a standard restriction operator, similar to the one
in CCS [Mil89]. The restriction operator internalizes a set of channels so that no
further TTSs may synchronize on it.
Definition 2.2.8 ( R e s t r i c t i o n ) Given a TTS Τ and a set C Ç C of channels,
we define T\C to be the TTS that is identical to T, except that all transitions with
a label in {c\,cf \ c € C} have been removed from the transition relations.
We write Σ(Τ) for the set of channels that occur in transitions of T. Using this
notation, we can formulate restriction laws, like in CCS [Mil89][p80]:
L e m m a 2.2.9 ( R e s t r i c t i o n laws)
1. T\C = Τ if Σ(Τ) Π C = 0
2. T\C\C' = T\(C U C')
3. ( T | | T ' ) \ C = T | | ( T ' \ C ) if Σ(Τ) Π C = 0

2.2. Timed Transition Systems

2.2.5
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Committed States versus Committed Transitions

In TTSs committedness is an attribute of transitions. This contrasts with the
Uppaal syntax, where committedness is defined as an attribute of locations, which
are peurt of the state. So why don't we follow Uppaal? This would have the
additional advantage that the rules for composition can be simplified to those of
Fig. 2.3. The problem has to do with the definition of committedness for composed

r||s —y r' > s

EXT

Comm(,s') => Comm(r)

r^.r'

rT1ATT

r||s —> r' > .s

r —^ r'

s[r'\ ^

s'

* r J

ονι\.τ/-<

r\\s —> r' <} s'

d

,

d

,

ι Φ 1

r||sir'||e'

Figure 2.3: Oversimplified rules for parallel composition of TTSs
states. There appears to be a choice between defining r||s to be committed if τ
and s are committed, or defining r||s to be committed if r or s is committed.
In order to see that both choices are wrong, consider the four TTSs in Fig. 2.4,

<J ,Ι" 1 rJ
Figure 2.4: A problem with committed states

each consisting of only two states, where a " C " inside a state indicates that is
is committed. In the conjunctive scenario, by (oversimplified) rule T A U there is
s
the transition g||r -^» g||r', and by rule T A U the transition (g||r)||s ^ (9||^')ll ·
Here (q||r)||s is not committed. Therefore the condition on rule T A U is not
met, and there is no transition ((9||r)||s)||t —» ((g||r')||s)||i. However, in Uppaal,
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this transition is allowed, because both the r-automaton and the i-automaton arc
originally in a committed state, thus both can participate in a transition. In the
disjunctive scenario, by rule E X T there is the transition q\\r —> q'\\r. By rule
S Y N C there is the transition (<7||r)||s —> (q'||r)||A''. Here (<j||r)||s is committed,
and therefore by rule TAU there is the transition ((g||r)||.s)||t ^ ((<7'lk)||s')||t.
However, in Uppaal, this transition would not be allowed, since neither the qcomponent nor the the s-component are originally in a committed state while
another component (t-component) is.

2.3

Compositional Abstraction

In our approach, timed step simulations capture what it means that one TTS is an
abstraction of another. In this section, we formally define timed step simulations
and establish compositionality of the induced preordcr.
A timed step simulation relates the states of two TTSs that have the same
external interface, that is, the same sets of external variables. Initial states must
always be related. Also, related states must agree on their external variables, and
the relation must be preserved by consistently changing the external variables. If
the detailed system does a step, then either this can be simulated by an identical
step in the abstract system that preserves the relation, or the detailed step is an
internal computation step that preserves the simulation relation. Finally, abstract
level committed states may only be related to detailed level committed states.
Definition 2.3.1 (Timed step simulation) Two TTSs Tj and T2 are compa
rable if they have the same external variables, that is Ε ι — E2 • Given comparable
TTSs T\ and T2, we say that a relation R Ç S\ χ 52 is a timed step simulation
from Tj to T2, provided that .s? R .si) and if s R r then
1. Äff?, =

r\E2,

2. V u e Val(Ei) :s[u] R r[u],
3. if Comm(r)

then

Comm(s),

4- if s —'—* s' then either there exists an r' such that r —'-^ r' and .s'Rr', or
a = τ and s' R r .
We write T\ -< T2 when there exists a timed step simulation from 71 to T2.
It is straightforward to prove that X is a preorder on the class of TTS, that is, ^
is reflexive and transitive. Our first main theorem states that ^ is a precongruence
for parallel composition. This means that timed step simulations can be used as
a compositional abstraction device.
Theorem 2.3.2 Let Τ\,Τ2,Τ^ be TTSs with T\ and T2 comparable, Ti < T2, and
both T\ and Tj compatible with T3. Then Τι\\Τ^ X T^HTs.
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Proof. Observe that, since Τ and 72 are comparable, 7ί HT-j and T^HTj) are compa
rable as well. Let T13 = Ti||7j and 723 = THITi· Let Q be a timed step simulation
from 7ί to 72- Define relation R Ç S\3 χ S23 by
g||s R r||s'

«• (qQrAs

= s').

We show that R is a timed step simulation from T j to 723. First observe that
(siHsj^R^lls·)) because s^Qs"· For arbitrary (g||s,r||s) G R, we prove that the
four conditions in the definition of a timed step simulation are satisfied.
1. By definition of Q, q\Ei = r\E2, and it follows that (q\\s)\Ei3 = (r||.s)[£,23.
2. Pick u 6 Val(E-[3) and let u' = u\E\. Since Q is a timed step simulation,
q[u'] Qr[u']. Since Tj is compatible with TJ and 72, q[u'] = q[u} and r[u'] =
r[u\. Thus q[u] Qr[u] and therefore, by definition of i2, q[Mj||s[u] Rr[u]||s[u].
Hence (g||s)[u]R(r||s)[u], using Lemma2.2.2(2.11).
3. We derive
Comm(r||.s·) => Comm(r) V Conim(s)
=> Comm(q) V Comm(s)
=> Comm(q\\s)

(by Lemma2.2.5)
(Q a timed step simulation)
(by Lemma2.2.5)

4. Assume that q\\s ——
' * q'\\s'. Via a case distinction on the rule instance from
Fig. 2.2 used to construct this transition, we establish that either there exists
a transition r||s ——
' > r'\\s" such that g'Hs'Rr'H.s", or α = τ and g'H.s'RrHs.
• Rule E X T with ι = 1. Then α e £, q - ^ q' and s' = s [ς']. Since Q is
a simulation, there exists a transition r —L->2 r' such that q'Qr'. Let
s" = s[r']. Then r\\s - ^ r'||.s". Since q'Qr', we know that q'\Ei =
r'\E2. Hence .s' = s\q'] = s[r'] = s" and we may infer q ' | | s ' R r ' | | s " , as
requested.
• Rule E X T with ι = 3. Then α e S, s - ^ 3 s' and q' = q[s']. Let
s" = s' and r' = r [s']. Then r | | s ^ r'Hs". Let u = s ' ^ . Since T3
is compatible with Τι and T^, q[s'] — q[u} and r[.s''] = r[u}. Because
Q is a simulation, g[it]Qr[u]. Hence, (/[itllls'Rr^JHs'. This implies
ç'||s'Rr'||s", as requested.
• Rule TAU with ι = 1. Then α = τ, q —:->1 q', COmm(.s) => b and
s' = s[q'\. Since Q is a simulation, either there exists a transition
r —:->2 r' such that q'Qr', or q' Qr.
— In the first case, let s" = s[r'\. Then r | | s —'-^ r ' | | s " by rule TAU.
Since q'Qr', we know that q'\E\ = r'\E2. Hence .s' = s[q'] =
s[r'] = s" and we may infer g'Hs'Rr'Hs", as requested.
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— In the second ca.se, where q' Qr, observe that q\Ei — r\E-2 = q'\E\.
s' = s[q'} = s[q\ = s. Hence g'||s'Rr||.s, as requested.
• Rule TAU with ι — 3. Then α = τ, s —^s s', C()mm(q) => 6, and q' =
q\s']. Since Q is a simulation, Comm(r) => 6. Let .s" = s' and r' = r[s'].
L
Then r||s —-> r'||.s". Let u = s'\Ei. Since ΤΛ is compatible with T\ and
72, q[s'] = q[u] and r[.s'] = r[u]. Because Q is a simulation, ç[ii]Qr[u].
Hence, g[u]||Ä'Rr[u]||s'. This implies g'||s'Rr'||s", a^s requested.
• Rule S Y N C with ι = 1. Then a = τ and, for some c € C, bi, Ò2 € B, and
q E Si, q ' ' Ί q, s\q] —'-^3 s', b = όι V62, Com,Tn{q) V Comm(s) => b,
and g' = çj.s']. Since Q is a simulation, there exists a state Γ2 € 52
such that r —:—>2 r2 and (/Qr2. Moreover, Comm,(r) V Comm(s) => 6.
Since qQr2, it follows that q\Ei — Γ2[£'2· Since Tj is compatible with
T] and 72, this implies that s[q} = sfa}. Let s" = s' and r' = 7-2[s'].
We can apply rule S Y N C to infer that r||s —^ r'||.s". Since qQri
and 7·} is compatible with Tj and 72, it follows that q[s'] Qr2[s']. This
implies q'Qr', which in turn implies g'||s'Rr'||.s', which in turn implies
</'||.s''Rr'||s", as requested.
• Rule S Y N C with ι = 3. Then a = τ and, for some e e C, 61,62 £ Bi and
.s e 5.3, s —'•—>3 s, q[s} —]—>i q', b = 61 VÒ2, Com.m{q) V Οοτητη(α) => 6,
and s' = «[g']. Since ç Q r , Q is a simulation, and T3 is compatible
with 7"i and 72, q[.s]Qr[s] and there exists a state r' € S2 such that
r[s] —'•—>2 r' and q'Qr'. Moreover, Comm(r) V C()mm(s) => b. Let
s" = s[r']. We can apply rule S Y N C to infer that r||s -^1-» r'||.s".
Since q'Qr', q'\Ei = r'\E2- Since T3 is compatible with Ti and 72, it
follows that s[q'] = s[r']. This implies .s = .s", which in turn implies
f/lls'Rr'Hs", as requested.
• Rule TIME. Then a € M>o, b = 0, q - ^ q' and s - ^ 2 s'. Since Q is
a simulation, there exists a transition r -J-^2 r' such that q'Qr'.
s" = s'. Then r||.s - ^ r'||s" and ç'||s' Rr'||.s", ^ requested.

Let
•

The timed step simulation preorder < is in general not a prccongruence for
restriction. The problem is that the restriction operator removes transitions: this
may affect enablcdness of committed transitions and invalidate the property that
high-level committed states may only be related to low-level committed states. In
the theorem below, we explicitly add the condition needed for conipositionality: if
a state is committed in 7Ί it should still be committed in T\\C.
Theorem 2.3.3 Lei Tj andT-2 be comparable TTSs such thatTx ^ 7 ^ . Let C Ç C.
Assume that Comm(s) =4=> (3a e ET — {c!,c? | c G C} : s — ^ i ) , for any state s of
Τ,. We have that 71 \C ^ 7^\C.

2.4. Networks of Timed Automata
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In practice, the side condition of Theorem 2.3.3 is unproblematic, for instance
because in committed locations of components in a network only output transitionh
are enabled, and the corresponding input transitions are always enabled in other
components. In such a network, a committed state always enables a committed
r-transition, which implies the side condition.

2.4

Networks of Timed Automata

In this section, we introduce networks of timed automata (NTA), a mathematical model for describing real-time systems inspired by the Uppaal modeling language. We present two different definitions of the semantics of NTAs and establish
their equivalence. The first definition is not compositional and closely follows the
Uppaal semantics (as defined in the Uppaal 4.0 help menu). The second definition
constructs an LTS conipositionally by first associating a TTS to each TA in the
network, composing these, applying a restriction operator, and then considering
the underlying LTS.
An NTA consists of a number of timed automata that may communicate via
synchronization of transition labels and via a global set of multi-reader/multiwriter variables. Our model supports committed locations and a restricted form
of urgency by allowing internal transitions to be urgent. 3 Our definition of timed
automata abstracts from syntactic details and the various restrictions from Uppaal
that are needed to make model checking decidablc. These aspects that are not
relevant for our compositionality result. However, in order to obtain compositionality, we need to impose some axioms on timed automata that are not required
by Uppaal. Also, several Uppaal features have not been incorporated within our
NTA model, in particular broadcast channels, urgent synchronization channels,
and priorities. We expect that these features can be incorporated in our approach
(at the price of complicating the definitions) but we leave this as future work.

3
Urgent internal transitions can be encoded in Uppaal by declaring a special urgent broadcast
channel urg, labeling urgent internal transitions by urg', and ensuring that no transitions carry
the label u r g ' Urgent internal transitions are very convenient for modeling systems since they
allow one to specify that a component reacts instantaneously to some change of the external
variables
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Definition 2.4.1 (TA) A timed automaton (TA) is defined to be a tuple
0
Λ = (L, K, 1°, E, H, v ,1, —>, — • " ) , where L is a set of locations, KCL is a set
of committed locations, 1° G L is the initial location, E, H Ç V are disjoint sets of
0
external and hidden variables, respectively, V = EU Η, υ G Val(V) is the initial
v ai v
valuation, I : L —> 2 ' ' ' assigns a left-closed invariant property to each location
0
0
such that υ |= /(Z ),
Val{v)

—>Ç L χ 2

x£Tx

(Val(V) -» Val(V)) x L

is the transition relation, and —>UÇ—> is the urgent transition relation. We let
I,... range over locations, write I
> I' if (l,g,a, ρ,Ι') G—>, refer to I as the
source of the transition, to I' as the target, to g as the guard, and to ρ as the update
(or reset) function. We require:
1(1) docs not depend on E

/ ——'—> /'

=> g does not depend on E

Vi € Κ to € 1(1) 3(1 ^ ^
/

>" I'

l'):v\=gA

P(v)

\= 1(1')

=> a = τ Λ g does not depend on X

(Axiom V)

(Axiom VI)
(Axiom VII)
(Axiom VIII)

Recall that a property Ρ is left-closed if, for all υ G Val(V) and d € lR>o,
vQùd\=P=>v\=P.
In Uppaal, left-closedness of location invariants is ensured syntactically by disallowing lower bounds on clocks in invariants. Axiom V
asserts that location invariants do not depend on external variables. This restriction is not imposed by Uppaal, but run-time errors may occur in Uppaal when
one automaton modifies external variables in a way that violates the location invariant of another automaton. Although it may be possible to come up with a
compositional semantics for a setting without Axiom V, it is clear that the axiom eliminates a number of technical complications. We are not aware of Uppaal
applications in which the axiom is violated. Axiom VI asserts that the guards
of input transitions do not depend on external variables. This is a key axiom
that we nood for our approach to work: it ensures that the update function of an
output transition does not affect the enabledness of matching input transitions.
Axiom VII states that in a committed location always at least one transition is
possible. We need this axiom to ensure that a state in the TTS semantics of a
timed automaton is committed iff the corresponding location is committed. The
axiom is a prerequisite for what is called time reactivity in [Sif99] and timelock
freedom in [Bow99], that is, whenever time progress stops there exists at least
one enabled transition. Uppaal does not impose this axiom, but we would like to
argue that any model that does not satisfy it is a bad model. Axiom VIII, finally,
states that only internal transitions can be urgent and that the guards of urgent
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transitions may not depend on clocks. The constraint that urgent transitions may
not depend on clocks is syntactically enforced in Uppaal by requiring that clock
variables may not occur in the guards of urgent transitions.
A network of timed automata can now be defined as a finite collection of
compatible timed automata:
Definition 2.4.2 (NTA) Two timed automata A\ and A^ are compatible if Hi Π
^2 = Η·2 Π Vi = 0 and vföv®. A network of timed automata (NTA) consists of a
finite collection Μ = (Αχ,... ,Αη) of pairwise compatible timed automata.
The operational semantics of NTAs can be defined in terms of labeled transition
systems.
Definition 2.4.3 (LTS semantics of NTA) Let Μ = {Αι,.. .,Αη) be an NTA.
Let V = | J I ( K U {loCt}), with for each i, loc, α fresh variable with type L,. The
semantics ofM, notation LTS^), is the LTS (S, s0,—>), where
S

=

{ν e Va/(V) I Vi : ν \= /.(«(loc,))},

0

=

«?||---||t;°||{loc 1 ^/J > ...,loc n ^iû} )

s

and —> is defined by the rules in Fig. 2.5. We use the convention that if an
update function ρ : Val(W) —» Val(W) is applied to a valuation ν G Val(W') with
W C W', it only affects the variables in W, that is p(v) = v\p{v\W)].

s(locj) = /
s \=9

s' = p ( S ) [ { l o c ^ ' } ]
(Vfe : a(locfc) £ Kk) V Ζ G AT,
TAU
s —» s'

U ^ Ά Κ
«(100,) = /,
s (=
fl,

s' = s®d

Ι, ^ - ^ V,
«(loc,) = Ζ,
s (= gj

s' = p J (p l ( S ))[{loc l ^/;, loc,-^}]
(Vfc : s(locfc) g Kk) V /, e Kl V l3 e Kj
i / 3

Vfc : s (loc fc ) 4 Kk

$(l ^ ^ " l') : s(loc,) = Ι Λ s \= g
d

I

s —» s'

Figure 2.5: Uppaal style LTS semantics of an NTA

SYNC

T I M E
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Definition 2.4.3 describes the semantics of an NTA in terms of an LTS. The states
of this LTS arc valuations of a set V of variables. This set V contains the variables
of all TAs and also, for each ΤΑ Αι, a special variable loCj to store the current
location of .4t. The set of states 5 only contains valuations in which the location
0
invariants for all TAs hold. The initial state s is the state where all automata are
in their initial location and all variables have their initial value.
The transition relation —> contains two kinds of transitions: delay transitions
and action transitions. We have a delay transition ,s —> .s' iff s contains no com
mitted locations, no urgent transition is enabled in .s, and s' is obtained from s
by incrementing all clocks with d and leaving the other variables unchanged, that
is .s' = s φ d. Note that, since .s' is a state, s' satisfies the location invariants. In
fact, since we require that location invariants are left-closed, we have that, for all
d' G [0, d], s φ d' satisfies the location invariants. Also, since the guards of urgent
transitions may not depend on clocks, we have that, for all d' g [0, d\, s φ d' does
not enable any urgent transition.
For action transitions there are two cases: internal transitions and binary syn
chronizations. We have an internal transition s —> .s' if there is an automaton At
that enables an internal transition I
> /': .s(loct) = / and s |= g. We require
that either / is committed or no location in s is committed. Furthermore, s' is
obtained from s by assigning to loCj the value /', and applying the update function
p. We have a synchronization transition s —> s' if there are distinct components
At and Aj that enable an output transition /j
'> /( and input transition
Ij ——'-?-> I' respectively. We require that either /, or lj is committed, or no
location in .s is committed. State .s' is obtained from .s by first applying update Pi
and then update pj. In addition the location variables arc updated.
The key step towards a compositional semantics of NTAs is the definition
below, which associates a TTS to an individual TA. Essentially this is a simplified
version of Definition 2.4.3 in which a transition is made committed iff it originates
from a committed location.
Definition 2.4.4 (TTS semantics of TA) Let A = (L, K, 1°, Ε,
be a TA. The TTS associated to A, notation TTS(.4), i.s the tuple

Η,υ0,1,—>)

(E,HU{\oc},S,s0,^1,^0),
where loc is a fresh variable with type L, W = E U H U {loc}, 5 = {<; e Val{W) \
υ \= /(w(loc))}, .s0 = υ0||{Ιοα—>/0}, and the transitions are defined by the rules m
Fig. 2 6.
We can check that the structure that we have just defined is indeed a TTS.
L e m m a 2.4.5 TTS(.A) is a TTS.
Proof. Since A is a TA, E and H are disjoint. Hence, since loc is fresh, also E
and H U {loc} are disjoint. By the definition of a timed automaton, υ0 \= 1(1°).
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9 ap
/ >'>

I'

e(loc) == / •s'N 9

s' = p( 5 )[{loc^/'}]

α,6
s
1

s' - s(Bd

s

ACT

s'

m ws

s(loc) £ Κ

b<* (l€K)

n

. .s(loc) =

d,0

IA she

TIME

> s'

Figure 2.6: TTS semantics of a TA
This implies s 0 € S1, as required. We check that TTS(.4) satisfies the four axioms
for a TTS:
• Suppose that, for some state s £ S, s ——» and s —'—*. Committed transitions
can only be inferred using rule ACT, and it follows that s(loc) G K. This
implies that rule TIME can not be used to establish outgoing transitions
from s, and thus a' € £ r . In fact, since outgoing transitions of s can only
be established using rule ACT, it follows that 6 = 1 . This suffices to prove
Axiom I.
• Axiom II follows directly from the fact that, by Axiom V, location invariants
do not depend on external variables.
• Axiom III follows directly from the fact that, by Axiom VI, input guards do
not depend on external variables.
• Axiom IV is immediate from rule TIME.

•

The next technical lemma asserts that a state in the TTS semantics is committed
iff the corresponding location is committed.
Lemma 2.4.6 Let Λ be a TA and let s be a state ofTTS(A).
CoTnm(s).

Then s(loc) G Κ ο

Proof. Suppose that A'(loc) G Κ. Let / = .s(loc). By Axiom VII, A has a
transition / f,'"'P> /' such that ,s |= g and p(s) \= 1(1'). This means that TTS(.4)
has a transition s —L-> s', where s' = p(s)[{\oo—>/'}]. Hence Comm(s).
Now suppose that Comm(s). This means that s has an outgoing committed
transition in TTS (.4). But such a transition can only be derived using rule A C T
provided .s(loc) G Κ.
•
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We now come to our second main theorem, which states that a compositional
semantics of NTAs defined in terms of TTSs coincides (modulo isomorphism) with
the noncompositional Uppaal style semantics of Definition 2.4.3.
Theorem 2.4.7 Let Ν = {A\,... ,A„) be an NTA. Then

LTS(A0 = ίΤ5((π5(Α)||--·||ΤΤ5(Λ,))\0.
4

Proof. W.l.o.g. we assume that the fresh location variable of TTS(.4 m ) is loc m .
It follows directly from the definitions that both sides of the equation have the
same states and the same initial state. What remains is to prove that both sides
also have the same set of transitions. Since the \C operation prunes away all the
external transitions, we need to prove Ç as well as D for two types of transitions,
namely r-transitions and time-passage transitions.
Ç r - t r a n s i t i o n s . Assume Ai has a transition .s —»jv s'. Write sm = s\Wm, for
1 < m < n. According to Definition 2.4.3, transition s —»jv- s' is constructed either
by rule TAU or rule S Y N C .
Rule TAU For some At all of the following hold.
,,
Μ Κ

,_,

*'= PWKIOC,-/'}]

7;

(Vfc: S (loc fc )£fffc)V/€tf,

s\=g

Let s, = p(sl)[{\oct>-^l'}]. Then, by rule A C T of the TA semantics, s, — ^ s't.
By associativity of parallel composition we may write TTS(.4,)||.R, where
R is the parallel composition of TTSs of all TAs except At. We define
s = s ("(Um^t Wm)i that is, state s restricted to the variables of i?. Observe
that
Commit)

=>

3m ^ i.Comm{sm)

by Lemma2.2.5

=>

3m / î.s m (loc m ) € Km

=>

3m.s m (loc m ) e Km

=>

I € Kt

by Lemma 2.4.6

by assumption above

Hence we can apply rule TAU for parallel composition of TTSs
•%

' sl

Comm(s) => / g Κt
r,(/€/f,)

.s,||.s·

,

_

> s[ t> s

and after applying \C and LTS we obtain .s —> s', as required.
4

Without this afabumption we need to drag around an isomorphism that takch (are of appropriate renaming of location variables
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Rule S Y N C For some Λι and A-, all of the following hold.
/, i i Ä /;
s(loc) = /,
s\=9x

.s' = ^ ( Λ ( β ) ) [ { Ι ο ο , ^ / ί , l o c ^ / ; } ]
(V* : s(locfc) ^ ^ ) ν /, e if, V /, e Κj
ϊφ3

iJ H^L·^ //
«(locj) = /,
s (= gj

Let s, = s\Wl and Sj = «[Wj.
• Clearly .s^Sj
r!,(i,eÄ-,)

• Like in the previous case: Sj —:—-—^-> sj, where sj = pl(Sj)[{locli—>/(}].
• By Axiom VI, Qj does not depend on Ej, therefore Sjf.sJ] |= g^. Furthermore, clearly Sj[s(](loCj) = /^, and by TA semantics:

s

8r

/i

A *]

c? b

''

S

ACT

ι

>3

• Comm(si) = (3a € £T : Sj —:->). By rule ACT of TA semantics:
COmm(st) Φ> Sj(loCi) e /f,. Similarly Comm(s.,) <=> «^(loCj) e Xj, and
therefore Comm(.st) V Comm(sj) => (/, G A",) V (Z^ e Kj).
Now by parallel composition of TTSs:
s,

• s,

«j [s t J

» Sj

ζ #

j

COmm(.st) V Comm(sJ) => (^ € K t ) V (Zj e AT,)
st\\s]

> Sj O Sj

By associativity of parallel composition we may write TTS(«4,)||TTS(^4j)||iî,
where R is the parallel composition of TTSs of all TAs except .4, and A,.
We define s = ^KUmg-h i) ^m)) that is, state s restricted to the variables
of R. Like in the previous case for rule TAU:
Comm{s)

=> (Ζ, e KJ V (Zj € /Γ,)

Now we will proof that s' = s[Sj < s']. First we need the following identity,
which is easy to derive:
m\V

=

(f\V)\g]

(2.15)
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Now for the proof:

expand

''
ν
'
definition of pj

definition of pt

s[Pi(s \Vt)]\pM»)\V1)W<Kt~l'l,\ocJ~l'J}]

=

baiic axiom

s[pt(s \ Vt)<pJ{pl{s)\VJ)<{locl~l',i

.ÌOCj

-';}] =

disjoint domcims and reordering

s[p,(s \Vt) < {lo^i-»/;} <pj(pl(s) \Vj) < {ioCt^OoCj^l'j}]
definitions p , and Sj
/

Λ

s

^P î (^)[{loc ï ^/;}]<:p : ,( A ( s ) fV) < { l o c ^ j o c j ^ } ] =
%

ν
equivalent

*[ ·< <Pj(

'

ft(-s)

rVJ)<{loclH-»/;,locJi-»/J}] =

definition of p l

s K < pMMs\Vr)}\Vj)

< { i o c ^ / ; , loC^/J}] =

definitions /?, a n d s,

sK < 'PMM* ΓΚ)] rwomioc^cioc^/;}]] =
φ ί <Pj(s>,(srK)])[{loc 1 ^/;,loc J ^}]] =
v

ν
by s, = s Γ(ν, U {loc,})

'

/
*
*
s[s[ <p J (sj[p t (.s l )])[{loc l i- > /;,loc J i-»^}]] =
definition of /;, and pj

4< < 'pAsMMli^mVoc^i',}]]
·"

ν
equivalent

'

equivalent

»K < Sj ]

=

=
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Hence we can apply rule TAU for parallel composition of TTSs.
Sl||Sj

^'•e*-)v(t J €* J ) i s , ^ s ,

Comm(s)
>

O*. I M II«

=> (/, e tf.) V (ij e Kj)
Κ < sj) >s

and after applying \C and LT5 we obtain .s ^ s', as required.
D r - t r a n s i t i o n s . Assume s ^ s' in LTS((TTS(^i)|| · · · ||TTS(.4 n ))\C). By defi
nition of LTS() and \C there must be a transition s ——
' > s' inTTS(«4i)|| - • · ||TTS(^4 n ).
By parallel composition and its associativity we see this transition is constructed
either by rule TAU or rule SYNC.
Rule TAU Some TTS(.4 t ) has transition sl —'-^ s'l, and .s' = «[β,], where sl =
s \ Wl. By rule A C T of TA semantics all of the following hold:
ί-^,Ζ'

s,(loc) = Z si\=g

s't=p(8t)[{\oct^l'}]

b&(l€Kt)

From this we have the following:
• s \ Wk is the part of the state .s that is determined by TTS(.4fc). Now
we have:
IÌKX

• (s, \=g)^f

=• - 6
=> -iC7omm(s)
=> Ìfc : Comm{s\Wk)
=> VA; : s(locfc) ^ K^

by Lemma2.2.5
by TA semantics

(s Ν fl)

• s' = e f t ] = sMeOKIoc-Z'}]] = s[p(s,)][{loc,^i'}] = p(.s)[{loc^/'}]
Finally by NTA semantics we are done:
1^1^ I'
, . , _ .
eiioc^-t
^

s'= p(s)l{\oct~l>}}
(VÄ:S(loct)^^fc)ViG/f,
?

s -^M s'

TAU
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Rule S Y N C Some TTS(.4 t ) and TTS(^4J), with ι φ j synchronize on transitions:
' Ί .s,, SJ[SJ] — ' - ^ Sj, where .s, = s \ Wl, Sj = s \ Wj, and .s' = s[s( OSj].

Si

and b = bt\/ bj. By rule A C T of TA semantics all of the following hold:
9 C

P

k " '' '' l't st(loct) = it 5 ι μ 3 ί
1,22^^

[ ' ](\oc]) = lJ

S] s i

s^ = P{sl)\{\oQl^l'l}] ό , Ο ^ ε Κ . )

φ[\^9]

s] = pis^'moc^}]

0,&{1,€Κ,)

From this wc have the following:
• s \ Wk is the part of the state s that is determined by TTS(.4fc). Now
we have:
->(/, G Kl Vlj e Kj)

^-16
=> ->Comm(s)
=i- JA: : Comm{s\Wk)
=> V/c : s(locfe) ^ /^fc

by Lemma2.2.5
by TA semantics

• .st(loc,) = /, => s(loc t ) = i t
• s, |= .% =Φ s h gl
• SjIs^loCj) = /j => «(locj) = /j

By NTA semantics:
/, ^ ^ /;
s(loc t ) = Z,
LJÎ!

z, ^ ^
/J
(
Ι
ο
^
)
=
Ζ,
β

»•' = ρ,( Α (*))[{Ιο ε ! -Ζ;,Ιοο^Ζ;}]
(Vfc:s(loc f c )^/ffc)VZ 1 eÄ',VZ J G/: j

LL^?

_
s —*χ r'

SYNC

Finally pj(pt(s))[{locti—>ZJ,loc,i—>/'}] = s[Sj <ls'], using the proof on page40.

Ç time-passage transitions. Assume a transition s —» s'. By rule TIME of
NTA semantics all of the following hold:
.s' = s Θ d

Vfc : s(locfc) g Kk

${l -^^•" Z') : s(loc) = Ι Λ s \= q

(2.16)

We proceed our proof by induction on the number of timed automata that are
put in parallel. In case η = 1, (Vfc : s(locfc) ^ Kk) <=> .s'(loci) ^ ΑΊ, and by TA
semantics:

S

ri,0

,
» s'

Finally by definition of LTS(·), we have .s —> s', the transition we needed.
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Now assume the theorem holds for m — 1, we will prove it holds for m. We
define s = s[(H^i U · · • U W m _i), the state s without the variables solely used by
»4m. We define sm = s\Wm.
Equation (2.16) implies the premises of rule T I M E of TA semantics, so:
s'm = sm®d

s m (loc m ) £ Km

${l ^ ^

m

I') : sm(\ocm)

= Ι Λ sm \= g

TIME

By the induction hypothesis there exists a transition s —» s' in
LTS((TTS(^i)|| · · · ||TTS(^ m _ 1 ))\C). By definition of LTS(·) and \C, there is a
transition s ——
' » s' in TTS(>1 1 )|| • · · ||TTS(^4 m _i)
By parallel composition we get the transition we need:
d
Sm

_ ά _/

ι

""* g m ,
ll_

α

^ ^ ^

TIME

. η—/

Finally from LTS(·) we get ,s —» A'.
D time-passage t r a n s i t i o n s .

Assume s —> s' in LTS((TTS(.4i)|| · · · ||TTS(«4„))\C).

By LTS(·) and \C there must be a transition s — ^ s' in TTS(.4i)|| · · · ||TTS(.4 n ).
We proceed our proof by induction on the number of timed automata that are
put in parallel. In case η ~ 1, by rule T I M E of TA semantics we the premises of
rule T I M E of NTA semantics, so:
s' = s®d

Vfc : sflocfc) j Kk

jl(t-g^g»>):B(loç) = i A * h g

T I M E

d
.
S —> s'

Now assume the theorem holds for m — 1, we will prove it holds for rn. We define
s = S\(WY U- · -U Wm-i), the state s without the variables solely used by Am. We
define .sm = s\Wm.
By associativity of parallel composition we can write:

(TTSMOH · · · ||ΤΤ5(Λη_1))||ΤΤ5(Λη)
By rule T I M E of parallel composition we have the transitions: .sm ——
' * s'm in
T T S ( ^ m ) , and a ^

s' in TTS(>li)|| · · · H T T S ^ . ! ) .

By TA semantics all of the following hold:
A'm(locm) i Km

$(l ^^Um

I') : i m (loc) = / Λ sm μ g

(2.17)

From the induction hypothesis we know there exists a transition H —»^ s' in the
semantics of the NTA made up of automata Αχ,..., Am-i.
Now by rule T I M E
of NTA semantics all of the following hold:
Vfc : e(locfc) Ϊ Kk

$(l ^ ^ > " Z') : 3(loc) = / Λ s \= g

(2.18)
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Together Equations (2.17) and (2.18) imply the premises of rule TIME of NTA
semantics, so finally:
s' = s®d

Vfc : .sQocfc) tKk

I') : .s(loct) = Ι Λ s \= g

$(l ^ Ç
d

T I M E

.

s -^M s'

m
In the remainder of this section, wc briefly discuss how the previous results may
help to alleviate the state space explosion problem. Simulation prcorders preserve
a rich class of properties (for instance, for Kripke structures all VCTL* properties,
see [GL94]), but for simplicity we limit ourselves here to verification of invariants.
Definition 2.4.8 (Invariants) Let C = (S, s0, —>) be an LTS with S C Val(V),
for some set of variables V. Let Ρ be a property over a subset of the variables of
V. We say that Ρ is an invariant of C, notation C (= VOP, iff, for all reachable
states s of C, s \= P.
By extension, we say that Ρ is an invariant of an NTA Af, notation λί |= VnP,
iff it is an invariant of LTS (TV), and that Ρ is an invariant of a TTST, notation
Τ \= VDP, iff it is an invariant of LTS(T).
Timed step simulations preserve invariant properties in one direction: if an invari
ant property holds for the abstract system, we may conclude it also holds for the
concrete system.
Theorem 2.4.9 Let 7ί and T2 be comparable TTSs such that T\ < Ti- Let Ρ be
a property over the external variables ofT\ andT^. IfT^ \= VnP, then Tj \= VDP.
Proof. Let R be a timed step simulation from Tj to T^. By a simple inductive
argument, one may prove that each reachable state of Tj is related by R to at
least one reachable state of T^. Since Ρ holds for any reachable state of Τ?, Ρ only
depends on the external variables of T?, E\ = E2, and related states agree on their
external variables, it follows that Ρ holds for any reachable state of Tj.
•
Since our compositional semantics is consistent with the Uppaal semantics,
wc can apply our abstraction results to networks of Uppaal automata as fol
lows. Abusing notation, write .4i|| • · · | | A ^ B\ || · · · ||Z?j if LTS(.4i)|| · · · ||LTS(A)
< LTS(/?i)|| · · · H L T S ^ ) . Assume that Ai \\ • • • | | A ^ ßi || · · • ||ßj, and the timed
automata on the right-hand-side are simpler than those on the left-hand-side.
Then, by the definitions and straightforward application of Theorems 2.3.2, 2.3.3
(assuming the side condition holds), 2.4.7 and 2.4.9,
(Bi,...)BJ,A+i,...,Al)|=VDP

=>

Μ ι , · · · , Λη) H VDP

Thus, instead of model checking ( A , . . . , An) it suffices to model check the simpler
system obtained by substituting Bi,..., Bj for A^,..., A - Variations of this result
can be obtained by using the restriction laws of Lemma 2.2.9.

2.5. Future Work
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We have successfully used this approach in order to verify mutual exclusion
for Zeroconf, a protocol for dynamic configuration of IPv4 link-local addresses
defined by the IETF [GVZ06, BGVZ07]. Chapter 3 elaborates on this case study.
By using the abstractions, Uppaal was able to verify the Zeroconf for an arbitrary
number of hosts. Without our techniques, Uppaal can only handle instances with
three hosts.

2.5

Future Work

Our framework deals with an important part of the Uppaal modeling language,
and is for instance suitable for dealing with the Zeroconf protocol. Nevertheless,
several features have not been dealt with, notably:
Urgent channels Our approach supports urgent internal transitions but not general urgent channels as in Uppaal. Shared variables in combination with
urgent internal transitions are very expressive, though, and we have never
felt the need to use urgent synchronization channels in any of the numerous
Uppaal applications that we have been involved in. We expect that urgent
channels can be easily incorporated using the concept of timed ready simulations from [Jen99].

Broadcast communication General broadcast communication, as supported by
Uppaal, does not have a neat semantics: the order in which automata arc
composed influences the semantics of a network. When multiple automata
do an input action and modify the same global variable, the 'last' automaton
determines the final value of the variable. It should be possible though to
identify a well-behaved subset (for instance, by requiring that the variables
modified by different input actions be disjoint). Once this has been done,
we expect that the results of this paper can easily be generalized.

Priorities Uppaal supports channel priorities. As we have shown, committed
locations induce a priority mechanism, and we expect that channel priorities
can be described in an analogous manner.
Conceptually there are no major difficulties involved in generalizing our results
to a setting which includes these features, but the proofs will become tedious and
long. Since Uppaal is extended all the time, we envisage that proof assistants
such as Isabelle and PVS will become indispensable for establishing correctness of
verification methods.
Although from a theoretical viewpoint implementing our framework may be
less interesting, from a practical viewpoint it is all the more. We envisage a
version of Uppaal that maintains networks of timed automata at different levels of
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abstraction, and which can automatically prove correctness of abstractions using
Uppaal-TlGA and theorem proving technology.
Since we phrased our compositionality results very abstractly in terms of timed
transition systems, which may (or may not) have tinie-pa.ssage transitions and
may (or may not) have committed transitions, our results can be reused directly
in the design of other practical modeling languages with both shared variables and
synchronization of actions.

Chapter 3

Formal Specification and
Analysis of Zeroconf Using
Uppaal
with Bimani Gebremichael,
Frits Vaandrager, and
Miaomiao Zhang
The model checker Uppaal is used to formally model and analyze parts
of Zeroconf, a protocol for dynamic configuration of IPv4 link-local addresses that has been defined in RFC 3927 of the IETF. Our goal has
been to construct a model that (a) is easy to understand by engineers,
(b) comes as close as possible to the informal text (for each transition in the model there should be a corresponding piece of text in the
RFC), and (c) may serve as a basis for formal verification. Our modeling efforts revealed several errors (or at least ambiguities) in the RFC
that no one else spotted before. We present two proofs of the mutual exclusion property for Zeroconf (for an arbitrary number of hosts
and IP addresses)· a manual, operational proof, and a proof that combines model checking with the application of a new abstraction relation
that is compositional with respect to committed locations. The model
checking problem has been solved using Uppaal and the abstractions
have been checked by hand.

3.1

Introduction

Our society increasingly depends on the correct functioning of modern communication technology. Most prominent are (mobile) phones and Internet, but there
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are also networks in modern cars, trains, and airplanes, and the new generation of
consumer electronics allows all sorts of devices to communicate with each other.
The most important and most often used protocols that describe the operation
of these networks are standardized. Examples of this are the Internet protocol
(TCP/IP), FireWirc/iLink (IEEE 1394), HAVi, WAP, CAN and BlueTooth. Due
to a combination of factors, the complexity of these protocol standards is often
very high: rapid changes in the capabilities of the underlying hardware, the fact
that often many (industrial) parties arc involved in standardization, each with its
own interests, and market demands to extend the functionality of the protocol.
Since these standards serve as a guide to implementcrs from many different companies, witli different backgrounds, it is vital that standards only allow for one
clear interpretation, are complete, and ensure the required functionality for each
implementation. For most protocol standards this is clearly not the case. In fact,
it is surprising that protocols that are of such immense importance to our society
are typically written in informal language, with frequent ambiguities, omissions
and inconsistencies. They also fail to state what properties are expected of a network running the protocol, and what it means for an implementation to conform
to a standard.
By now there is ample evidence that formal (mathematical) techniques and
tools may help to improve the quality of protocol standards. Numerous publications describe the formal modeling and analysis of critical parts of protocols,
and via these case studies many previously undetected bugs have been detected
(sec e.g. [CGH+93], [BS98], [DGRVOO], [LRG03], [Sto03], [Hol04], [CHdV()3], and
[VG06]). In most cases, these studies were carried out after completion of the
standard, and involved guessing to fill in holes and resolve ambiguities. An exception is the work by [Rom04], who aim at applying formal methods already during
the standard development process. Their efforts have resulted, for instance, in the
discovery and correction of many errors, omissions and inconsistencies, as well as
the addition of correctness properties, in the IEEE 1394.1 FireWire Net Update
standard.
In order to avoid holes and ambiguities in standards, the obvious way to go
is to describe critical parts using formal specification languages, similar to the
way in which diagrams are used to specify the electrical circuits and mechanical
parts. There have been joint attempts of academia and industry to arrive at
formal description languages for protocols. The most notable attempts at this
have been the LOTOS and SDL standardization efforts. However
to the best of
our knowledge - these languages have thus far not been used in the authoritative
part of protocol standards. Some protocol standard have extended finite state
machines (EFSMs) inside, but these are mostly illustrative, not completely formal,
and sometimes contain mistakes.1 [BS98] used (a well-defined subset of) C to
describe the SONET Automatic Protection Switching (APS) protocol and report
that developers found their C description easy to understand and superior to that
'See, for instance, http://www. mnalpes.fr/vasy/Press/f irevire.html
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which appeared in the APS standard. However, the lack of abstraction mechanisms
is an obvious drawback of C.
The relationships between an (abstract) formal model of a protocol and the
corresponding informal standard are typically obscure. As pointed out in [BM04],
"Current research seems to take the construction of verification models
more or less for granted, although their development typically requires
a coordinated integration of the experience, intuition and creativity of
verification and domain experts. There is a great need for systematic
methods for the construction of verification models to move on, and
leave the current stage that can be characterized as that of model
hacking. The ad-hoc construction of verification models obscures the
relationship between models and the systems that they represent, and
undermines the reliability and relevance of the verification results that
are obtained."
As a step towards the development of a systematic method, we report in this
paper on the construction of a verification model of a recent protocol standard.
The construction is systematic when it comes to the thorough investigation of the
protocol standard, and the large parts that where translates in a straightforward
manner. Also the assumptions that were needed are clearly documented, although
for making assumptions more creativity is needed. Finally, for the abstractions
that were made creativity is still the most important part, as opposed to a rigid
systematic method.
More specifically, this work describes the use of Uppaal to model and analyze
critical parts of Zeroconf, a protocol for dynamic configuration of IPv4 link-local
addresses. Our goal has been to construct a model that (a) is easy to understand
by engineers, (b) comes as close as possible to the informal text (for each transition
in the model there is a corresponding piece of text in the standard), and (c) may
serve as a basis for formal verification.
Uppaal [BDL04a, BDL+06] is an integrated tool environment for specification, validation and verification of real time systems modeled as
networks of timed automata [AD94]. The tool is available for free for nonprofit applications at www. uppaal. com. The language for the new version Uppaal
4.0 features a subset of the C programming language, a graphical user interface
for specifying networks of EFSMs, and timed automata syntax for specifying timing constraints. Due to these extensions, Uppaal is able to support modeling and
analysis of critical parts of protocol specifications:
1. The graphical syntax for EFSMs and the C-like syntax are easy to understand for protocol designers and implementers, and very close to notations
they use anyway.
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2. Uppaal allows one to specify timing constraints between events, which is
important in many protocol specifications.
3. The Uppaal language does have formal semantics and the transitions provide
a simple abstraction mechanism for the C-like syntax: the semantics of a
program is defined in terms of its effect on the observable state variables.
4. The Uppaal toolset supports simulation and model checking.

Zeroconf [CS05] is a protocol for dynamic configuration of IPv4 linklocal addresses that has been defined by the IETF Network Working
Group in RFC 3927 [CAG05]. There are many situations in which one would
like to use the Internet Protocol for local communication, for instance in the setting of in-home digital networks or to establish communication between laptops.
For these type of applications it is desirable to have a plug-and-play network in
which new hosts automatically configure an IPv4 address, without using external configuration servers, like DHCP and DNS, or requiring users to set up each
computer by hand. The Zeroconf protocol has been proposed to achieve exactly
this. It describes how a host may automatically configure an interface with an
IPv4 address within the 169.254/16 prefix that is valid for communication with
other devices connected to the same physical (or logical) link. The most widely
adopted Zeroconf implementation is Bonjour from Apple Computer 2 , but several
other implementations are available.3
Contribution The contribution of this chapter is, first of all, a formal model of
(a critical part of) Zeroconf — a protocol with clear practical relevance
that is
easy to understand, faithful to the RFC, and with an extensive discussion of the
relationship between the model and the RFC. Our modeling efforts revealed several
errors (or at least ambiguities) in the RFC that no one else spotted before. Wc
present two proofs of the mutual exclusion property for Zeroconf for an arbitrary
number of hosts and IP addresses: a manual, operational proof, and a proof that
combines model checking with the application of a new abstraction relation that is
compositional with respect to committed locations. The model checking problem
has been solved using Uppaal and the abstractions have been checked by hand.
Related Work Zeroconf involves a number of probabilistic aspects that are not
incorporated in our Uppaal model: hosts select IP-addresses randomly, using a
pseudo-random number generator, and at some point during the protocol they
wait for a random amount of time selected uniformly from an interval. The probabilistic behavior of Zeroconf has been studied in [BSHV()3] and [KNPS03]. The
primary goal of [BSHV03] was to investigate the trade off between reliability and
effectiveness of the protocol using a stochastic cost model. The model of [BSHV03],
2
Scc http ://developer.apple.com/networking/bonjour/
•'See http : //en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Zeroconf
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which only involves a single host, is quite appropriate in capturing the probabilistic
behavior of IP address configuration and conflict handling, but the analysis takes
place at a level that is much more abstract than the RFC. Based on an earlier
version of this work, a more detailed model has been presented in [KNPS()3] using the probabilistic model checker PRISM [KNP04]. The model checking results
reported in [KNPS03] are quite interesting, but the precise relationship between
the model and the RFC is unclear (for instance, in the model of [KNPS03] address defense only occurs before a host is using an IP address). Our motivation
for using Uppaal instead of PRISM was that the input language of PRISM is too
primitive for our purposes (just a few datatypes, no support of C-like syntax,..). A
toolset that combines the functionality of Uppaal and PRISM would be ideal for
dealing with the Zeroconf protocol. The compositional step simulation relations
between timed transition systems that we use to establish the correctness of our
abstractions are inspired by the timed ready simulations from [JLSOO], and use
the framework described by chapter 2.
Outline The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 3 2, we explain
the protocol and our Uppaal model. Section 3.3 presents a manual correctness
proof of the protocol. Section 3.4 shows how arbitrary instances of our model can
be analyzed fully automatically after applying a series of abstractions. Finally,
Section 3.5 presents some conclusions and directions for future research.

3.2

Modeling the Zeroconf Protocol

In this section, we describe our Uppaal model of the Zeroconf protocol, and the
relationship between this model and RFC 3927 [CAG05], the official protocol standard.
A Zeroconf network is composed of a set of hosts on the same link. Hosts in
the network can be devices that are present at home, office, embedded systems
"plugged together" as in an automobile, or the laptops of some colleagues who are
writing a joint paper and want to share a file. The goal of Zeroconf is to enable
networking in the absence of configuration and administration services. The core
of Zeroconf is the dynamic configuration of IPv4 link-local addresses, and this is
the part on which we focus in this paper.
The basic idea of Zeroconf is trivial and easy to explain. A host that wants to
configure a new IP link-local address randomly selects an address from a specified
range and then broadcasts a few identical messages to the other hosts, separated
by some delay, asking whether someone is already using the address. If one of the
other hosts indicates that it is using the other address, the host starts all over
again. Otherwise, it will start using the address after waiting a certain amount of
time. One may view Zeroconf as a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm in which
the resources are IP addresses. A goal of Zeroconf is to prevent that two hosts
use the same IP address. The question whether (or under which circumstances)
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this goal is actually achieved calls for verification and cannot be resolved by direct inspection and easy arguments. The underlying algorithm used in Zeroconf
is similar to Fisher's mutual exclusion algorithm [AL94, Lyn96] and makes essential use of timing. However, whereas Fischer's algorithm uses a shared variable
for communication between processes, Zeroconf uses broadcast communication.
Within Zeroconf, hosts do not aim at acquiring access to a specific critical section
(IP address); it is enough to obtain access to one of the 65024 available critical
sections.

3.2.1

Fixing t h e Set of Hosts

RFC 3927 assumes a set of hosts. This set is not fixed and host may join and leave
while the protocol is running. Since Uppaal does not support dynamic process
creation, we assume a fixed positive number of hosts. It may take arbitrary long
before a host becomes active in the protocol and one may argue that in this way
creation of new hosts is being captured. A phenomenon that may occur in practice,
but which we have not modeled here, is that distinct Zeroconf networks are joined.
We also do not model host failure or termination (although it would be easy to
add this).
The behavior of a single host is modeled by three timed automata that run
concurrently: Config, inputHandier and Regular. Automaton Config describes the
configuration of a new IP address, InputHandier takes care of the incoming messages,
and Regular abstractly models the activity of all the other processes running on
the host. The three automata are parametrized by the unique hardware address
(HA) of the host they belong to. We introduce a scalar type to represent the set
of all 1 hardware addresses of hosts in the system:
typedef scalar[1] HAtype;

In Uppaal, the type scalarci] denotes the set {0, . . . , 1 - l } . On scalar types
only a few operations are permitted: assignment of the value of one variable to
another, and identity testing. As a consequence, scalar types are unordered and
fully symmetric: the behavior of a model is invariant under arbitrary permutations
of the elements of a scalar type [ID96, HBL+03]. By using a scalar type rather than
a subrange type, we specify that within our model all the HAs (and therefore all
the hosts) play a fully symmetric role. This enables the use of symmetry reduction
during exploration of the state space.

3.2.2

T h e Underlying Network

We assume the presence of an underlying network via which nodes may communicate. RFC 3927 states the following assumption about this network [page 4,
section 1.3]:
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"This specification applies to all IEEE 802 Local Area Networks (LANs)
[802], including Ethernet [802.3], Token-Ring [802.5] and IEEE 802.11
wireless LANs [802.11]. as well as to other link-layer technologies that
operate at data rates of at least 1 Mbps, have a round-trip latency of
at most one second, and support ARP [RFC826].11
The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) [Plu82] is a widely used method for con
verting protocol addresses (e.g., IP addresses) to local network ("hardware") ad
dresses (e.g., Ethernet addresses). It takes care of dynamic distribution of the
information needed to build tables to translate protocol addresses to hardware
addresses. Within Zeroconf, all messages are ARP packets.
The goal of Zeroconf is to configure a hnk-local IP address. Altogether there
are 2 1 6 - 2 χ 256 = 65024 link-local addresses:
"The IPv4 prefix 169.254/16 is registered with the IANA for this puipose. The first 25G and last 256 addresses in the 169.254/16 prefix aie
reserved foi future use and MUST NOT be selected by a host using
this dynamic configuration mechanism."
The total number of link-local addresses occurs as a parameter m in our model.
The only IP addresses used by Zeroconf are link-local addresses and the all zeros
IP address 0.0.0.0, which serves as a special 'unknown' or 'undefined' value in the
protocol. We represent the set of used IP addresses by a scalar type:
typedef scalar[m+1] IPtype;

Actually, because the IP address 0.0.0.0 plays a special rôle, the set of IP addresses
is not fully symmetric. We use a trick to denote the all zeros IP address: we
introduce a special state variable zero of type IPtype, whose value is never changed,
and define this value to be the all zeros IP address. In this way, we do not refer
directly to an element of the scalar type. But since variable zero is never changed,
it acts as a constant and thus, effectively, it refers to a fixed element of the scalar
type.
For our model, the relevant4 information in an ARP packet consists of (1) a
sender hardware address, (2) a sender IP address, (3) a target IP address, and (4)
the packet type, which can be either "request" or "reply". Hence, an ARP packet
can be defined in Uppaal as follows:
typedef s t r u c t {
HAtype
senderHA;
IPtype
senderIP;
IPtype
targetIP;
bool
request ;
} ARP_packet;

//
//
//
//

sender
sender
target
i s the

hardware address
IP address
IP address
packet a Request or a Reply

4
ARP packets also contain a target hardware address, but this can be ignored in our model
since Zeroconf uses broadcast for all messages
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Figure 3.1: Interaction between Network a u t o m a t o n and hosts.

Here we use t h e convention t h a t t h e request field is true for A R P requests and
false for A R P replies.
In Zeroconf, all A R P packets are broadcast [page 13, section 2.5]:
"All A R P packets (*replios* as well as requests) t h a t contain a LinkLocal 'sender I P address' M U S T be sent using link-layer broadcast
instead of link-layer unicast. This aids timely detection of duplicate
addresses."
A host t h a t is looking for t h e hardware address of a host with I P address x,
broadcasts an A R P request packet with t h e target I P address set to x. A host
with I P address χ will t h e n r e t u r n a n A R P reply packet with t h e sender hardware
address set to its local network address.
We model t h e network as a set of η identical Network a u t o m a t a . Each of these au
t o m a t a takes care of handling a single A R P request at a time, and is parametrized
by an element of t h e scalar type:
typedef scalar[n] Networktype;

T h e main reason for having η a u t o m a t a rather t h a n just one, is t h a t this allows
us to model round-trip latencies in Uppaal: each network a u t o m a t o n has its own
clock t o keep track of timing. Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates t h e operation
of a Network a u t o m a t o n . After a request from a host comes in (sendj-eq), this is
broadcast to all hosts (receive_msg). In case there is an answer (this may be a reply
or a request packet), this is transferred from t h e host to the network a u t o m a t o n
using a send_answer action, and broadcast t o all t h e hosts via subsequent receivejnsg
actions. All these interactions take place within 1 second. After completing this
task, a Network a u t o m a t o n r e t u r n s to its initial location, ready to handle a new
request.
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Figure 3.2: Automaton Config(h).

To simplify our model, we assume that hosts handle incoming ARP requests
in zero time, that is, we adopt the synchrony hypothesis that is well-known from
synchronous programming [BG92]. A desktop computer can realistically answer
an ARP in ΙΟΟμβ. A device like a SitePlayer could take up to 10ms. Neither
have a significant impact on achieving a round-trip delay under Is. By taking
the conceptual view that the Is which Network may use to do its work includes the
time needed by a host to generate a reply, we avoid cumbersome modeling of input
buffers at each host.
Before explaining our model of the Network automaton in detail, in Section 3.2.5,
we now turn our attention to the core part of RFC 3927, which concerns address
configuration.

3.2.3

A d d r e s s Configuration

For each host, we introduce a state variable IP to store the IP address of that
host:
IPtype

IP[HAtype];

Figure 3.2 displays the automaton Config(h), which specifies how host h configures
a new IP address. The host starts in location INIT, where it stays until it has
selected an IP address. According to the RFC [page 9, section 2.1]:
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"When a host wishes to configure an IPv4 Link-Local address, it selects
an address using a pseudo-random number generator with a uniform
distribution in the range from 1(59.254.1.0 to 169.254.254.255 inclu
sive."

A transition from location INIT to location WAIT takes place when an address lias
been selected. Via a so-called select statement guess:IPtype, wc nondeterministically bind identifier guess to a value of type IPtype. This means that there is an
instance of the transition for each element of the type. The transition is enabled if
a value different from zero has been selected, that is, a link-local address. In this
way we express that a link-local IP address is chosen nondeterministically. The
selected address is stored in state variable IP[h]. To mark the time at which the
address has been selected, we reset a local clock x.
The RFC continues [page 11, section 2.2.1]:
"When ready to begin probing, the host should then wait for a random
time interval selected uniformly in the range zero to PR()BE_WAIT
seconds, and should then send PROBE_NUM probe packets, each of
these probe packets spaced randomly. PROBE_MIN to PROBEJVIAX
seconds apart."
The use of the word "should" in the above sentence is somewhat ambiguous. In
our model, we assume that it has the same meaning as the keyword "MUST"
as defined in RFC 2119, that is, the definition is an absolute requirement of the
specification. In Section 3.3, we will discuss the alternative interpretation in which
"should" has the same meaning as "SHOULD" in the sense of RFC 2119. This
keyword means that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to
ignore a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully
weighed before choosing a different course. We will see that the protocol may fail
in case no probes are sent at all.
The initial waiting period is modeled by by bounding the time that the host
may stay in WAIT via an invariant χ <= PROBE-WAIT. At any point the host may move
to location PROBE, where it starts sending probes. Probes are defined as follows:
"A host probes to see if an address is already in use by broadcasting
an ARP Request for the desired address. The client MUST fill in the
'sender hardware address' field of the ARP Request with the hardware
address of the interface through which it is sending the packet. The
'sender IP address' field MUST be set to all zeroes, to avoid polluting
ARP caches in other hosts on the same link in the case where the
address turns out to be already in use by another host. The 'target
hardware address' field is ignored and SHOULD be set to all zeroes.
The 'target- IP address' field MUST be set to the address being probed.
An ARP Request constructed this way with an all-zero 'sender IP
address' is referred to as an "ARP Probe"."

3.2.
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Sending A R P P r o b e s is modeled via an action sendjreq! t h a t synchronizes with a
matching action send j-eq? of t h e network. T h e packet is communicated via a global
shared variable packet of type ARP.packet. In U p p a a l , assignments in an o u t p u t (!)
transition are executed before assignments in a synchronizing i n p u t (?) transition,
and this allows us t o assign a value t o packet in a send_req! transition, which is
then picked u p by a matching sendj-eq?

transition of t h e network.

Lower and

upper b o u n d s on timing arc expressed with a guard χ >= PROBE_MIN on the sending
transition a n d a n invariant χ <= PROBE_MAX on location PROBE, respectively. By setting
χ to PROBE-MAX in t h e transition from WAIT t o PROBE, we express t h a t t h e first probe
is sent immediately when location PROBE is entered.

A local variable counter is

used to record t h e number of probes t h a t have been sent.

After the probing

phase is completed, t h e a u t o m a t o n immediately j u m p s to location PREJ:LAIM. T h e
urgent broadcast channel uxg ensures t h a t this transition is t a k e n as soon as it
is enabled, t h a t is, immediately after sending t h e last probe. As t h e reader can
check, t h e translation from the R F C description of t h e probing phase t o our model
is straightforward.
According t o t h e R F C :
"If, by A N N O U N C E . W A I T seconds after t h e transmission of the last
ARP

P r o b e no conflicting A R P Reply or A R P P r o b e has been received,

then t h e host has successfully claimed t h e desired I P v 4 Link-Local
address."
Clock χ is used t o ensure t h a t exactly ANNOUNCE_WAIT time units are spent in location
PRE.CLAIM. A t r a n s i t i o n from location PRE_CLAIM t o location CLAIMED indicates t h a t t h e
host has successfully claimed an address.
In our model, a u t o m a t o n inputHandier(h) (which will be discussed in Section 3.2.4)
takes care of handling incoming messages. If inputHandier(h) decides t h a t , due t o
some conflict, a new address must be configured, it performs a n action reset [h] !.
This triggers a reset [h]? transition in Config(h). As p a r t of this transition, IP[h]
is set to z e r o and clock χ is reset. According t o t h e R F C :
"A host should maintain a counter of t h e number of address conflicts it
has experienced in t h e process of trying t o acquire an address, and if t h e
n u m b e r of conflicts exceeds MAX_CONFLICTS t h e n t h e host M U S T
limit t h e rate a t which it probes for new addresses t o no more t h a n
one

new address per R A T E _ L I M I T J N T E R V A L . T h i s is t o prevent

c a t a s t r o p h i c A R P storms in pathological failure cases, such as a rogue
host t h a t answers all A R P Probes, causing legitimate hosts to go into
an infinite loop a t t e m p t i n g to select a usable address."
Counter Conf lictNum is used in our model t o record t h e n u m b e r of conflicts t h a t
have occurred during t h e process of acquiring a n I P address. Depending on t h e
value of Conf lictNum, t h e a u t o m a t o n r e t u r n s t o location INIT immediately or first
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waits for RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL time units. Again, the correspondence between the
R F C text and our model is straightforward.
In location CLAIMED the host announces the new address t h a t it has just claimed
[page 12, section 2.4]:

"Having probed to determine a unique address to use, the host MUST
then announce its claimed address by broadcasting ANNOUNCEJMUM
A R P announcements, spaced ANNOUNCE-INTERVAL seconds apart.
An A R P armomicement is identical to the A R P P r o b e described above,
except t h a t now the sender and target IP addresses are both set to the
host's newly selected IPv4 address. T h e purpose of these ARP announcements is to make sure that other hosts on the link do not have
stale A R P cache entries left over from some other host that may previously have been using the same address."'

The R F C does not specify upper and lower bounds on t h e time that may elapse
between sending the last A R P Probe and sending the first A R P Announcement.
However, according to the protocol designers upper and lower bound both equal
ANNOUNCE-WAIT [Chc06]. Also, the R F C does not specify whether a host may immediately s t a r t using a newly claimed address (in parallel with sending the A R P
Announcements), or whether it should first send out all announcements. According
to the designers, a host should send the first A R P Announcement, and then it can
immediately s t a r t using the address [Chc06]. So the second announcement goes
out ANNOUNCE-INTERVAL seconds later, but other traffic does not need to be held u p
waiting for t h a t . Finally, the R F C docs not specify the tolerance that is permitted
on the timing of A R P Announcements. Since no physical device can consistently
send messages spaced exactly ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL seconds apart, strictly speaking it is
impossible for an implementation to conform to the R F C . According to the designers, the R F C does not specify accuracy requirements, partly because the protocol
is robust to a wide range of variations, so it does not m a t t e r [Che()6]. We decided
to follow the R F C and not specify accuracy requirements, but in order to use
our model for automatic generation of tests, for instance using the U P P A A L - T R O N
toolset [LMN05], one would have to modify our model at this point.
W i t h this additional information, the modeling of the announcement phase is
straightforward and analogous to t h a t of the probing phase. After sending the first
announcement, a Boolean variable UseiPCh] is set to true. T h i s enables a u t o m a t o n
Reguiax(h), displayed in Figure 3.3, to start sending regular A R P requests packets
with the sender IP field set to iP[h] and the targetip field set to an arbitrary linklocal address. Even when a host is using an I P address, a conflict may arise a t
any time. W h e n this happens automaton Conf ig(h) returns t o its initial location
and UseiPCh] is set to false again.
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:iod οί.^ IF^lvpe
UselPlh] && addresstzero && address1 -IP[h]
send req1
packet.senderHA =h,
packel senderIP =IP[h],
packel targetIP ^address.
packel request=lrue

Figure 3.3: Automation Regular(h).

answer sendprlF'-^/ero
&& do reset
reset[h]'
do reset =lalse

INIT

IOLI
BUSY
y =DEFEND_INTEHVAL+1,
inilialize(answer)

W Ne'Wûtkly'PD

y^DEFEND INTERVAl
r
eceive msg[w][h]' ;
ihandler(lrue).
network =w

answer sendorlP'-zcro
send answcKnetworK]'
packet =answer,
initialize(answer)

Figure 3.4: Automaton inputHandierCh).

3.2.4

The Input Handler

For each host h, a u t o m a t o n InputHandierCh) receives incoming A R P packets and
decides what to do with them. Input handling is described at various places in
R F C 3937, which makes it nontrivial to determine t h e reaction t o an arbitrary A R P
packet, also because Zeroconf runs on top of t h e A R P protocol, which it sometimes
follows but sometimes overrules. Conceptually, we think it is natural to describe
input handling in terms of a single component or function. Implementations of
the protocol will typically also do this.
A u t o m a t o n inputHandier(h) is displayed in Figure 3.4. T h e a u t o m a t o n s t a r t s
with a transition to initialize its local variables: clock y is set such t h a t initially a
host will defend its I P address, as we shall see later. Packet variable answer is set to
the undefined value. W h e n a new packet arrives, t h a t is, when a receive_msg[w] [h]?
transition occurs, t h e automaton calls a function ihandier, which does t h e real
work. T h e definition of ihandier is listed in Figure 3.5. T h e Boolean parameter
defend indicates whether the host will defend its I P address in case of a conflicting
A R P request. T h e host may only defend its address if there has been no other
conflict during the last DEFEND.INTERVAL time units. Clock y measures the time since
the last conflict. T h e input handler must distinguish between 9 scenarios:
S c e n a r i o A If a packet comes in when a host has not yet selected an IP address
then it should be ignored. This scenario is not listed explicitly in the R F C but it
is obvious.
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void ihandlerCbool defend)
{
if (IP[h]==zero) // Scenario A: I have not selected an IP address
else if (packet.senderHA==h) // Scenario B: I have sent the packet myself
else if (packet.senderIP==IP[h]) //There is a conflict: somebody else is using my address1
{
if (not UseIP[h]) // Scenario C: select a neu address
do_reset:=true;
else if (defend) // Scenario D: I am going to defend my address
{
answer.senderHA:=h;
answer.senderIΡ :=IP[h];
answer.targetIP:=IP[h];
answer.request :=true;
y:=0;
}
else // Scenario E: I will not defend my address
do_reset:=true;

>
else if (not UseIP[h])
{
if (packet.targetIP==IP[h] kk packet.request kk packet.senderIP==zero)
// Scenario F: conflicting probe
do_reset:=true;
else //Scenario G: Packet is not conflicting with IP address that I want to use
}
else // Packet is not conflicting with IP address that I am using
{
if (packet.targetIP==IP[h] kk packet.request) // Scenario H: answer regular ARP request

ΐ
answer.senderHA:=h;
answer.senderIΡ :=IP[h];
answer.targetIP:=packet.senderIP;
answer.request :=false;

}
else // Scenario I : no reply message required

>
}

Figure 3.5: Function ihandier.

Scenario Β

Incoming packets sent by the host itself can be ignored. Also this

scenario is implicit in t h e R F C .
Scenario C

A conflict may arise when another host sends a packet with the

senderIP field set to iP[h]. This scenario is described in t h e R F C as follows [page
11, section 2.2.1]:
''If during this peiiod. from the beginning of the probing process until
A N N O U N C E - W A I T seconds after the last probo packet is sent, the
host receives any A R P packet (Request *or* Reply) on the interface
whore t h e probe is being poi formed where the packet's 'sender I P addiess' is t h e address being probed for. then the host M U S T treat lliis
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address as being in use by some other host, and M U S T select a new
pseudo-random address and repeat the process."
S c e n a r i o s D a n d E In the previous scenario, UseiP[h]==faise. T h e case with
UseiP[h]==true is also described in the R F C [page 12, section 2.5]:
"Address conflict detection is not limited to the address selection phase,
when a host is sending A R P Probes. Address conflict detection is an
ongoing process t h a t is in effect for as long as a host is using an IPv4
Link-Local address. At any time, if a host receives an A R P packet (request *or* reply) on an interface where the 'sender I P address' is the
IP address the host has configured for t h a t interface, but the 'sender
hardware address' does not match the hardware address of that interface, then this is a conflicting A R P packet, indicating an address
conflict.
A host M U S T respond t o a conflicting A R P packet as described in
either (a) or (b) below:
(a) Upon receiving a conflicting A R P packet, a host MAY elect to immediately configure a new IPv4 Link-Local address as described above,
or
(b) If a host currently has active T C P connections or other rea-sons to
prefer t o keep the same IPv4 address, and it has not seen any other
conflicting A R P packets within the last D E F E N D J N T E R V A L seconds,
then it MAY elect to a t t e m p t to defend its address by recording the
time t h a t the conflicting A R P packet was received, and then broadcasting one single A R P Announcement, giving its own I P and hardware
addresses as the sender addresses of the ARP. Having done this, the
host can then continue t o use the address normally without any further
special action. However, if this is not the first conflicting A R P packet
the host has seen, and the time recorded for the previous conflicting
A R P packet is recent, within D E F E N D J N T E R V A L seconds, then the
host M U S T immediately cease using this address and configure a new
IPv4 Link-Local address as described above. This is necessary to ensure; t h a t two hosts do not get stuck in an endless loop with both hosts
trying to defend the same address.
A host M U S T respond to conflicting A R P packets as described in either
(a) or (b) above. A host MUST N O T ignore conflicting A R P packets."

Case (a) corresponds to our scenario E. This scenario may occur when the topmost
receivejnsg transition in the automaton has been taken, which sets defend to false,
Case (b) corresponds to scenario D. This scenario may occur when the lower
receive-msg transition in the automaton has been taken, which sets defend to true.
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T h e interpretation of the sentence "and it has not seen any other conflicting
A R P packets within the last D E F E N D J N T E R V A L seconds" in the above quotation is not entirely clear. Is a host allowed to defend its address if there has
been a recent conflict concerning a different address (but no previous conflict concerning the current address)? Strictly speaking, the host has seen a conflicting
packet and it may not defend. However, the conflict concerned a different address,
and the motivation for recording the time since the last conflict has been to rule
out a scenario in which two hosts get stuck in an endless loop trying to defend
the same address. T h u s one could also argue t h a t in this situation a host may
defend its address. To model this interpretation, one ha« t o add an assignment y
:= DEFEND_INTERVAL+I to the reset transition of the input handler.

Scenarios F and G
section 2.2.1):

T h e R F C specifies one more conflict scenario [page 11,

"In addition, if during this period [from the beginning of the probing
process until ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds after the last probe packet
is sent] the host receives any A R P Probe where the packet's 'taiget
IP address' is the address being probed for, and t h e packet's 'sender
hardware address' is not the hardware address of the interface the host
is a t t e m p t i n g to configure, then the host MUST similarly ticat this JUS
an address conflict and select a new address as above. This can occur
if two (or more) hosts a t t e m p t to configure the same I P v 4 Link-Local
address at the same time."
In the ihandier code, this corresponds to scenario F . Scenario G, which is implicit
in the R F C , occurs when the incoming packet is not conflicting and the host is
not yet using an I P address. In this case the incoming packet is ignored.

S c e n a r i o H a n d I T h e Address Resolution Protocol ( R F C 826) [Plu82] specifies
that if a host receives an A R P request packet, it should return an A R P reply packet
if it uses an I P address t h a t equals the target protocol address of this request. In
the reply packet the sender fields contain the local hardware address and local I P
address, and the target field contains the value of the sender field of the received
packet. Zeroconf (RFC 3927) is not explicit about conformance to RFC 826 (it
assumes a link-layer technology t h a t "supports A R P " ) , but in our model we take
the view t h a t once a host is using an IP address, it answers regular A R P requests
in agreement with R F C 826 except when (a) the request has been broadcast by
the host itself, or (b) there is a conflict. This is scenario H in our model. T h e final
Scenario I occurs when the incoming packet is not conflicting with the I P address
t h a t the host is using, and no reply packet needs to be sent.

3.2.
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a bufler sender '==zero
send answer[w
a bufler-packt
sel(answer)

IDLE
forali Ι,Ε HAlype) 'sendlal && 'answer'a]
initialize(s_buf1er)
initialize(a__buffer)

ι HAtvpu
send[al^=lfije
1
receive msylwlia]
sendfa] =lalse
packel =s_buller

il I fAlype
Einswer[a]—=Iru(
receive_mi ) q[w]
answer[a] =falsi
packet =a buff«

Figure 3.6: A u t o m a t o n Network(w).

3.2.5

T h e Network A u t o m a t o n

As explained in Section 3.2.2, wc model t h e underlying network as a set of η
identical Network a u t o m a t a . For index w, the a u t o m a t o n Network (w) is shown in
Figure 3.6. Initially t h e a u t o m a t o n is in its IDLE location. As soon as it receives a
packet via a send_req? transition, it j u m p s t o location BUSY. A local clock ζ is set t o
zero and a n invariant ζ <= 1 ensures t h a t within 1 second the network broadcasts
the packet (as well as t h e answer if there is one) t o all hosts. We assume no lower
bound on message delivery time, but we do assume t h a t there is at most one host
t h a t answers any given request, and t h a t an answer does not induce subsequent
answers.

It is possible t o model multiple and successive answers, but this will

require additional s t a t e variables and more complicated d a t a structures.
Our Network a u t o m a t o n maintains two local variables for storing packets: s_buf f er
holds the packet t h a t was sent by the host and a.buffer holds an answer t o a re
quest when it arrives.

In addition, Network maintains Boolean arrays send and

answer to record t o which hosts packets still need t o be delivered.

T h e function

set is used t o set all entries of a Boolean array t o true. Via a select s t a t e m e n t
on the receivejBsg[w] [a] ! transitions, t h e a u t o m a t o n nondcterministically selects
in which order packets are delivered to the different hosts. T h e upper transition
labeled with send.answer [w] ? occurs when a host r e t u r n s an answer upon receipt
of a request, as explained in Subsection 3.2.4. T h e lower transition labeled with
receive_msg[w] [a] ! is enabled as soon as there is an answer packet in answer buffer.
The network r e t u r n s t o its IDLE location and resets t h e buffers t o their initial value,
as soon as all messages have been delivered.

3.2.6

Dimensioning t h e Model

The R F C [page 25, section 9] specifies t h e following values for the different timing
constants. These definitions are copied verbatim in t h e declaration section of our
Uppaal model:
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PROBE.WAIT
PROBE.NUM
PROBE.MIN
PROBE.HAX
ANNOUNCE.WAIT
ANNOUNCE_NUM
ANNOUNCE.INTERVAL
MAX.CONFLICTS
RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL
DEFEND.INTERVAL

1
3
1
2
2
2
2
10
60
10

second
second
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

(initial random delay)
(number of probe packets)
(minimum delay till repeated probe)
(maximum delay till repeated probe)
(delay before announcing)
(number of announcement packets)
(time between announcement packets)
(max conflicts before rate limiting)
(delay between successive attempts)
(minimum interval between defensive ARPs). "

In general, a Zeroconf network has 65024 IP addresses available and it is suit
able for up to 1300 hosts [CAG05]. These values are too big for automatic ver
ification: with 3 hardware addresses and 65024 IP addresses even the simulator
runs out of memory.
A next issue regarding the dimensioning of the model is the number η of Network
automata, i.e., the maximal number of ARP packets that may be in transit at any
given point. In our model, a host may select an IP address, send a probe, and
return to its initial location via a reset in zero time. In fact, this behavior may
be repeated MAX_C0NFLICTS times in a row in zero time. Once a host is using an
IP address, the number of messages in transit may increa.se even further (in fact
unboundedly) since there is no lower bound on the time between successive ARP
requests. Uppaal forces us to bound the number of Network automata to some small
number n.

3.3

Manual Verification

The RFC does not specify what properties the protocol must satisfy. However, it
is clear that at least the following two correctness properties are desirable:5
1. Mutual exclusion, that is, two hosts may not use the same IP address. This
can be specified in Uppaal as follows:
ME = A[] f o r a l i ( i : HAtype) f o r a l i ( j : HAtype)
(UseIP[i] bt UselPCj] tk I P [ i ] = = I P [ j ] ) imply i==j

2. Absence of deadlock, that is, in each reachable state a transition is possible.
In Uppaal syntax:
DL = A[] not deadlock

The model described in the previous section is very close to the RFC definition of
the protocol, but too big for Uppaal to do a complete state space exploration for
""Mutual exclusion will not hold in an extension of our model in which Zeroconf networks can
be merged. In such an extension the specification should be weakened· mutual exclusion may be
violated after a join, but as soon as the violation is detected mutual exclusion will be restored
within a specified amount of time, provided no further joins occur.
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nontrivial instances without some drastic abstractions. Using the latest version
of Uppaal (4.0), we only managed to establish HE and DL for the instance with 2
hardware addresses, 1 link-local IP address and 2 network automata. Nevertheless,
it is not too hard to see that Zeroconf satisfies mutual exclusion and absence of
deadlock. In most states there is no deadlock because time may elapse. Absence
of deadlock can be proved by looking at every location of every automaton in
the model. If the location has an invariant or is committed, then time may not
progress. If then also no transition can be taken there is a deadlock. Now, it
suffices to check all locations for this situation. It is easy to see this situation is
not possible in the model. Thus, we claim that our model has no deadlocks but
do not present the (long and tedious) formal proof here. In the remainder of this
section, we sketch a manual proof of mutual exclusion.
Theorem 3.3.1 For each instance of the Zeroconf model (i.e., any number of
hardware addresses, IP addresses and network automata), the mutual exclusion
property ME holds.
Proof. (Sketch) Suppose that i and j arc distinct hardware addresses and suppose
that in some reachable state s, UseIP[i] Λ UseIP[j] Λ (IP[i] = IP[j]). We derive
a contradiction. Consider an execution α leading up to state s, that is, a finite
sequence of delay and action transitions in the timed transition system semantics
of the model leading from the start state to .s. Observe that before a host enters
the "critical section" (where it may use its IP address) it resides at least
PR0BE_MIN + PR0BE_MIN + ANNOUNCE. WAIT = 1 + 1 + 2 = 4

time units in the "trying region" (where it has selected an IP address but is not yet
using it). Formally, the trying region of host i is characterized by the predicate
Config(i).WAIT II Configd) .PROBE II Coni i g d ) .PRE.CLAIH II
(Configd).CLAIMED fcft lUselPCi])

and the critical section is defined by
UselPCi]

Moreover, exactly ANNOUNCE.WAIT=2 time units before entering the critical section, a
host sends a (in fact, the last) probe packet.
Assume that host i is in its critical section from time tO onwards, and is in its
trying region from time i l to tO. Similarly, host j is in its critical section from
time uO onwards, and is in its trying region from time u l to uO. Let t be the time
at which host i sends its last probe and let u be the time at which this probe is
received by the input handler of host j . Without loss of generality, assume that
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I

Host i

Host j

ιι

Figure 3.7: Probe arrives at j before it enters critical section.

host j enters the critical section before (but possibly at the same time as) i. Then
we have the following (in)cqualitics:
>

itO

tO-tl

>

4

uO - ul

>

4

t

=

u

>

t

u

<

t + l.

tO

ti)-2

We consider two cases:
1. See Figure 3.7. The probe arrives at host j before j enters the critical section.
At this moment, j must be in its trying region since:
u > t = tO - 2 > uO - 2 > uO - 4 > u l .
But this means that host j ' s input handler, upon receipt of the conflicting
probe, will generate a reset (Scenario F) and immediately drive Config(j)
back to its initial state, i.e, out of the trying region. Contradiction.
2. See Figure 3.8. The probe arrives at host j after j has entered the critical
section. But this means that host j ' s input handler, upon receipt of the
probe, will return a reply message (Scenario H). Since we assume a roundtrip

3.3.
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Manual Verification
Host!

Hostj

ul

Figure 3.8: Probe arrives at j after it enters critical section.

delay of at most 1 time unit, this reply message will arrive at i at some time
t' with t' < t + 1. At time t' host i is still in its trying region since

tO = t + 2 > t + 1 > t' > t = tO - 2 > £0 - 4 > i l .

Hence, the input handler will generate a reset upon receipt of this reply
message (Scenario C) and drive Conf igd) back to its initial state, i.e, out of
its trying region. Contradiction. QED

We expect that formalization/mechanization of the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, for
instance in PVS using the basic setup of [VG06], will be routine although it will
involve a significant amount of work.
Inspection of the proof indicates that Zeroconf is extremely robust: the protocol has been designed to handle all kinds of error scenarios (loss of messages,
failure of hosts, merge of networks) which do not occur within our idealized model.
Without these errors, it suffices (for mutual exclusion) to send out a single probe
(pROBE_mJM=i), there is no need for sending announcements (ANNOUNCEJIUM=O), and a
host may start using an address after waiting any time longer than the maximal
communication delay. For a model of this simplified protocol with 3 hosts, Uppaal
can verify ME and DL in a few seconds on a standard PC.
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3.4

Verification by Model Checking and Abstrac
tion

Next to the operational proof of mutual exclusion (Theorem 3.3.1) described in
the previous section, we also would like to have a proof that is obtained in a more
automatic and structured way. Model checking is of course such an automatic
way, but it suffers from state space explosion. Moreover, model checking usually
can only verify a single instance of a protocol, whereas one would like to establish
correctness for all (possibly infinitely many) instantiations of its parameters (l,m).
We will show that abstractions are a remedy to both problems.
We use an abstraction relation that is sound for the property to be verified,
meaning that when the property holds in the (simple) abstract model, then it
also holds in the (more complex) concrete model. We will apply abstractions
in a compositional way, which means that in a parallel composition of a set of
automata, a subset is replaced by an abstraction, thereby obtaining a new full
model that in turn is an abstraction of the original full model.
Section 3.4.1 introduces our compositional abstraction framework. Section 3.4.2
establishes soundness of an abstraction that only uses two hosts. Section 3.4.3 de
rives an even more abstract system that can effectively be verified by Uppaal.
Section 3.4.4, finally, presents our model checking results.

3.4.1

Compositional Abstraction

The standard operational semantics of a Uppaal model is defined on the model as
a whole, see [BDL04a] or the Uppaal help menu. For compositional verification
we use the approach described in Chapter 2, in which a timed transition systems
(TTSs) is associated to each individual timed automaton. TTSs can be composed
in parallel and a compositional abstraction relation is defined that is sound for
invariant properties.
Basically, TTSs are labeled transition systems equipped with some additional
structure to support shared variables and committed transitions: states are de
fined as valuations of variables, and transitions may be committed, which gives
them priority in a parallel composition. TTSs can be composed in parallel and
may communicate by means of shared variables and synchronization of actions.
Like in CCS [Mil89], two transitions may synchronize when their actions are com
plementary, leading to an internal transition in the composition.
Below we write Κ>ο for the set of nonnegative real numbers, Ν for the set of
natural numbers, and Β = {1,0} for the set of Booleans. We let d range over Μ>ο,
ι, j , k,n over N, and b,b',... over B.
We consider three different types of state transitions, corresponding to three
different types of actions. We assume a set C of channels and let r range over C.
The set of rrtrmal actions is defined as £ = {c!,c? | c £ C}. Actions of the form
r! are called output actions and fictions of the form r? input actions. We assume
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the existence of a special internal action τ, and write £ T for E U {r}, the set of
discrete actions. Finally, we assume a set of durations or time-passage actions,
which in this paper is just M>o. We write Act for £ T U Κ>ο, the set of actions.
TTSs are capable of communication over a universal set V of typed variables,
with a subset Χ Ç V of clock variables or clocks. Clocks have domain ]R>o· A
valuation for a set V Ç V is a function that maps each variable in V to an element
in its domain. We let u, v, w,... range over valuations, and write Val(V) for the
set of valuations for V. For valuation ν € Val(V) and duration d € Μ>ο, we define
ν 0 d to be the valuation for V that increments clock variables by d, and leaves
the other variables untouched, that is, for all y e V,
{v®d)(y)=

{
){y)

_
otherwise.

We write dom.(f) to denote the domain of a function ƒ (in our case a valuation).
For functions ƒ and g, wc let ƒ [> g denote the combined function where ƒ overrides
g for all elements in the intersection of their domains. Formally, ft>g is the function
with dom(f > g) = dom(f) U dom(g) satisfying, for all ζ € dom(f t> g),

(ƒ > g)(z) 4 lf{z)
[3(2)

-t^domU)
if ζ e dom(g) — dom(f).

We define the dual operator by f<lg = g\>f. Two functions ƒ and g are compatible,
notation fdg, if they agree on the intersection of their domains, that is, ƒ (2) =
g{z) for all 2 € dom(f) Π dom(g). For compatible functions ƒ and g, we define
f\\g = f\>g. Whenever we write f\\g, we implicitly assume fVg. Wc write f[g] for
the update of function ƒ according to g, that is V2 € dom(f) : f{g}(z) = (ƒ <ig)(z).
The state variables of a TTS are partitioned into external and internal variables. Internal variables may only be updated by the TTS itself and not by its
environment. This in contrast to external variables, which may be updated by
both the TTS and its environment. Transitions are classified as either committed
or uncommitted. Committed transitions have priority over time-passage transitions
and over internal transitions that are not committed.
Definition 3.4.1 (TTS) A timed transition system (TTS) is a tuple
T=(E,H,S,S0,^1,^0),
where E, H Ç V are disjoint sets of external and internal variables, respectively,
V = E U H, S Ç Val(V) is the set of states, s0 G S is the initial state, and the
transition relations —>1 and —>0 are subsets of S χ Act χ S.
We write r —^ s if (r,a,s) Ç—>b. The value b determines whether or not
a transition is committed. We often omit b when it equals 0. A state s is called
committed, notation Comm(s), iff it enables an outgoing committed transition,
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that is, s -J—^ for some a. We require the following axioms to hold, for all s, t € S,
a, a' € Act, b e Β, d e IR>o and u G Val{E),
s -^-> As -^-^ => a' e S V (α' = τ Λ b)

(Axiom I)

.s[ω] e S

(Axiom Π)

.s
s i i

> => s[uj

>

(Axiom III)

=> ί = s θ ί/.

(Axiom IV)

Axiom I states that in a committed state neither time-passage steps nor uncom
mitted T'S may occur. The axiom implies that committed transitions always have
a label in £ T . Note that a committed state may have outgoing uncommitted
transitions with a label in £. The reason is that, for instance, an uncommitted
c?-transition may synchronize with a committed r!-transition from another com
ponent, and thereby turn into a committed r-transition. Axiom II states that if
the external variables of a state arc changed, the result is again a state. Axiom III
states that enabledness of input transitions is not affected by changing the external
variables. This is a key property that we need in order to obtain compositionality.
Axiom IV, finally, asserts that if time advances with an amount d, all clocks also
advance with an amount d, and the other variables remain unchanged.
In our setting, parallel composition is a partial operation that is only defined
when TTSs are compatible: the initial states must be compatible functions and
the internal variables of one TTS may not intersect with the variables of the other.
Definition 3.4.2 (Parallel composition) Two TTSs Tj and 7^ are compatible
if Ηχ Π V2 = H2 Π V\ = 0 and s j ÇP.s". In this case, their parallel composition Tj ||Tj
is the tuple Τ = (E,H,S,s0,—>l,—>ϋ),
where E = Ey U E2, H = Hi U H2,
S = {r||.s | r € Si Λ s € 52 Λ r ^ s ) , s 0 = SjHsij, and — > 1 and — > 0 are the least
relations that satisfy the rules m Figure 3 9. Here t,j range over {1,2}, r,r' range
over Si, s, s' range over Sj, b, b' range over B, e ranges over £ and c over C
The external and internal variables of the composition are simply obtained by
taking the union of the external and internal variables of the components, respec
tively. The states (and start state) of a composed TTS are obtained by merging the
states (rcsp. start state) of the components. The interesting part of the definition
consists of the rules in Figure 3.9. Rule EXT states that an external transition of a
component induces a corresponding transition of the composition. The component
that takes the transition may override some of the shared variables. Similarly, rule
TAU states that an internal transition of a component induces a, corresponding
transition of the composition, except that an uncommitted transition may only
occur if the other component is in an uncommitted state. Rule SYNC describes
the synchronization of components. If 7^ has an output transition from r to r',
and if Tj has a corresponding input transition from s, updated by r', to s', the
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Figure 3.9: Rules for parallel composition of TTSs
composition has a τ transition to r' < s'. The synchronization is committed iff
one of the participating transitions is committed. However, an uncommitted syn
chronization may only occur if both components are in an uncommitted state.
Rule TIME, finally, states that a time step d of the composition may occur when
both components perform a d-step. We refer to Chapter 2 for proofs that the
composition of two TTSs is indeed a TTS, and that parallel composition is both
commutative and associative modulo structure isomorphism.
Uppaal models can be mapped to TTSs in a straightforward manner, see Chap
ter 2. Each variable in a Uppaal model corresponds to a variable in a TTS. We
treat each element in a Uppaal array as a distinct variable. For each timed au
tomaton A we introduce a fresh variable Aloe to record the location. The location
and local variables of an automaton A are always classified as internal. If υ is a
local variable of automaton A then A.v becomes an internal variable of the TTS
associated to A. Each global variable in a Uppaal model becomes an external
variable of all automata. A discrete transition is committed if and only if it starts
from a state with a committed location.
For the axioms of a TTS to hold we need timed automata to comply with the
following rules as defined in Chapter 2:
• Location invariants do not depend on external variables.
• Satisfaction of guards on input transitions does not depend on the external
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variables.
• In a committed location always at least one edge is enabled.
• Urgent edges do not synchronize and their guards do not depend on the
values of clocks.

It is easy to see that all these rules hold for the Zeroconf model. The urgent action
urg! can be viewed as an urgent internal action. Because urg? is used nowhere,
this broadcast synchronization will only involve a single automaton.
Given a timed automaton A, we write TTS(A) to denote its TTS semantics.
The semantics of a complete Uppaal model Αι,..., An is obtained by associating
a TTS to each individual automaton in the model, taking the composition of all
these TTSs, and then removing all synchronization transitions from the resulting
TTS using the restriction operator \£ from CCS [Mil89]:

(TTS^OH-.-IITTS^,,))^.
We claim that, modulo the "committed" Booleans that label transitions, the re
sulting TTS is equal to the semantics for Uppaal models as defined in [BDL04a].
For a proof we refer to Chapter 2.
Abstractions on TTSs can be defined by timed step simulations, which arc
relations on the states of TTSs. Timed step simulation requires that (a) both TTSs
have the same external variables, (b) the initial states are related, (c) related states
have the same values for external variables, and (d) if these values are changed
by the environment the resulting states arc again related, (e) if an abstract state
is committed then so is every related concrete state, and (f) each transition in
the concrete TTS can be mimicked by a transition between related states in the
abstract TTS, except τ, which may be simulated by "doing nothing".
Definition 3.4.3 (Timed step simulation) Two TTSs Τι and T2 are compa
rable if they have the same external variables, that is E\ = E?. Given comparable
TTSs Tj and T2, we say that a relation ΐί C Si χ S2 is a timed step simulation
from Τχ to T2, provided that s? Rs^ and if sRr then
1. Vy € Ει: s(y) = r(y),
2. Vue Val(Ei) : s[u} R r[u\,
3. if Comm(r)

then

Comm(s),

4. if s —^ s' then cither there exists an r' such that r —'—> r' and .s'Rr', or
a = r and s'Rr.
We write Tj •< T2 when there exists a timed step simulation from Τι to T2 •
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The following two theorems play a key role in our approach. Theorem 3.4.4
states t h a t invariants for a n abstract system are also invariants for a related con
crete system, T h e o r e m 3.4.5 establishes t h a t timed step simulations are composi
tional.
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 4 Let T\ and T^ be comparable TTSs such that T\ < T-i- Let φ be
an invariant over the external variables ofTy (and Ti), then
φ holds m 72 => φ holds in Ύ\.
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 5 Let Τί,Τ^,Τ) be TTSs

3.4.2

such that T\ and T-i are comparable,

and

with T3. If 71 ;< 72 then TiWTs •< T^HTä.

both T] and T2 are compatible

A n Abstraction with Two Hosts

In this section we will establish that, for t h e purpose of proving mutual exclusion,
a model with j u s t two hosts is a sound abstraction of the model with 1 hosts t h a t
we presented in Section 3.2. Figure 3.10 presents an overview of all the abstraction
steps t h a t we are going to make as part of our verification effort. The figure will
be explained in t h e next paragraphs.
S t e p 1: R e o r d e r
The first row of Figure 3.10 shows the situation of the original, unabstracted
model. A box Host* denotes the host with hardware address x. Altogether there
are 1 hosts with addresses { 0 , . . . , 1 — 1}. Each host consists of three a u t o m a t a
Conf ig, inputHandier and Regular, as illustrated for Hosto. In addition there are t h e
network a u t o m a t a . We write
Net

=

UteNetworktype Network(z).

Whenever Conf ig or Regular sends a message, an a u t o m a t o n Network(i) is activated,
for some ι. To simplify reasoning, we associate network a u t o m a t a t o specific hosts
in the system. More specifically, we introduce one copy of Net for each Conf ig(j)
and each Regular^) a u t o m a t o n in t h e system. Let Networktype' denote t h e set of
indices of Network a u t o m a t a in the modified system. T h e n we have an injective
mapping
(·) : { C , R}

where (C,t,j)

X Networktype X HAtype

—»

Networktype',

refers t o t h e copy of Network(z) for use by Config(j), and

(R,i,j)

refers to t h e copy of Network(z) for use by Reguiar(j). We also have projections
HA : Networktype

—>

HAtype

Comp : Networktype

—•

{ C , iï},
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Figure 3.10: Overview of abstractions

that assign to each Network automaton in the new system the corresponding hard
ware address and component, that is, for all c, ι and j , HA((C, t,j)) = j and
Comp((c, I, j)) — C. We define, for J € HAtype,
CNet(j)

=

||teNetworktype

Network[(C,l, j ) ]

RNet(j)

=

HtGNetworktype

N e t w o r k [ ( i î , I,

j)].

The modified system is now obtained by first removing automaton Net, replacing
each automaton Conf ig(j) by
(Config(j)||CNet(j))\send_req,

and similarly replace each automaton Reguiar(j) by
(Regular (j)||RNet(j))\send_req.
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The proof t h a t this is a proper abstraction is simple though not compositional.
Observe t h a t when an automaton Netvork(i) in the original system is in location
BUSY, we may infer from the value of variable s.buffer.senderHA which host has sent
the message t h a t is currently being broadcast. Moreover, if s_buffer is a probe or
announcement t h e n we know t h a t it has been sent by Conf ig; otherwise it has been
sent by Regular. This allows us to m a p each state of the old model to a state of the
new model: if Network(i) is busy transmitting a message from Conf ig(j), we m a p the
substate of Network(i) t o t h e identical substate of Network[(C, z, j)], and if Network(i)
is busy t r a n s m i t t i n g a message from Reguiar(j), we m a p the substate of Network(i)
to the identical s u b s t a t e of Network[(Ä, ι, j)]. T h e substatcs of t h e Conf ig and Regular
a u t o m a t a r e m a i n unchanged. The substates of inputHandier remains unchanged,
except t h a t local variable network is mapped t o t h e index of t h e network a u t o m a t o n
to which Network [network] is mapped. It is straightforward t o prove t h a t this m a p
in fact determines a timed step simulation. Note t h a t t h e modified model contains
more Network a u t o m a t a (and therefore has more behaviors) t h a n t h e original model.
Hence our first abstraction adds to t h e number of states rather t h a n reducing it.
Using t h e s t a n d a r d C C S distributive laws for t h e restriction operator [Mil89], we
may push t h e restriction \reset inside. T h u s we obtain subexpressions
(inputHandler(j)ll(Conf i g ( j ) | | C N e t ( j ) ) \ s e n d _ r e q ) \ r e s e t .

The second row of Figure 3.10 illustrates t h e new situation.
S t e p 2: I n t r o d u c i n g c h a o s
The m u t u a l exclusion property ME t h a t we want to prove states t h a t two hosts may
not use t h e s a m e I P address. Since all hosts in t h e network are fully symmetrical,
this is equivalent to proving t h a t two specific hosts, say those with HAs 0 and 1,
may not use t h e same I P address:
A[] (UselPCO] «ft UselPCl]) imply IP[0] i = I P [ l ] .

It turns out t h a t in order t o prove» t h e m u t u a l exclusion property for two specific
hosts, t h e behavior of all t h e other hosts is completely irrelevant. T h u s we may
over-approximate t h e behavior of these hosts with a drastic abstraction Chaos, an
a u t o m a t o n t h a t is able t o do all externally visible actions of t h e abstracted au
t o m a t a in any order and with any timing (cf. t h e CHAOS process in C S P [Hoa85]).
Automaton Chaos, depicted in Figure 3.11, can do b o t h input and o u t p u t actions on
channels receive_msg and send_answer in arbitrary order and with arbitrary timing.
The shared variable packet, which is used for value passing, is set arbitrarily when
ever an o u t p u t action is performed. For h € HAtype, predicate isConreteHA(/i) holds
if and only if h € {0, 1}. For Γ € Networktype', predicate isUsedByConcreteConfig[r]
holds if and only if ΗΑ(Γ) € {0,1} and Coinp(r) = C.
It is straightforward to prove t h a t Chaos is an abstraction of all hosts with a HA
different from 0 or 1. Moreover, Chaos is an abstraction of all the Regular a u t o m a t a .
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Figure 3.11: Chaos

Finally, Chaos is an abstraction of t h e composition of two Chaos automata. Formally,
the following abstraction relations can be shown t o hold:
(lnputHandler( i 7)||(Config(j)||CNet( i 7))\send_req)\reset
(Regular(j)||RNet(j))\send_req
Chaos||Chaos

<

Chaos if j 0 { 0 , 1 }

•< Chaos
^

Chaos.

Since abstractions are compositional (Theorem 3.4.5), we can replace hosts 2 to
/ — 1 as well as Reguiar(O) and Reguiar(l) and their associated network a u t o m a t a
with a single Chaos a u t o m a t o n , and obtain a new system as depicted on the third
row of Figure 3.10, where the arrows denote existence of timed step simulations.
S t e p 3: O n l y s e n d t h e l a s t p r o b e
The proof of Theorem 3.3.1 only considers the last probe sent by a host. Here we
take a similar approach by over-approximating all the other probes with the chaos
a u t o m a t o n . As illustrated in Figure 3.10, new a u t o m a t a Config2 and ChaosRec_msg
are constructed in such a way t h a t :
(Config(/!,)||CNet(/l))\sendjreq <

(Config2(/l)||Cnet(/l))\send_req||ChaosRecjnsg(/l).

Conf ig2 is obtained from Conf ig by replacing all send_req transitions, except for the
last probe, by an internal transition.

T h e upper four locations of Figure 3.13

illustrate the changes. A u t o m a t o n ChaosRecjiisg(/i) is able t o do all possible actions
receivejnsg[.s'][r]! just like Chaos. Therefore ChaosRec_msg(/i.) -< Chaos as indicated by
the arrow in Figure 3.10, and the ChaosRecjnsg a u t o m a t a can be abstracted away
in the next step.
In order t o prove the correctness of this abstraction, we establish a timed step
simulation from the LHS network to the RHS network. Each state of the original
model is related t o a s t a t e of t h e modified model iff (1) t h e substate of Config
is exactly matched by t h a t of Config2, and (2) for each a u t o m a t o n Netvork(ti;),
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either t h e substates in LHS and RHS match, or t h e RHS a u t o m a t o n is in location
IDLE. Note t h a t also t h e values of external variables IP and Useip are matched
by the simulation.

If in the LHS model there is a synchronization on send_req

to send the last probe, t h e RHS model can do exactly the same, and also t h e
substates of the involved Network in the original and modified model match. If in
the original model there is a synchronization on sendjreq different from the last
probe, Conf ig2 can perform a τ-transition t o preserve the simulation relation. If
some Network(K;) of t h e LHS model is in location BUSY and this is not t h e case
in the RHS model, t h e actions receive-msg[s][r]! can be mimicked by ChaosRec_mag.
The actions send.answer[r]? are mimicked by Network(w) in the modified model, since
these are also possible from t h e location IDLE.
S t e p 4: O n l y o n e n e t w o r k a u t o m a t o n p e r

host

Let a u t o m a t o n Networks be equal to Network, except t h a t its parameter j has become
a local variable j . In addition, Networks has a self-loop in location IDLE t h a t nondeterministically u p d a t e s j to any value from Networktype' t h a t is in use by t h e
host. We claim t h a t 6
(Coiifig2(h)||CNet(h))\send_req •< (Conf ig2(h) ||Network2)\send_req

Suppose Conf ig2 sends a message (which can only be a last probe) to the Network
a u t o m a t o n A, by synchronizing on send_req. It is easy t o see t h a t a next message
can only be sent after resetting the host, t h a t is, after more at least 2 seconds of
delay

At t h a t point, A will surely be back in its IDLE location. Thus, from all

Network a u t o m a t a in CNet at most one is in location BUSY. Hence the new a u t o m a t o n
Network2 is able to simulate the behavior of CNet in the given context.
S t e p 5: E l i m i n a t e N e t w o r k t y p e
Since only one Network a u t o m a t o n per host is needed, we can get rid of Networktype'
and

use HAtype instead. To make sure t h a t a network a u t o m a t o n only serves one

designated host, we parametrize channel send_req with HAtype. Given some hard
ware address h, a u t o m a t a Conf ig(/i) and Network(/i) will synchronize on send_req[/i]
Wc a d a p t our model in t h e obvious way t o use channel types
send_req[HAtypej,

receive jnsgJHAtype] [HAtype],
send .answer [HAtype].

Let inputHandier2, Config3, Networks and chaos2 denote the new a u t o m a t a in t h e
model. In Chaos2, t h e predicate leUsedByConcreteConfig has been replaced by t h e
predicate isConcreteHA, since t h e Network a u t o m a t a t h a t are used by concrete hosts
6

In fact, there exists a bisimulation between the two networks
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Figure 3.12: Timed a u t o m a t o n Network4(w).

now have a concrete hardware address. We also move the restriction operators
for sendjreq to t h e outside again. Correctness of this transformation step can be
established via a routine simulation proof.

3.4.3

Further Reduction of the State Space

With t h e reductions carried out thus far, in theory model checking arbitrary instances of the model is possible. However, it t u r n s out t h a t t h e state space of our
model is still too big to be fully explored by Uppaal. Therefore we need some
further abstractions to make t h e model checking problem tractable.
S t e p 6: S i m p l i f y i n g t h e N e t w o r k a u t o m a t a
T h e Chaos2 a u t o m a t o n may generate almost arbitrary send_aiiswer[r] messages at
any time. In particular, it may generate send_answer[0] and send.answerfl] messages
t h a t are picked up by t h e network a u t o m a t a of hosts 0 and 1. T h e corresponding
packets are stored by these network automata, thus contributing to t h e total number of reachable states of the system. To reduce t h e state space, we replace the
a u t o m a t o n Networks by an a u t o m a t o n Netvork4 t h a t is identical, except t h a t incoming send.answer messages from non-concrete hosts (that is, from Chaos2) are ignored.
T h e template Network4 is displayed in Figure 3.12. Here function haiidie_answer is
defined by
void handle_ansuerO {
if (isConcreteHA[packet.senderHA] )
{a_buffer:=packet; s e t ( a n s w e r , t r u e ) ; }
}
T h e n clearly, for arbitrary j G HAtype,
Network3(j) X Netuork4(j)||chaos2.
Thus, we may replace the Networks by Network4.
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S t e p 7: W e a k e n i n g , d e a d v a r i a b l e r e d u c t i o n a n d s t a t e m e r g i n g
By weakening guards, weakening invariants, or by making an urgent channel non
urgent, we add behavior t o a timed a u t o m a t o n . T h e old behavior with t h e same
values for t h e variables is still present. Adding more behavior t o a n a u t o m a t o n A
using these m e t h o d s will give an a u t o m a t o n Β which simulates A, t h a t is A ^

B,

in the sense of Definition 3.4.3 (timed step simulation).
If, as a result of weakening, a variable is tested in none of t h e transitions and
it is also not read by t h e environment, it can be safely omitted from t h e model, an
abstraction which can again be justified as a timed step simulation. In t h e case of
Zeroconf, overapproximation and subsequent variable elimination can be applied
in t h e following two situations:
1. We may weaken t h e guards of t h e two transitions from COLLISION to INIT in
Conf ig(h) to true, and remove t h e transition label urg'. In t h e resulting model
local variable ConfiictNum is no longer used and so we can eliminate it. B u t
now, since COLLISION only has outgoing transitions t o ΙΝΙΤ with no guards and
no effect on t h e state, we may j u s t as well merge these two locations.
2. We may weaken t h e guard of t h e lower receivejnsgM 7 transition in a u t o m a 
ton inputHaiidier(h) t o true. In t h e resulting model local clock y is no longer
used a n d it can be eliminated.
The

basic idea behind abstractions (1) and (2) is t h a t Zeroconf ensures m u t u a l

exclusion even when a host is allowed t o always immediately select a new I P
address after a reset, and to always defend t h e I P address t h a t it is using.
Dead variable reduction is a well known static analysis technique t h a t ha.s, for
instance, been studied in t h e P h D thesis of Yorav [YorOO]. In Yorav's terminology,
a variable υ is used in a transition if it a p p e a r s in t h e guard or in t h e right h a n d
side of an assignment. A variable is used in a location if it appears in t h e invariant
of t h a t location. Variable υ is defined in a transition if it is in t h e left h a n d side of
an assignment. Notice t h a t in an assignment ν : = υ + 1, ν is first used, and t h e n
it is defined. A variable υ is said to be dead at a location I if on every execution
p a t h from /, υ is defined before it is used, or is never used at all.
Clearly, a u t o m a t a t h a t only differ in t h e values of dead variables are equivalent
in a very strong sense, t h a t is, they are strongly bisimilar, which in t u r n implies
they simulate each other via timed step simulation. Setting variables to a default
value as soon as they become dead will reduce t h e s t a t e space, since states t h a t
only differ in their dead variables will now become identical.
In our Zeroconf model, variable counter of Config(h) is dead in locations PRE.CLAIM
and

INIT. Hence, setting counter :=0 u p o n entering these locations will not affect

whether t h e M E property holds or not. Another example is t h e variable network,
which is dead in location IDLE of inputHandier(h), and can be reset to a s t a n d a r d
value. To make a s t a n d a r d value available we introduce a global constant HAtype
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Figure 3.13: Final abstract timed a u t o m a t o n Config4(h).
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Figure 3.14: Final abstract timed a u t o m a t o n inputHandier4(h).

haO. T h e final abstractions of t h e configuration and i n p u t handler a u t o m a t a are
displayed in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, respectively.

S t e p 8: R e d u c e d b r o a d c a s t
T h e r e is no real need for Netvork4(w) t o do receive-msg[ti;][a]!
actions for a's t h a t are not concrete: the only effect of these actions is t h a t they
u p d a t e elements of the send and answer arrays. Let Networks (w) be obtained from
Network4(w) by slightly altering t h e set function: it only sets the elements t o true
t h a t correspond t o concrete HAs. Via a trivial simulation relation wc can show
t h a t Network4(0) and Network4(l) can be replaced by Networks(0) and Networksd),
respectively.
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Verification Results

We have been able to establish mutual exclusion for a system with an arbitrary
number of hosts, an arbitrary number of HA addresses, and an arbitrary number
of I P addresses. We can handle an arbitrary number of hosts since, as we have
shown above, all but 2 a u t o m a t a can be abstracted away by a chaos a u t o m a t o n .
We can handle an arbitrary number of HAs since any instance of Zeroconf with
more t h a n 3 HAs can be simulated by the same instance but then with 3 HAs:
wc just abstract all HAs to 2, except the concrete HAs 0 and 1. This is a sound
abstraction since, a p a r t from a number of transitions which test whether a HA is
concrete, t h e only places where HAs are tested are in the input handlers: the input
handler of HostO may test whether the hardware address of an incoming message is
equal to 0, and the input handler of H o s t l may test whether the hardware address
of an incoming message is equal to 1. T h e outcomes of these tests (and hence the
behavior of t h e protocol) is not affected by an abstraction t h a t identifies all HAs
>2.
We can handle an arbitrary number of IP addresses, due to a result of [ID96] on
data saturation. This result (which was proven in the setting of Murphi but carries
over to Uppaal) states t h a t for certain ("data") scalar types, the state graph does
not grow any further once the number of possible values in some scalar type grows
beyond the n u m b e r of places in the system where t h a t scalar type is used. Places
consist of variables, but also each select statement on a single edge offers a 'place'
for a new value to be chosen. This makes model checking with scalar types of
arbitrary size possible.
For I P addresses, at the global level 1 is in use a« zero, and per (concrete) host:
• 1 is in use in global array IP
• 2 are in use by InputHandler in packet answer.
• 4 I P addresses are in use by Network, namely 2 in each of the 2 packets.
In InputHandler, the 2 IPs of answer arc only assigned when entering the committed
location. Some committed locations are used for initialization, but after the total
system is initialized, only the 2 committed locations of the concrete InputHandler
a u t o m a t a play a role. It is easy to see these are never visited at the same time,
and therefore there will be no interleaving until InputHandler has left its committed
location. T h e I P values are passed to other a u t o m a t a , and are after t h a t not used
anymore. Moreover they are never tested for their contents. Therefore we do not
have to count these variables as extra places where an I P is used.
IPs selected by an select statement are never tested to be different from all
other used I P s . Therefore we do not need an extra I P for the select statements,
leading to a t o t a l of 11 IPs.
Summarizing, all instances of the model are all possible combinations of / e
{ 1 , . . . , 3} HAs, and m G { 1 , . . . , 11} I P addresses. Model checking all instances
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took approximately 10 hours on t h e following hardware: 2 χ Dual-Core Opteron
280 2.4 GHz, 8 G B RAM. Note t h a t we used 4 processing cores to work parallel
on different instances. T h e biggest instance (I = 3, m = 1 1 ) takes t h e full time of
6

10 hours, using 140 MB of memory, exploring 1.754 · 10 symbolic states.

3.5

Conclusions

Our goal has been t o construct a model of Zeroconf t h a t (a) is easy t o understand
by engineers, (b) comes as close as possible to R F C 3927, and (c) may serve as a
basis for formal verification. Did we succeed?
Understandability

Of course, it is not t o us t o j u d g e whether our model is

understandable for others.

This chapter aims t o place t h e cards on t h e table

as a basis for a discussion. T h e Uppaal syntax, which combines extended

finite

state machines, C-like syntax and concepts from timed a u t o m a t a , will certainly
be familiar t o protocol engineers, except maybe for t h e use of clock variables.
However, our experience is t h a t timed a u t o m a t a n o t a t i o n is easy to explain, also
to people without expertise in theoretical computer science.

Clocks provide a

simple and intuitive means to specify the various timing constraints in Zeroconf.
There are a number of extensions of t h e U p p a a l s y n t a x t h a t would help t o
further improve t h e readability of our model:
1. A richer syntax for d a t a t y p e s and functions, in particular a notion of enu
merated types.
2. T h e ability t o initialize clock and structure variables, allowing us to eliminate
the initial transition in t h e inputHandierCh) a u t o m a t o n .
3. T h e ability t o test t h e value of clocks within t h e b o d y of functions, allowing
us t o move t h e test y>DEFEND_iiitervai into t h e definition of ihandier, where it
belongs conceptually.
4. T h e introduction of urgent transitions (or deadlines) in Uppaal, as advo
cated in [GV05], [Sif99] and [SY96]. This would allow us to eliminate t h e
urgent channel urg, which is a modeling trick t h a t is hard to explain t o
non-specialists.

Also, it would allow us to replace t h e invariant counter <

ANNOUNCEJJUM imply χ <= ANN0UNCE_INTERVAL in a u t o m a t o n Conf ig by an urgency
predicate χ <= ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL. In our opinion, urgency predicates arc more
intuitive t h a n location invariants.
Once these extensions have been implemented, a good case can be made for in
clusion of t h e Conf ig and inputHandier a u t o m a t a (with t h e ihandier code) in t h e
Zeroconf s t a n d a r d . These models will help to clarify t h e R F C and to prevent in
correct interpretations due to ambiguity in the text. T h e U p p a a l simulator is also
very useful t o obtain insight in t h e operation of t h e protocol.

3.5. Conclusions
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Faithfulness and Traceability We have shown that Uppaal is able to model
Zeroconf faithfully. Basically, for each transition in the model we can point towards
a corresponding piece of text in the RFC. The relationships between our model
and the RFC have been described in great detail in this paper, including the design
choices and abstractions that we made. Following [BM04], our aim has been to
make the model construction transparent, so that our model may be more easily
understood and checked by others, making its quality measurable in (at least) an
informal sense.
We see at least two ways in which Uppaal can be improved to allow for even
more faithful/realistic modeling of Zeroconf and better traceability:
• Zeroconf involves a number of probabilistic aspects that are not incorporated
in our Uppaal model. An extension with probabilities, along the lines of
PRISM [KNP04], is clearly desirable.
• Uppaal supports modeling of systems that arc described as networks of a fixed
number of automata with a fixed communication structure. This modeling
approach, although very convenient as a starting point for verification, does
not fit very well with the highly dynamic structure of Zeroconf networks
where hosts may join and leave, subnetworks may be joined, etc. Support
for a more object-oriented specification style appears to be desirable.
Verification Our modeling efforts revealed six places where RFC 3927 [CAG05]
is incomplete/unclear:
1. It is not dear whether a host "MUST" or "SHOULD" send ARP Probes
before using a new address.
2. It does not specify upper and lower bounds on the time that may elapse
between sending the last ARP Probe and sending the first ARP Announcement.
3. It does not specify whether a host may immediately start using a newly
claimed address or whether it must first send out all ARP Announcements.
4. It does not specify the tolerance that is permitted on the timing of ARP
Announcements.
5. Although it states that Zeroconf requires an underlying network that supports ARP (RFC 826), we identified some cases where Zeroconf does not
conform to RFC 826.
6. It is not exactly clear in which situations a host may defend its address.
The model of Zeroconf that we presented in Section 3.2 cannot be analyzed by
Uppaal for interesting instances with 3 or more hosts. We presented a simple
manual proof of mutual exclusion for the model of Section 3.2. In order to verify
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the general system automatically, we had to apply some drastic abstractions. The
soundness of these abstractions has been proven manually. In our view, it is highly
desirable to further extend Uppaal with (semi-)automatic support for proving
correctness of abstractions. Only abstractions can bridge the gap between realistic
and tractable models.
Future Work We have proved absence of deadlock by the use of Uppaal in a
restricted setting. Future work could provide a manual proof ai> well as a compositional abstraction approach to proof deadlock for an arbitrary number of hosts
in the same way as we did for mutual exclusion.
In this study, we have modeled and analyzed a fragment of Zeroconf in a restrictive setting without faulty nodes, merging of subnetworks, etc. In order to
deal with dynamically changing network topologies, a more sophisticated use of
abstractions will be required, for instance along the lines of [Bau06]. An obvious challenge is to mechanize all these abstractions using either (an extension of)
UPPAAL-TIGA [CDF + 05] or a general purpose theorem prover. The timing behavior of Zeroconf becomes really interesting when studied within a setting in which
also the probabilistic behavior is modeled. The performance analysis of Zeroconf
reported in [BSHV03] and [KNPS03] has been carried out for an abstract probabilistic model of Zeroconf. A challenging question is whether these results also
hold for a (probabilistic extension) of our more realistic model.
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Chapter 4

The Axiomatization of
Overriding and U p d a t e
with David N. Jansen,
Julien Schmaltz, and
Fnts Vaandrager
There are only very few natural ways in which arbitrary functions can
be combined. One composition operator is override: for arbitrary func
tions ƒ and g, f O g is the function with domain dom(/) Udom(g) that
behaves like ƒ on dom(/) and like g on dom(g) \ dom(f).
Another
operator is update: f[g] has the same domain as ƒ, behaves like ƒ
on dom(/) \ dom(g), and like g on dom(/) Π dom(g). These operators
are widely used, especially within computer science, where for instance
ƒ [g] may denote the new state that results when in state ƒ the up
dates given as g are applied. It is therefore surprising that thus far no
axiomatization of these operators has been proposed in the literature.
As an auxiliary operator we consider the minus operator: ƒ — g is the
restriction of ƒ to the domain dom(/) \ dom(g). The update operator
can be defined in terms of override and minus. We present five equa
tions that together constitute a sound and complete axiomatization
of override and minus. As part of our completeness proof, we infer a
large number of useful derived laws using the proof assistant ISABELLE.
With the help of the SMT solver YlCES, wc establish independence of
the axioms. Thus, our axiomatization is also independent. Finally,
we establish that override and minus are functionally complete in the
sense that any operation on general functions that corresponds to a
valid coloring of a Venn diagram can be described using just these two
operations.
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Introduction

There arc only very few natural ways in which arbitrary functions can be combined.
One example is the override operator >. For arbitrary functions ƒ and g, f ΐ> g
is the combined function where ƒ overrides g for all elements in the intersection
of their domains. That is, ƒ Ο g is the function with domain dom(/) U dom(<7)
satisfying, for all ν e dom(/) U dornig),
i f w e d 0 m

fiV)

(f»9)(v)±i

(g(v)

^

if υ e dom(g) \ dom(/).

Essentially, this is the overriding operator "Θ" from Ζ [Spi89]. On finite domains,
the operator is also defined in VDM [Jon86], where it is written f. We prefer not
to use a symmetric symbol for an asymmetric (non-commutative) operator. There
appears to be no commonly accepted name or symbol to denote this important
operator. It is introduced on an ad hoc basis in many papers, and properties of
the operator are used, implicitly or explicitly, in numerous proofs.
A related composition operator is update: f[g] has the same domain as ƒ,
behaves like ƒ on dom(/) \ dom(g), and like g on dom(/) Π dom(g). Thus, if h \X
restricts the domain of a function h to X, we can define the update operator
by f{g} — (gt> ƒ) rdom(/). The update operator is also widely used, especially
within computer science. One example is the denotational semantics of assignment
[B8(), Win93], where ƒ[</] denotes the new state that results when in state ƒ the
updates given as g arc applied. Another example is the semantics of Statecharts
as described in several publications, e.g. [DJHP98]. It uses the update operator
·[·] to denote assignments (multiple assignments may occur simultaneously), and
circumscribes the update of a state configuration by set operations. As a final
example we mention the work of Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88], where a sequence of
functions is considered whose limit is a flow function. Every function is generated
from the previous one by updating a number of function values. The update is
denoted like a (simultaneous) assignment to some of the function values.
It is surprising that thus far no axiomatization of override and update has been
proposed in the literature. Several authors observe that override is associative and
idempotent [Jon86, Spi89]. Various papers mention laws such as /[ff][g] = ƒ[g]· In
Chapter 2, we stated a number of laws for override and update as part of a proof
of associativity of a Uppaal style parallel composition operator. Nevertheless, to
the best of our knowledge, completeness has thus far not been studied.
The main result of this chapter is a sound and complete equational axiomatiza
tion of override and update. In our axiomatization we use the auxiliary operator
minus: f — g 'is the restriction of ƒ to the domain dom(/) \ aom(g). That is,
ƒ g — ƒ [(dom(/) \ dom(g)). The update operator is then defined in terms of
override and minus. Our axiomatization is also independent, in the sense that
all axioms are independent. It is not possible to prove any of the axioms from
the remaining ones. Finally, we show that the override and minus operations are
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functionally complete in the sense that any operation on general functions that
corresponds to a valid coloring of a Venn diagram can be described using just these
two operations.
In Section 4.2, we present five equations and show that together they constitute
a sound axiomatization of override and minus. In Section 4.3, we infer a large
number of derived laws using the proof assistant ISABELLE. These laws are heavily
used in Section 4.4, where we establish completeness of the five equations. In
Section 4.5, we prove independence of the axioms with the help of the SMT solver
YlCES. Section 4.6 discusses the functional completeness of override and minus.
Finally, Section 4.7 presents our conclusions and open questions.

4.2

The Axioms

We consider the signature Σ consisting of two binary (infix) operator symbols >
and —, and the constant symbol 0. We refer to > as the override symbol, — as the
minus symbol, and 0 as empty. Using elements from this signature and variables
x, y, z,... we build terms and equations in the standard way. We use t, u,... to
denote terms over signature Σ, and t Ξ U to denote syntactic equality of terms
t and u. Figure 4.1 introduces a set E of five equations over the signature. We

idempotence
empty
weak commutativity

= χ

(4.1)

χ—χ = 0

(4.2)

x\>y

(4-3)

χΐ>χ

= (y — x)[> χ

double minus

x— (y — z) = (x — y) \>{x — (x — z))

distributivity

(x\>y)—z

= (x — z) t>{y — z)

(4.4)
(4.5)

Figure 4.1: Axioms for t>, — and 0.
write l· t = u if the equality of t and u can be derived using the standard inference
rules of equational logic [Bir35] and the equations in E. Wc often use the following
derived operators:
intersection
update

x@y

— x—(x — y)

x\y\ =

{y@x)\>x

Intuitively, operator @ restricts function χ to the intersection of the domains of
χ and y. It allows us to restate Axiom 4.4 as x— (y — z) = (x — y) >(x@z).
An
interpretation of ·[·] was already given in the introduction. To ease notations we use
the following rules: (a) all operators are left associative, and (b) @ binds strongest,
then —, and finally i>. With these conventions, Axiom 4.4 reads x— (y — z) =
χ — y>x@

ζ.
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Let Τ denote any Σ-algcbra with as universe some sot F of functions, > inter
preted as override, — as minus, and 0 as the function with the empty domain. We
assume F to be closed under these operations.
It is easy to see that Τ is a model for the equations of E. The definition of
> directly implies that ƒ > ƒ = ƒ, for any function ƒ, that is, Axiom 4.1. By
definition of —, ƒ — ƒ denotes the restriction of ƒ to the empty domain. This
implies Axiom 4.2. In general, the override operator is not commutative. For
instance if ƒ maps α to 1, and g maps a to 0, then ƒ Ο g maps α to 1, whereas
g Ο ƒ maps α to 0. Axiom 4.3 states a weak commutativity property that does
hold: we may swap the arguments in τ [> y if wc restrict y to the part of its domain
that does not intersect with x. Axioms 4.4 and 4.5 can be illustrated using the
Venn diagrams in Figure 4.2. Here the colors indicate whether the function value
is determined by J;, y or z: in the light gray area the value is determined by χ and
in the dark gray area by y. For each axiom, the left and right hand side of the
equation describe different ways in which the same diagram can be obtained.

χ «Enìk : y

Figure 4.2: Venn diagrams for Axioms 4.4 and 4.5.

Thus we have the following soundness result:
Lemma 4.2.1 (Soundness) Let t, t' be terms over signature Σ such that l· t = t'.
Then T.-algebra Τ satisfies t = t'.

4.3

Derived Laws

From the basic set of axioms in Figure 4.1, we derived the laws shown in Figure 4.3.
These laws are used in our proof of completeness. The proofs of all the derived
laws have been checked using the proof assistant ISABELLE [NPW02]. The Isabelle
sources as well as human readable proofs are available in the online appendices
of [BJSV10].
We found it quite surprising that associativity of t> (Law 4.11) and weak com
mutativity of — (Law 4.19) are derivable. In the following, we show the proof of
associativity of t>. We use Axioms 2, 3 and 5, and Laws 4.8, 4.18, 4.20, 4.25, 4.26,
4.27, and 4.28.
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empty domain

χ @y —y = 0
a: > 0 = χ
Q[> χ = χ

χ—0=χ

0-a; = 0
associativity

x[>(y>z)

— x[>y[> ζ

x@(y@z)

= x@y@z

idempotence
distri butivity

χ @χ = χ
(x>y)@z

=

x@z[>y@z

x @(y Î>z) =

x@y>x@z

ζ = (χ-

x@y-

xt>y@z

ζ) @(y - ζ )

= (x>y) @(x > z)

(a;l>yl>z) — χ = y — xt> ζ — χ

weak commutativity

χ —y—ζ =χ—ζ—y
x-(yt>z)

=x-(zi>y)

x—y>x—z=x—z>x—y
x@y@z

=

x@z@y

x—y@z=x—z@y
partitioning

x@yc> χ — y = χ
χ — yt> x@y = χ

combine minus

(x — y) — ζ = χ — (y \> z)

double minus

χ — (y — x) = χ

overlapping

χ [> y @ χ = χ

agree

χ >χ —y =χ
χ — yt>x = χ

compatible
reordering

x>y

— χ = x\>y

(χ — y)@z = x@z — y
ι @(y — ζ) = x@y — ζ
Figure 4.3: Derived laws.
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Law 4.11.

t> y t> ζ = χ i>(y > ζ)

JT

(4 25)

•π.

Proof.

x\>y\>z

χ (4 18) .

)

=

.

(yÎ>z)

.

.

.

.

,

..

. (4 18)

(x\>y > ζ) — χ[>(χΐ> yt> ζ) — ({χ t> y ΐ> ζ) — χ)
= y —
(5)
ζ) — ((xt>yt> ζ)— χ) = (y t> ζ) — χ\>(τ \> y \> ζ) — ((χ\> yt> ζ) —
=

χΐ> ζ — xt>(x[>y\>
χ

T h e Axiomatization of Overriding and U p d a t e

,

.

,

— x[>{x\>y[>z)

. (4 26) .

— (y — xt>z

— x)

=

.

,

.

(y\>z)—xÎ>(x\>yÎ>z)

—

(y — χ) — (ζ — χ) = (y > ζ) — χ >{(χ > y) — (y — χ) > ζ — (y — χ)) — (ζ — χ)
(yt>z)—x>(x
ι

— (y — x)t>y — (y—x)[>z

\

yy — x)>z

/

\\

ι

=

— \y — x)) — \z — x)

=

— (y—x)) — (z — x)

\ (4 28) ,

.

.

.

=

(yt> ζ)— χ [>(χ > y —
..

.

. (4 27)

\y\> ζ) — a ; > ( i > ζ — (y — χ)) — \ζ — χ)

=

(5)

(j/1> ζ) — χ \>(τ — (y - χ) > ζ — (y — χ)) - (ζ - χ) = (y Ο ζ) — χ >(χ Ο ζ) — (y —
χ) — (ζ — χ)
/

\

=
/

(y > ζ) — χ \>{χ ΐ> ζ) - (ζ — χ) — (y — χ) = (y > ζ) — χ Ο (χ —
\\

/

\ (

4 2 7

(ζ — χ) Ο-ζ — {ζ — χ)) — (y — χ)
(y ΐ> ζ) — χ > χ — (y — χ) =
4.4
Completeness

=

)

/•

Ν

/

/

\\

/

\

(4

(y\> ζ) - χ[>(χ[> ζ — (ζ — χ)) — (y — χ)

(y[> ζ) — χ [>χ = χ >(y [> ζ ) .

2 8

)

=
•

We now establish completeness of t h e axioms in set E, t h a t is, we show t h a t if a n
equality between t e r m s holds in algebra ƒ" then we can actually prove it using t h e
axioms in Figure 4.1, provided t h e algebra contains at least all functions from finite
subsets of Ν t o N. We prove completeness by establishing two results: (a) Each
term can be reduced to a normal form through application of t h e axioms, (b) If two
terms have different normal forms (modulo associativity and weak commutativity)
then they are not equivalent in t h e algebra, t h a t is, there exists a valuation t h a t
maps the two t e r m s t o different elements in the domain of t h e algebra.
Normal forms consist of a combination (with t>) of a number of regions.

A

region denotes a function t h a t is defined on t h e smallest (nonempty) d o m a i n s
t h a t can be defined in our language. Regions are much easier to manipulate t h a n
general functions. For instance, if r and r' are regions t h e n r > r ' either equals r
(when they have the same domain) or equals r' > r, t h a t is, regions with different
domains commute. Below, we formally introduce the concept of a region.
For X a nonempty, finite set of variables, let C(X)

be t h e set of terms defined

by t h e B N F g r a m m a r
c := χ |
where χ 6 X, and let D(X)

c@x

be the set of terms defined by t h e BNF g r a m m a r
d := 0 |

d>x

where τ e A". A region over X is a term of the form r = r — d in which each
variable in X occurs exactly once. We say t h a t variable χ occurs positively
r if it occurs in c, and negatively

in

if it occurs in d. We write pos{r) for t h e set

of variables t h a t occur positively in r.

Note t h a t at least one variable occurs

positively in any region. T h e first variable occurring in a region is called t h e head
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or leading variable. We write head(r)

t o denote t h e head variable of r. We call

two regions r and r' over X equivalent

if they have t h e same positive variables and

the same head, t h a t is, pos(r)

and head(r)

— pos(r')

If two regions

= head(r').

are equivalent then we can prove their equality using t h e axioms:
L e m m a 4.4.1 Let r and r' be equivalent
Proof.

Let r = c—d

regions over X.

and r' = c' — d'.

Then h r — r'.

Since τ and r ' are equivalent regions

they have t h e same positive, negative and head variables, and each variable in
X occurs only once in r and r'.

Hence, t h e only possible difference between r

and r' is the order in which variables occur in d and d', and t h e order in which
non-head variables occur in c and c'. T h u s , for proving t h e lemma, it suffices to
show t h a t t h r o u g h application of the axioms we may swap adjacent variables in
d and adjacent non-head variables in c. By repeated swapping we can then prove
equality of r and r'. Suppose
C = Xi@---@Xj

@Xj

+

i (ö- · -©Xl.

T h e n we can swap non-head variables Xj and Xj+i through application of the weak
commutativity law (4.22). Now suppose
r Ξ c —(0 > i i > · · · > Xj [> XJ+Ì

T h e n we can swap variables Xj and χ3+ι

t> • • • ΐ> χι)

by first moving all t h e brackets in d to

the right
( 4

= , ) c - ( 0 [>(xi > ( · · · >(xJ o ( 2 ; j + 1 > ( • · · > χι))) ·•·)))

t h e n replace all o ' s preceding χ]+2
(4-26) /

=

by —
rt

(c — \0-Xi

\

/

Λ

Xj -Xj + i) -{Xj+2 O · · ·ΟΧ()

t h e n swap t h e two selected variables
(4

19

=

) /

η,

(C-Ifl-Ii

\
Xj + i - Xj)

ι
-(XJ+2

\
Ο ·• ·

Oli)

and then bring t h e other variables back in place again
(4

= 6 ) c - ( 0 ο ( ι , θ ( · · · 0 ( a ; J + i θ(χ., θ ( · · · Ο ζ , ) ) ) · · · ) ) )

(4.11)
,„
N
= c— (WO i i Ο · · · O i j + i O i j Ο · · · Ο χ ; ) .
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Lemma 4.4.2 Let r and r' be regions over X.
1. If pos(r) — pos(r') then l· r — r' = 0.
2. If pos(r) φ pos(r') then l· r — r' = r.
3. If pos(r) = pos(r') then h ri>r' = r.
4. If pos(r) φ pos(r') then h r > r' = r' t> r.
Proof.
1. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r'). Let r = c — d and r' = c' — d'. Then using the
same tricks as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.1, we can reorder the subtcrms of d'
to obtain l· c' — d' = c' — d. Also, since c and c' only differ in the ordering of
their variables, we can use Laws 4.12, 4.22 and 4.23 to reorder the variables
in c' and obtain h c — c' = c — c. Hence
r - r' = (r - d) - {(•' - d')
=

{c-d)-(c'-d)
=

=

c-(al>(c -a))

( c

=

c-(a>r)

_c)_d(l=2'0-d(4io)0.

2. Suppose pos(r) φ pos(r'). Then there exists a variable χ that occurs pos
itively in r and negatively in r', or vice versa. If χ occurs positively in a
region u then h u = u@x.
In order to sec this, let u = c — d. Using
Laws 4.13, 4.12 and 4.22, we can prove c = c@x. By Law 4.32 we derive,
u = c@x — d = (c — d)@x — u@x. If χ occurs negatively in a region u
then h u = u — x. In order to see this, let u = c - d. Using Axiom 4.1 and
the tricks from Lemma 4.4.1, we can prove that w = c — (dt>x). Hence, by
Law 4.26, u = (c — d) — χ — u — x. Thus, if τ occurs positively in r we may
infer
/

-

/ /

r — r =r(&x—{r

ν (4 33)

— x)

.

. ,

. . (4 27)

= r@(.r — (r — x))

=

r @ x = r.

If χ occurs negatively in r then we may infer
/

/

Ν

/ /

Ν

(4 '26)

r — r = (r — χ) — (r (ci) χ)

.

,

. (4 28)

= r — \χ t> r (^ x)

=

3. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r'). Then
, ( 4 3)

rt>r

,

= (r — r) >r

L e m m a 4 4 2(1)

=

(4 8)

0>r

= r.

r — x — r.
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4. Suppose pos(r)

φ pos(r'). Then
,(43),,

=

r\>r

.

L e m m i 4 4 2(2)

(r — r ) > r

=

,

r>r.

We say t h a t a t e r m is a normal form over X if it is of t h e form
ri > · · · >

rm

where, for all 1 < ι < τη, rl is a region over X and, for all 1 < ι < j
pos(r I ) φ posfrj).

<

m,

By convention, 0 is a normal form (m = 0) and a single region

is a normal form (τη = 1 ) . We call two normal forms η and n' over X

equivalent

if for each region contained in η there is a n equivalent region contained in n', and
vice versa.
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 3 Let η and n' be equivalent

normal

forms

over X.

Then h η = η'.

Proof. By L e m m a 4.4.1, we know t h a t whenever two regions r and r ' are equiva
lent we can prove t h a t they are equal, t h a t is h r = r'. T h u s there exists a normal
form n" such t h a t h η' = τι" and each region contained in n" is also a region of
n, and vice versa. This means t h a t η and n" only differ in t h e ordering of their
regions.

B u t by associativity and L e m m a 4.4.2(4), t h e ordering of regions in a

normal form does not m a t t e r , t h a t is, l· η = η".

Hence l· η = η ' , as required.

•

T h e following technical lemma is needed t o prove t h a t any t e r m can be reduced
t o a normal form.
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 4 Let η be a normal form over X and let χ be a variable with χ £
Then there exists a normal

form n' over X U {x}

Proof. Suppose r = c — d is a region over X.

X.

such that l· η = η'.

T h e n r @ χ and r — χ arc provably

equal to regions over X U {x}:
4 32

,
,\
( )
r@a:s(c —α)@ι
= c @ re — a
r — x=(c

— a) — x

—

c—(d[>x).

Let η Ξ r i > • · • > r m . T h e n
η

=
(424)
=
(4 14),(4 5)

=

r-i > · · · > rm
/
\
( r i > · · • > r m ) @x
.

.

.

.

(r-i @ χ > · · · [ > rm @ x) [> (ri — χ ΐ> • • • > r m — χ)

By the above observation, all subterms rt@x
over X U {x}.

/
\
> (ri > · · · > r m ) - χ

and rt — χ can be replaced by regions

Let n' denote the resulting term. T h e n n' is a normal form over

X U {x} such t h a t l· η = η'.
T h e next lemma states t h a t any t e r m can be reduced to a normal form.

•
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Lemma 4.4.5 Let t be a term over signature Σ with variables contained in X.
Then there exists a normal form η over X such that h t = n.
Proof. By induction on the structure of term t:
1. If t = 0 then t is a normal form already and, by reflexivity, we have h t = t.
2. If t = χ then, by Law 4.9, h t = χ - 0. Term χ — 0 is a normal form over
{x}. By repeated application of Lemma 4.4.4, we can rewrite χ — 0 into a
normal form over X, as required.
3. If t = f ι > <2 then, by induction hypothesis, there exist normal forms ni
and n2 such that \- t\ = n\ and l· /^ = n2- Using associativity of >,
Lemma 4.4.2(3) and Lemma 4.4.2(4), wc can eliminate all occurrences of
regions in ri] > 712 that arc preceded with a region that has the same positive
variables. The resulting term η is a normal form η over X such that l· t = n.
4. If t = ti — Ì2 then, by induction hypothesis, there exist normal forms ni
and 712 such that l· ti = ni and h Ì2 = 712. Let ni = π >•·•[> r^ and
712 = τ\ > · • · > τ\· Then
n i - 712 Ξ ( r i t> · · · > τ * ) - 7*2
(4 5)

=

^

^

Γ ] - 712 > · · · > Ht - 712

(4 26)

/

/

/^

/

/

/

= ri - τ-, - r2
Tl>--->Tk-rl-r2
r,.
Using Lemma 4.4.2(1), Lemma 4.4.2(2), and the laws for 0, we may reduce
each subterm in the above expression to either a region of ni or to 0. After
elimination of spurious 0's, the resulting term η is a normal form over X
such that h t = n.

m
The following lemma states that if two normal forms are not equivalent, they
are in fact not equal in any algebra that at least contains all functions from finite
subsets of Ν to N.
Lemma 4.4.6 Lctn,n' be normal forms over X that are not equivalent. Let J7 be
a Σ,-algebra with as universe a set of functions that contains at least all functions
from finite subsets of Ν to N. Then Τ does not satisfy equation η — η'.
Proof. Let X = {χι,... ,χ^}. Assume w.l.o.g. that η contains a region r which
is, up to equivalence, not contained in n'. We define functions fi,...,fk
such that
any valuation ξ that assigns ^ to xl, for 1 < ι < k, maps η to a different element
of ƒ" than n'. Let D = {0,1,... ,2 fc - 1}. Let binary : D -> mk be the function
that assigns to each number in D its binary encoding. Define
dom(/ I ) = {j € D I 7-th bit in binary(j) equals 1}

4.5. Independence
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and let fi(v) = i, for all ν £ dom(/j). Let ξ be a valuation that maps i i to ƒ,, for
1 < ι < k. Then each region corresponds to a function whose domain is a singleton
set and which maps the unique clement in its domain to the index of the head
variable of the region. Moreover, the domain of each region is uniquely determined
by its positive variables. Since η contains a region r that, up to equivalence, is
not contained in n':
• either n' contains a region r' with pos(r) = pos(r') and head(r) φ hcad(r'),
• or n' docs not contain a region r' with pos(r) = pos(r').
In the first case Τ does not satisfy η = n' since valuation ξ maps the terms to
functions that differ for at least one element in their domain. In the second case
J7 does not satisfy η — η' since ξ maps the two normal forms to functions with
different domains.
•
Theorem 4.4.7 (Completeness) Let Τ be a Yi-algebra with as universe a set
of functions that contains at least all functions from finite subsets of Ν to N. Let
t,t' be tenns over signature Σ such that algebra Τ satisfies equation t = t'. Then

\-t = t'.
Proof. Let X be a finite set of variables that contains the variables in t and t'.
By Lemma 4.4.5, there exist normal forms η and n' over X such that h t = η and
h t' = n'. By Lemma 4.2.1, J- satisfies equations t = η and t' = n'. Using the fact
that ƒ" satisfies t = t', we infer that J7 satisfies η = η'. Now Lemma 4.4.6 implies
that normal forms η and n' arc equivalent. Thus, by Lemma 4.4.3, h η = η'.
Combining this with h t = η and h t' = n' yields h t = t', as required.
•

4.5

Independence

In this section, we are going to prove that the axioms in Figure 4.1 are independent.
One common way to prove independence of an axiom is to come up with an algebra
that violates this axiom but satisfies the other ones. Using this technique it is not
difficult to prove independence of the first three axioms.
Proposition 4.5.1 Axiom 4-1 is independent.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of two elements D = {T, _L},
in which all operators always return the first element, that is\/v,w G D : vt>w =
v-w = $= T. Then all axioms hold trivially, except for the idempotence axiom
χ > χ = x, which does not hold in case χ is assigned the value -L.
•
Proposition 4.5.2 Axiom 4.2 is independent.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of two elements D = {T, ± } ,
in which > is interpreted as logical or, ν — w = ν for all v,w € D, and 0 = _L.
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Then all axioms hold trivially, except for the axiom χ — χ = 0, which does not
hold in case χ is assigned the value T.
•
Proposition 4.5.3 Axiom 4-3 is independent.
Proof. Consider again a model with domain D = { T , ± } . This time operator [>
always returns its first operand, i.e. υ t> w = ν for all v,w G D, operator — always
returns the top clement, i.e. υ — w = Τ for all v,w e D, and 0 = T. Then all
axioms hold trivially, except for the axiom χ t> y = (y — χ) t> χ, which does not
hold in case χ has value _L.
•
In order to prove independence of Axioms 4.4 and 4.5, we used the SMT solver
YlCES [Yic]. For this problem we could also have used a regular SAT solver, but
we found the input language of YlCES more convenient. Peter Jipsen discovered
exactly the same models using Prover9/Macc4 [Pro]. In our encoding, we assumed
that the model that establishes independence of an axiom has a finite domain.
Each axiom was encoded as a proposition on this domain. We asked the solver
whether there exist any possibilities for t> and — that show all axioms to hold,
except for the one we were trying to prove independent. Note that for a domain of
η elements an operator already has n " n possibilities, because it has η · η possible
input combinations, that all lead to an element of the domain.
Proposition 4.5.4 Axiom 4-4 l s independent.
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Figure 4.4: Model that establishes independence of Axiom 4.4.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of three elements D = {(), 1,2}.
Let operators £> and — work as specified by the tables in Figure 4.4, and let 0 = 0.
Note that operator > returns the maximum of its arguments. This model was
found using YlCES. All axioms hold in this model, except Axiom 4.4, which does
not hold if χ and ζ have value 1, and y has value 2:
1 - ( 2 - 1 ) = 1-2 = 0 ^ 1 = 0 > 1 = 0 > 1 - 0 = 1 - 2 ΐ > 1 - ( 1 - 1 ) .
An isomorphic model can be obtained by slightly changing the standard, functional
model Τ introduced in Section 4.2. We assume a setting where the set F of
functions contains three elements: the function 0 which lias the empty domain,
a function 2 with a domain of at least two elements, and a function 1 that is
the restriction of 2 to a strict subdomain with at least one clement. As in the
standard model, operator t> is interpreted as override and 0 as 0. Operator — is
interpreted as minus, but since the difference 2—1 cannot be represented exactly
it is "approximated" by 2.
•

4.6. Functional Completeness
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Proposition 4.5.5 Axiom 4-5 ts independent.
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Figure 4.5: Model that establishes independence of Axiom 4.5.
Proof. Consider the model in Figure 4.5, with 0 as the empty function. Also this
model was found using YlCES. In this model,
(1> 2 ) - 1 = 0 - 2 = 0 ^ 2 = 0 > 2 = 1 - 1 > 2 - 1 .
Again, an isomorphic model can be obtained by slightly changing the standard,
functional model J-. The set F of functions contains three elements: the function
0 which has the empty domain, and functions 1 and 2 that have nonempty, disjoint
domains. As in the standard model, operator — is interpreted as minus and 0 as 0.
Operator > is interpreted as override, but since the union ( 1 > 2 = 2l>l) cannot
be represented exactly it is "approximated" by the "neutral" clement 0.
•

4.6

Functional Completeness

The reader may ask why we have chosen the operators override and minus to
describe the operations that are possible on general functions. In this section,
we want to show that override and minus are functionally complete in the sense
that any operation on general functions that corresponds to a valid coloring of
a Venn diagram can be described using just these two operations. Our result is
a simple extension of the well-known functional completeness results for Boolean
operations.
One can visualize a Boolean operation on the (Boolean) variables x-y,... ,xn
by a shading of a Venn diagram: Draw one circle (or shape) for every variable.
The interior and the exterior of the circle for xl correspond to a;t being true and
false, respectively. The shading of areas in the diagram indicates the result of the
Boolean operation. All n-ary operations ƒ : B™ —> Β can be reduced to a small
number of binary operations (see e.g., [DP90, Theorem 7.12]).
Similarly, one can visualize an operation on functions as a multicolored Venn
diagram: we start with one shape for each function variable χ ι,..., χη, and each of
the areas may be colored with one of the variables defined in that area. Figure 4.2
shows two multicolored Venn diagrams. We can reduce all n-ary operations on
functions that result from coloring Venn diagrams to override and minus.
We now formalize the notions introduced above. Assume a set of η function
variables V = {xy,..., Xn}. A valid coloring of the n-ary Venn diagram is a partial
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mapping c from the subsets of V to V, where each W Ç V in the domain of r is
mapped to some element of W.
The valid coloring c corresponds to the following operation on functions: ( f ι,...,
is mapped to f, with the property: fc(p) = fi(p) if there is some W Ç V such
that c(W) = xl and ρ lies in the intersection of domains described by W, that is,
ρ G dom(/ J ) iff Xj G W, for all j . The update operator X i ^ ] , for example, can
be described by the coloring c that satisfies

{Τ\,Τ2}'->Χ2

and that is undefined for 0 and {X2}·
The next proposition states that override and minus arc functionally complete.
Proposition 4.6.1 Every n-ary operation on functions that corresponds to some
valid coloring c (for η > 2) can be described by a term composed of variables
{χι,..., xn} and binary function symbols > and —.
Proof. Assume given the valid coloring c, a partial mapping from subsets of
V — {χι,... ,xn} to V. The statement is easily proven using the normal form: If
c(W) is defined, assign to W a region over V whose head is c(W), whose positive
variables are the ones in W, and whose negative variables arc the ones in V \ W.
Then, the normal form that is the composition of all such terms (with t>) describes
the desired operation on functions. Finally, we can eliminate all occurrences of 0
in the normal form by replacing them by the term Xj — Xj.
•
Observe that override and update are not functionally complete. Consider any
n-ary function ƒ that is defined using override and update. Then the domain of ƒ
is the union of the domains of some of its arguments. Thus, for instance, it is not
possible to define the minus operator in terms of override and update.
One important difference between functional completeness of Boolean connec
tives and of function connectives is the following: All function connectives are
false-preserving, i.e., they necessarily map (0, ...,0) to 0. Stated in terms of
Venn diagrams, the outermost area must remain uncolored. According to Post's
classification of Boolean operators [Pos41], this implies that Boolean operators
corresponding to > and — (or whichever set of function operators one chooses) are
not functionally complete for Boolean operations.

4.7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we have presented a finite, equational axiomatization of override
and minus, two fundamental operators for combining arbitrary functions. We have
established soundness and completeness of our axiomatization, proved that the set
of equations is independent, and established functional completeness of override
and minus.

fn)
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The top level structure of the completeness proof is not very surprising: re
duction to normal form and a proof that distinct normal forms have a distinct
semantics. The surprising aspect of our result is that it can be proven with only
five laws. It turns out that the algebra induced by these laws is extremely rich.
Many long derivations of auxiliary laws and identities are needed for the normal
form theorem, see for instance the derivation of Law 4.11 in Section 4.3 and the
proofs of the other laws in Figure 4.3 (see the online appendices for the actual
proofs.). Finding and proving these auxiliary laws and identities is what made the
completeness proof difficult.
An interesting aspect of our work is that two computerized tools, the proof
assistant ISABELLE and the SMT solver YlCES, were essential for us to obtain our
results. ISABELLE found the nontrivial proof of Law 4.26, which plays an important
role in the completeness proof. YlCES established the independence of Axioms 4.4
and 4.5. This nicely illustrates the growing importance of computerized tools for
proving mathematical theorems. A challenging case study would be to formalize
our proofs of soundness, completeness and independence in ISABELLE.
Our initial research question was to come up with a complete axiomatization
of override and update. We have solved this problem by adding the auxiliary
minus operator. A natural question that remains open is whether it is possible to
axiomatize override and update directly without auxiliary operators. Candidate
laws include associativity and idempotence of \>, and
x[x t> y] = χ
χ t> y = y\x] > χ
x[y][z]=T[z>y]
(x>y)[z]

= x[z]>y[z]

(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)

Are these laws complete? If not, which laws should be added? Does there exist
a finite equational axiomatization of override and update without auxiliary oper
ators? All these questions are open to us. Other open questions are how to build
a term rewriting system out of our axioms, and the generation of normal forms
with minimal size.
Our completeness proof is proof theoretic (syntactic). It would be very inter
esting to explore the model theory of our logic. We have, for instance, shown that
using our axioms one can derive associativity of override, but we still do not have
a deep understanding why this is the case. We expect that study of the model
theory of override and update, that is, study of the interplay of syntactic and
semantic ideas, may provide more insight [CK90]. Another interesting research di
rection would be to study the override and update operators within the setting of
category theory. In the category Set disjoint union can be presented as a pushout
and the override operator can be expressed naturally in terms of disjoint union
and minus: xt>y = x + (y — x).
As an interesting alternative model for our axioms, one may consider the
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Boolean algebra of sets, but with complement replaced by relative complement
(set difference). The domain of this model consists of all subsets of a given set
S, > is interpreted as set union, — as set difference, and 0 as the empty set.
The derived operator @ corresponds to intersection and update becomes trivial:
x[y\ — x. Whereas the Boolean algebra of sets and its equational axiomatization
is standard textbook material, the axiomatization of its relativized version is less
known. As pointed out by Mai Gehrke, an axiomatization can be obtained from
the work of Stone, and Balbes and Dwinger [BD74, Sto35]. Balbes and Dwinger
[BD74][Def.3 in II.7, p. 55] define a relatively complemented distributive lattice to
be a distributive lattice in which every element is relatively complemented, and
a generalized Boolean algebra to be a relatively complemented distributive lattice
with a 0. They show that those are exactly the lattices corresponding to Boolean
rings (where, as usual, the sum is symmetric difference and the product is the
meet). This result provides an equational axiomatization. Balbes and Dwinger
also give an axiomatization for relatively complemented distributed lattices using
a ternary operation. An alternative completeness proof for generalized Boolean
algebra was found recently by Clemens Grabmayer and Albert Visser [GV07].
Laws for override and update played a key role in Chapter 2, in particular in
the proof of associativity of parallel composition, thus illustrating the practical
usefulness of our work. We expect that our axiomatization will also be useful in
the settings of Ζ [Spi89] and VDM [Jon86].
Acknowledgment We are grateful to Jean-François Raskin for encouraging us
to prove completeness of our axiomatization. We thank Mai Gehrke and Peter
Jipsen for insightful comments, and Christoph Sprenger and an anonymous referee
for careful proofreading.
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Model Checking Priced
Probabilistic Timed
Automata

Chapter 5

Undecidability of
Cost-bounded Reachability
in Priced Probabilistic
Timed A u t o m a t a
with Taolue Chen and David N. Jansen
Priced Probabilistic Timed Automata (PPTA) extend timed automata
with cost-rates in locations and discrete probabilistic branching. The
model is a natural combination of Priced Timed Automata and Prob
abilistic Timed Automata. In this paper we focus on cost-bounded
probabilistic reachability for PPTA, which determines if the maximal
probability to reach a goal location within a given cost bound (and
time bound) exceeds a threshold ρ € (0,1]. We prove undecidability
of the problem for simple PPTA in 3 variants: with 3 clocks and stopwatch cost-rates or strictly positive cost-rates. Because we encode a
2-counter machine in a new way, we can also show undecidability for
cost-rates in Ζ and only 2 clocks.

5.1

Introduction

Digital technology has been widely deployed in safety-critical situations and reallife environments, which leads to increased interest in computer systems that sat
isfy quantitative timing constraints. Timed automata [AD94] are a prominent and
well-established formalism for modeling, analysis and verification of such real-time
systems, which have received much attention both in terms of theoretical and
practical developments.
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In addition to computation time, systems also use other finite resources, e. g.
energy, memory, or bandwidth. In many cases, some resources are scarce; the
system should not use more resources than a certain budget. Priced (or weighted)
timed automata [ALP01, BFH + 01] model resource use and resource constraints.
Traditional approaches to the formal description of real-time systems usually
express the system model purely in terms of nondeterminism. However, many
real-life systems, such as multimedia equipment, communication protocols and
networks, exhibit random behavior. Thus we may ask for the likelihood that
certain properties are satisfied. This suggests the study of probabilistic models. In
this paper, we investigate priced probabilistic timed automata (PPTAs) [B.IK06,
KNPS06], which are a probabilistic extension of priced timed automata. This
model is an orthogonal extension of priced as well as probabilistic timed automata
[KNSS02].
One of the most fundamental problems for timed automata and their variants
is reachability. In the setting of PPTA, cost-bounded probabilistic reachability asks:
"Is it possible to reach a goal state with probability > ρ within a given cost (and
time) bound?" This problem has been studied in [B.IKOß], where the authors provided a semi-algonthm: If the answer is affirmative or the symbolic state space is
finite, the algorithm terminates; however, the decidability of the problem remained
open. In this paper, we show its undecidability. The proof reduces a 2-counter
machine to a PPTA with three clocks; the 2-counter machine does not terminate
if and only if some state in the PPTA is reachable with probability 1. Moreover,
the PPTA can be restricted to: 1. either only cost-rates e {0,1} or only cost-rates
> 0, 2. no diagonal constraints nor strict constraints, and 3. no probabilistic resets. So, even when cost must increase with time passing, it may be necessary
for the semi-algorithm of [BJK06] to investigate infinitely many symbolic states.
Undecidability also holds for PPTA with two clocks that allow cost-rates G Ζ.
Related Work. Although greatly inspired by [BBM()6], there are some thorough
changes in our encoding of a 2-counter machine. First, we use a single clock
to encode both counters, similar to [BFL + 08]. We find our encoding simpler,
since it uses the third clock only in one subautomaton. Second, [BBM()6j shows
undecidability in the setting of the logic WCTL on priced timed automata, as
well as in the setting of weighted timed games. In both settings the goal state is
reached by simulating a terminating execution, or by doing a test after simulating
an initial fragment of any execution. The 2-couriter machine terminates iff the
goal state cannot be avoided indefinitely. For our setting this would not work,
because tests are entered probabilistically; the (now probabilistic) choice whether
to continue simulation or do a test cannot avoid testing infinitely often.
The other way around, our undecidability results carry over to the setting
of [BBM()6]. Our Theorem 5.3.2 shows a somewhat stronger result, since our
PPTA forbid strict guards. Theorem 5.3.3 shows a new result on only two clocks,
while often three clocks are necessary. Because of the strictly positive cost-rates,
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Theorem 5.3.4 also gives new insight in the setting of [BBM06]. The innovative
construction for Theorem 5.3.4 ensures that the time to reach the goal state is
always 9 time units; it uses the third clock to measure the runtime. Theorem 5.3.3
also carries over to the game setting of [BFL+08] for two clocks and a lower bound.
Outlook. A possible continuation of this work is by having the slightly different
notion of cost-bounded probabilistic reachability as in [BJK06], namely to have
> ρ instead of > ρ on reachability. The semi-algorithm in [BJK06] does not
necessarily terminate for — ρ on probability. Can this gap between the two results
be closed?

5.2

Preliminaries

A probability distribution over a finite set Q is a function μ : Q —» [0,1] with
Σ ο ς η Μ ? ) = 1· For set Q', let Dist(Q / ) be the set of distributions over finite
subsets of Q'.
A clock is a real-valued variable that can be used to measure the elapse of
time. A clock valuation is a mapping X —> Μ>ο, assigning a value to each clock in
some finite set X. Let R > 0 denote the set of all clock valuations. For ν G Μ>0 and
d € R>o, let v+d denote the clock valuation that maps each χ G X to v(x) + d.
For r Ç X, let 7;[r:=0] denote the reset of the clocks in r, i.e. v[r:={)](x) equals 0
if ι € r and v(x) otherwise. Valuation î;Zero € lR>o assigns 0 to all clocks in X.
A guard or constraint is a conjunction of non-strict inequalities where the value
of a single clock is compared to an integer. Formally, for the set X of clocks the set
Guards(X) of guards g is defined by the grammar: g ::= x<b\x>b\gAg,
where
χ € X, b e Ν. Note that some other definitions [AD94] allow strict inequalities
and inequalities on the difference between clocks, e. g. χ > 2, χ — y < 3.

5.2.1

Priced Probabilistic Timed Automata

The next definition a PPTA differs from [BJK06] by: having no invariants, having
only edges that incur cost 0, using our restricted notion of guards, and allowing
negative cost-rates.
Definition 5.2.1 A PPTA is a tuple (L,/,n,t,X, edges, $), where L is a finite set
of locations; l,n,t € L is the initial location; Χ is a finite set of clocks; edges Ç
L χ Guards(X) χ Dist(2 x χ L) is a finite set of edges; and $ : L —> Ζ associates a
cost-rate with each location.
For edge (l,g,p) € edges, / denotes the source location, g the guard, and ρ a
distribution on pairs of a set of clocks to be reset and a destination location.
Figure 5.1 shows a PPTA with clock x. In figures, locations are represented by
circles, with branching arrows between them denoting the edges of the PPTA.
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The initial location /Q is marked with a dangling arrow. The cost-rates are written
next to the locations. Guards (e.g. x>l) are next to the source location; the
probabilities and resets are at the branches (e. g. probability 0.1 and x:= 0.) Costrate 0, probability 1, and guards that always hold are omitted.
Intuitively, a PPTA behaves as follows. It always is
in a state consisting of a location /, a clock valuation
υ and the amount of cost already incurred. A policy
fills in the non-deterministic choice between the outgo
ing edges to take, or delaying. Only edges with guards
satisfying the current valuation are available. Delaying
will increase each clock by the amount of delay, and the
accumulated cost by the amount of delay times the the
6
· ·
Ρ
PPTA
cost-rate ($(/)). When taking an edge, one reset set and
a destination location are chosen probabilistically, these
clocks are reset and the system enters the destination.
Définition 5.2.2 A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple (S,3,ηΛ, Act, π),
where S is a set of states, smi G S is the initial state, Act is a set of action labels,
and π Ç S χ Act χ Dist (S) is a probabilistic transition relation such that for each
s € S, there exist a G Act and μ € Dist(i)) such that (s, α, μ) € π.
A (in)finite run ω in an MDP (S, sinii, Act, π) is a (in)finite sequence: SQ
">
S\ —'•—> «2 " i '' ti » ··• such that ÄQ = .Smit, (βι,α-ι,μι) € π, and μι(5, + ι) > 0 for
all ι. Let ω, denote the i-t\\ state in the run ω, i.e. ωι — sl. Let last((i;) denote
the last state in the finite run ω. A policy (also called scheduler, adversary, or
strategy) is a function mapping every finite run ω in some MDP (5, smU Act, π)
to a pair (α,μ) G Act χ Dist(5) such that (last(a'),a,/i) € π. For a policy A, let
Runs denote the set of all infinite runs that are induced by A. Prob'4 denotes the
probability measure on Runs , defined using classical techniques [KSK76].
Definition 5.2.3 ( P P T A Semantics) Given PPTA Aut = (L,/in,t,X,edges, $),
its semantics is the MDP: MDP(Aut) — (S, (/imt,f zero ,0),R>o,7r), where S = L χ
R ^ Q X R .so that a state consists of a location, a clock valuation, and the accumulated
cost; and ((/, v, c), d, μ) £ π if one of the following conditions holds·
• time transitions: d > 0 and μ(1,v + d,c + $(l)d) = 1
• discrete transitions: d = 0 and there exists (l,g,p) S edges such that ν (= g
and for any (l',v',r)

e S- μ(1', υ',e) = T,rçx/\v<=v[r =ο] Ρ(Γ>1')

Definition 5.2.4 ( C B P R )
Given PPTA Aut = (£,, *init,X, edges, $),
cost-bounded probabilistic reachability asks the question: "It is possible to reach
location lç £ L with probability at least ρ € (0,1] and with cost at most h, € N. ",
denoted 3P>pF-' i /g. It holds iff there exists a policy A of MDP(Aut) such that
Prob"4{ω e Runs'4 | 3ι e Ν.ω, e {lg} χ M^ 0 χ (-οο,κ]} >ρ

5.3. Undecidability Results

5.3
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Undecidability Results

Our undecidability results hold for restricted PPTA, called simple PPTA.
Definition 5.3.1 (Simple PPTA) We call a PPTA Aut =
(L,lmuX,edges,$)
simple if the resolution of probabilities does not influence the set of clocks being
reset: V(/,g,p) G edges.3r e 2 x .Vr' e 2X.VZ' e L.p(r',l') > 0 => r' = r.
Theorem 5.3.2 CBPR of simple PPTA with three clocks and $ : L -> {0,1}
(stopwatch cost) is undecidable.
Theorem 5.3.3 CBPR of simple PPTA is undecidable even with two clocks.
Theorem 5.3.4 CBPR of simple PPTA with three clocks and $ : L -> N > o
(strictly positive cost-rates) is undecidable.
Note that our definition of policy is deterministic: a run is mapped to exactly one
distribution. For other classes of policies, that allow the deterministic policies we
have used, the undecidability results will also hold.
The rest of this work contains the proofs. Sections 5.3.1-5.3.6 give the proof of
Theorem 5.3.2. Sections 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 prove Theorems 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, respec
tively.

5.3.1

Global Proof of T h e o r e m 5.3.2

Definition 5.3.5 A 2-counter Minsky machine [Min67j is a computational model,
consisting of a finite sequence of instructions, labeled li, I2, • · •, IH• Computation
starts at li and halts at IH • Instructions / 1 , . . . , IH-I are of the following two types,
where e e {a, 6} is one of the counters:
increment c
test-and-decrement c

Z, : c := c + 1; goto Z^;
Zj : if r = 0 then goto Z/t;
e l s e c := c — 1; goto Z^;

We will encode the halting problem for 2-counter Minsky machine M using a
PPTA Aut with a special goal location lg that satisfies the following property:
3P>iF- 8 Zg holds for Aut

<i=>

-<(M terminates)

Aut has one location for each instruction label l\,... ,ΙΗ- Each transition, when
taken at the correct time, corresponds to the execution of one instruction. After
the transition, a test may check whether the right edge was taken at the correct
time. There is a unique policy that chooses the correct time and edge in every
state and so simulates the execution of Λί; we call it the fulfilling policy. Any
other policy will fail some test, which implies that it misses lg or the cost bound
with positive probability. So, the fulfilling policy is the only one that may satisfy
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C B P R . However, if M terminates, it leads to IH with positive probability, so the
maximal probability to reach lç is still < 1. It is well-known t h a t termination of a
2-coimter machine is undecidable, implying Theorem 5.3.2. T h e cost bound of 8,
is t h e smallest we could find to make the encoding work, which will become clear
from the details of t h e encoding.
Aut uses only 3 clocks x,y,z; it is not simple, and it allows resets of t h e form
x:=y, where clock χ is set t o t h e value of clock y. Section 5.3.6 shows how Aut
can be changed t o a simple P P T A with only resets t o zero.
Upon entering location /, (under the fulfilling policy), auxiliary clock y = 0,
a
b
and t h e values of t h e counters a and b are encoded by a; as: χ = 2~ •'a~ .A value
for χ uniquely determines a and b. Since both counters s t a r t at 0, we have initial
location IQ with an edge to /] guarded by χ = 1 and reset y:=0.
ε

C B P R for ρ < 1 (e.g., Aut |= 3P>o 7^- Ις) is also undecidable. Just add a
probabilistic choice t o t h e edge from IQ: enter 11 with probability p, and let t h e
remaining probability of 1 — ρ go to InIn t h e rest of this section we assume a uniform distribution on all edges, and
a cost-rate of 0 in every location, unless a different cost-rate is explicitly given.
We now discuss t h e s u b a u t o i n a t a needed t o let t h e fulfilling policy simulate t h e
2-counter machine.

5.3.2

Increment Subautomata

Figure 5.2 shows t h e s u b a u t o m a t o n for increment
ing counter a. We denote the value of χ and y
upon entering /j by xl and yt, respectively. Assume xl = 2~a • 3 _ b (for some a, 6 G Ν) and
yl = 0. (The fulfilling policy guarantees these assumptions.) T h e a u t o m a t o n ensures t h a t under

/ΤΛ
V_y

x:=y,y:=Q /T~\
\\~
^v_y
\

ι^ lneq(:r<3i/)~Ni
Nlv.v.v.v.".".".'
' ^ \neq{ôy<x) ι

the fulfilling policy, t h e value upon entering /., is Figure 5.2: Automaton for inXj = i x , = 2-( a + 1 > · 3- f c , which indeed encodes an c r e m e n t i n g counter a
increment on counter a: Let d, be t h e time spent in
/ι, and iineq, J/ineq be t h e values of t h e clocks upon entering t h e Ineq s u b a u t o m a t a .
In s u b a u t o m a t o n \neq(ip), lç is reachable with probability 1 within t h e cost
bound only if φ holds and 0 < y\neq < lip«, < 2. T h u s t h e fulfilling policy will only
take t h e edge at a time when x\neci = 3t/ineq. Now y\neq = ^i and 0 < i/| neq < Χ| η β ς
due t o i/j = 0. Since χ-) = j/| ne q due t o reset x:=y, we have:
•Ει — ^Ineq

—

"Ί = o y i n e q — α ζ — oflj

CIZ = ZCit = ^Vineq

=

^^j

\^·*-)

and xineq = 3ί/| η6 ς = §2;, < | . T h e a u t o m a t o n for incrementing b is the same with
the exception t h a t we test for xl = 'ÌXj with lneq(:r < 4y) and lr\eq(4y < x).
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Power Subautomata

,' x-=y, s^-^ *<
We now introduce an auxiliary automa
\neq{2x<3y)
; y:=0f Λ !
ton called Power(A;). The fulfilling policy
will multiply χ with a power of k G Ν. In
I *Wy<l^
\neq('òy<2x)
particular, a concatenation of Power(2)
; y=0
and Power(3) is used to check whether χ
has the form 2"° · 3 - b : under the fulfill
ing policy χ is doubled α times, leading Fig>ire 5.3: Power(2): automaton for
to χ = 3 _ 6 , and then tripled b times, multiplying χ a number of times by 2
leading to χ = 1. If χ does not have the
required form, it is impossible to reach χ = 1. Figure 5.3 shows Power(2). The
number of times χ is doubled is the number of times the loop is taken. The guard
y < 1 excludes a policy that always doubles and never takes the exit edge. Such a
policy would pass a test with probability 1, because the probability to stay in the
loop indefinitely is 0.

Let xl be the value of χ when entering the location for the t-th time. A similar
argument as for Eq. 5.1 shows that xl = ^xl+l.
The power automaton can only
be left with χ — x1 for some ι, because of the guard y = 0, so χ upon leaving
the power automaton is 2 ! ~ 1 · xl
For Power(3) and Power(5) (used later), the
corresponding tests are 3x = 4y and 5a: = 6y, respectively.

5.3.4

Decrement Subautomata

Figure 5.4 shows the subautomaton for test-and-decrement of counter a. In loca
tion lt, the fulfilling policy takes the edge from /j to l^ only if α = 0, because the
test brandi only succeeds if Xi has the form 2° · 3 - 6 . Below, we will see that the
fulfilling policy takes the other edge only if ο > 0.
Decrementing ο is very similar to incrementing counters. With the same nota
tions as in Sect. 5.3.2, assume x, = 2~a · 3~b (for some a, b € N) and ^ = 0. Then,
the Ineq subautomata ensure that the fulfilling policy lets Xj = | x j .
The fulfilling policy will take the edge from / t to l-, only if a ^ 0. Otherwise,
assume the edge is taken while a — 0, then xl — 3 _ f ) . Recall that the fulfilling
policy will ensure that Xj = 2xl = 2 • 3 _ ί > . But then the branch leading from /, to
Power(2) will not reach lg, since it would have to divide χ by 2.
!

\neq(2x<3y)\Lr

y=0
•TVv' * Power(2)

lneq(3i/<2x)N,

', ,» Power(3)

i=l

·/'•

Figure 5.4: Automaton for test-and-decrement of counter α
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|;Add(x)i
ι ι»
-ή*ι

;Add(i)i ; Add(2-y) !
r*-J—r*·
-r*·

ρ times

[ Add(2-y); z:=0 ^~^z=S-2^
r»-ι
^< )

q times

sp^
r^'öj
j

Figure 5.5: lneq(px < qy): automaton for testing px < qy
The construction for test-and-decrement of counter b is very similar: on the
edge from /, to Ik, one would test for i j = 2~a • 3 Ü , and on the edge from U to / j ,
one would test for 3J; = Ay.

5.3.5

Ineq Subautomata

Figure 5.5 shows the lneq(pa: < qy) subautomaton. Location lg is reached within the
cost bound of 8 under a policy only if the
clocks satisfy px < qy and 0 < y < χ < 2
upon entering Ineq. Subautomata Add(i) and
Add(2—y) are used to add χ respectively 2—y
to the accumulated cost of a run under any Figure 5.6: Add(x): automaton
policy that enters and exits the subautoma- adding τ to the accumulated cost
ton, while all clocks have the same values
upon exiting as upon entering. The accumulated cost when entering lg is:
px + q(2 - y) + (4 - q)2 = px - qy + 8
So lg is reached within the cost bound of 8 only if px < qy.
Figure 5.6 depicts Add (a;). The automaton hat the same effect as in [BBM06].
Subautomaton Add(2—x) is easily obtained by swapping the cost-rates 0 and 1.
The reader easily verifies the needed effect of passing through Add(:r) or Add(2—x).

5.3.6

Adaption to Simple PPTA

To render the PPTA simple, we change the encoding as follows. The resets
x:—y, y:=0 are replaced by x.=0. This swaps the role of χ and y in the target
location, i. c. y now encodes the counters. The fact that the clocks arc swapped
in some location will be captured by a copy of that location, where χ and y are
swapped on all guards and resets of outgoing edges.
The obtained PPTA still has resets x:=0 that depend on the resolution of
probability. Figure 5.7a shows such an edge, and Fig. 5.7b shows how we can
replace it using an intermediate location /t' and a reset that does not depend on
the resolution of probability. The fulfilling policy will not let time advance in /,/,
because this incurs cost, and upon leaving /,<, a test may be invoked to check
whether the cost incurred up to that point is still 0.

5.3.
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Figure 5.7: Removing probabilistic resets

. 0 Τ = 2 » 0 ^ = 2 >Ç)y=4\:®
,_ _ q-p
Q
p-y
'
Figure 5.8: \neq(px < qy): automaton for testing px < qy

5.3.7

Proof of Theorem 5.3.3

In this section, wc allow PPTA to have any positive or negative integer cost rate.
This relaxation will allow us to encode the 2-cOunter machine with two clocks only,
because we can simplify the Ineq subautomata.
Figure 5.8 shows the alternative Ineq subautomaton. The cost-bound of the
CBPR problem is changed to 0. (It may happen that a run exceeds the cost bound
temporarily; however, upon entry into lg, its cost has to be < 0.) Let da,db,dc
denote the time that elapses in locations /„, /;,, lc respectively. Let xa, ya, ca denote
the values of the clocks and accumulated cost when entering la. A run that reaches
lc has the following accumulated cost:
c

o + (<7 - P)da + qdb + (p - q)dc

(5.2)

Since all the locations a run visits before entering la have cost-rate 0 we have
c 0 — 0. We need to ensure that da,db,dc are nonnegative (under the fulfilling
policy). da = 2 — xa, and non-negativity follows from the fact that when xa > 2
the encoding of the counters is incorrect, which is only possible under a nonfulfilling policy, db = 2 — (ya + da) = xa — ya, and non-negativity follows from the
fact that ya < xa whenever Ineq is entered. Clearly dc = 2. By filling in Eq. 5.2 we
get the following accumulated cost: (q—p)(2—xa) + q(xa—ya) + (p-q)2 = pXa — qVaTherefore, Ineq (pi < qy) reaches lc with cost < 0 iff px < qy upon entering.

5.3.8

Proof of Theorem 5.3.4

We now want to construct a simple PPTA with only strictly positive cost rates.
As a starting point, we take the PPTA obtained in the previous section. We will
again add a third clock z, but now, ζ is never reset, so it equals the duration of
the run in all states.
The PPTA is adapted by adding 6 to all cost-rates. For all locations that had
cost-rate 0 this clearly enforces a strictly positive cost-rate. The only negative
cost-rates appear in Ineq subautomata (Fig. 5.8), but they arc all larger than —6,
so the new rates are all strictly positive.
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E^©
.-' x = l
Figure 5.9: New automaton for test-and-decrement of counter o
All runs of the fulfilling policy that reach lç should have an accumulated cost
below the cost bound of the cost-bounded reachability problem. Because of the
strictly positive cost-rate, we therefore need an overall time bound for all these
runs, which we will show later to be 9. To accommodate the time bound, next
to the counters α and b, clock χ will encode the integer n, which is used to count
the number of times a test-and-decrement instruction decremented any of the two
counters. The encoding becomes: χ = 2~a • 3 _ 6 · 5 _ n .
The new test-and-decrement automaton is shown in Fig. 5.9. The values for
the two Ineq automata are changed to accommodate that on entering /_,: x^ = ^ixl
(which corresponds to decrementing a and incrementing n.) From Power(3) there is
now an edge to Power(5) which has the edge guarded by χ = Ito lg. The Power(5)
automaton is needed here, because this part was used to check the correctness of
the encoding by x, which now includes the factor 5~ n .
The final change to the total automaton is that on every run where lg was
entered, the run now has to pass by a new location Ι'ς. Figure 5.10 depicts l'g and
how from there lg is reachable. Because ζ measures the duration of a run, which
is bounded by 9 (as explained below), and time is spent in VQ until ζ becomes 9,
the additional cost for any run is: 9 · 6 = 54. Indeed the cost bound for the CBPR
problem is changed to 54.
We will now show that every run that enters l'g has a
duration bounded by 9. First of all 1 time unit is spent
/ΤΓ~\ 2=9
in /Q. Under the fulfilling policy, as long as no Ineq or
6
Power subautomaton is entered, every passage through an
Figure
5.10:
Subincrement or decrement subautomaton multiplies χ with
automaton
to
reach
lg
1 or 2 so the new value of χ is at most E times its
in
exactly
9
time
units
old value. Further, the time spent in some subautomaton
is equal to the new value of x. (If in a test-and-decrement
subautomaton, the tested counter is = 0, then χ is not changed and no time is
spent in the subautomaton, so we can ignore this case in the runtime calculation.)
Therefore, the total runtime until entering some Power or Ineq automaton is less
thanl + E ~ i ( § ) , = 2i.
Similarly, one can sec that each iteration in a concatenation of Power subautomata takes at most \ times the time of the next iteration, and the last iteration
(all under the fulfilling policy) takes time 1. Therefore, the maximal time spent
in Power subautomata is Y^LQ{\)1 = 2.
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Finally, an Ineq subautomaton takes at most 4 time units. Summing up, we
get a total upper bound on the runtime o f 2 ^ + 2 + 4 < 9 upon entering I'g.
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Chapter 6

Fortuna: Model Checking
Priced Probabilistic Timed
Automata
with David N. Jansen and Frits Vaandrager
We introduce FORTUNA, the first tool for model checking priced prot>abilistic timed automata (PPTAs). FORTUNA can handle the combination of real-time, probabilistic and cost features, which is required for
addressing key design trade-offs that arise in many practical applications. For example the Zeroconf, Bluetooth, IEEE802.il and Firewire
protocols, protocols for sensor networks, and scheduling problems with
failures. PPTAs are an extension of probabilistic timed automata
(PTAs) with cost-rates and discrete cost increments on states. F O R TUNA is able to compute the maximal probability by which a state can
be reached under a certain cost-bound (and time-bound). Although
this problem is undecidable in general, there exists a semi-algorithm
that produces a non-decreasing sequence of probabilities converging to
the maximum. This chapter presents a number of crucial optimizations
of that algorithm. Since PPTAs arc PTAs with trivial cost parameters,
we were able to compare the performance of FORTUNA with existing
approaches for PTAs. Surprisingly, although PPTAs are more general,
our techniques exhibit superior performance.

6.1

Introduction

Model checking technology has initially been developed for finite state models.
Both hardware and communication protocols may be modelled naturally in terms
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of finite state models, and in these areas model checking has been very successful
[KurOS]. In practice, however, finite state models are often not sufficiently rich. A
characteristic of embedded and cyber-physical systems, is that they have to meet
a multitude of quantitative constraints. These constraints involve the resources
that a system may use (computation resources, power consumption, memory usage, communication bandwidth, costs, etc.), assumptions about the environment
in which it operates (arrival rates, hybrid behaviour), and requirements on the
services that the system lias to provide (timing constraints, QoS, availability, fault
tolerance, etc.). In order to handle quantitative constraints, model checking technology has been extended with features for specifying real-time, probabilistic behaviour, and costs. Efficient tools have been developed such as Uppaal [BDL04b],
Uppaal Cora [BLR05] and PRISM [KNP09a], that have been successfully applied
to challenging problems in different areas [BDL04b, BLR05, KNP09a]. Nevertheless, until now no model checking tool was able to handle the combination of
real-time, probabilistic and cost features. For many practical applications, however, the key design trade-offs can only be addressed by models that incorporate
all these features. We give three examples:
• Operation of the Zeroconf protocol [BGVZ10] depends in an essential way on
both timing and probabilities. In order to determine the optimal value for
some parameters (like the number of retransmissions) one needs a cost function that combines timing delays and cost of failure [BvdSHV03, BGVZ10].
Many other protocols also require formal methods that combine probabilities, costs and timing.
• Timing plays an essential role in communication protocols for sensor networks. In a network with battery-powered devices, the limited energy budget
can be modelled using costs. Probabilities are needed to model node failure
and message loss.
• In scheduling problems it may be useful to consider the probability that a
resource (e.g., a production machine) breaks down or produces imperfect
output.
This chapter presents FORTUNA, the first model checking tool that is able to deal
with the combination of probabilities, costs and timing. FORTUNA is based on
the model of priced probabilistic timed automata (PPTAs) introduced in [BJK06,
KNPS06]. PPTAs equip timed automata with prices and probabilities on discrete transitions. Cost-mies indicate the increase of cost per time unit, whereas
prices on discrete transitions indicate instantaneous costs. PPTAs are the orthogonal extension of both probabilistic timed automata (PTAs) [KNSS02] and
priced timed automata [BFH+01, ALPOl], as PTAs extend timed automata with
probabilities on discrete transitions and priced timed automata extend timed automata with prices. FORTUNA is able to compute the fundamental problem of
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cost-bounded maximal probabilistic reachability (CBMR) for PPTA. CBMR determines the maximal probability by which a state can be reached under a certain
cost-bound (and time-bound.) Sections 6.6 gives two examples that show the
usefulness of CBMR in practice.
As PTAs are PPTAs with trivial cost parameters, we were able to compare the
performance of FORTUNA with existing approaches for PTAs that compute maximal probabilistic reachability. The comparison is made on a number of existing
PTA case studies to the best approaches available: the game-based verification
of [KNP09b], the backwards reachability approach of [KNSW07], and the mepta
tool [HH09]. Surprisingly, although FORTUNA is more general, it shows the best
performance.
FORTUNA adds a number of crucial optimizations to the algorithm described
in [BJK06]. The algorithm of [BJK06] performs symbolic backwards exploration,
in the spirit of the backwards reachability approach of [KNSWÜ7]. Like that
work, FORTUNA only adds intersections of symbolic states to the state space,
thereby reducing the number of stored states. To compute the probability, the
explored symbolic state graph is transformed into a Markov decision process that is
analyzed with existing techniques. For PPTA FORTUNA may not terminate, since
the problem is known to be undecidable in general (Chapter 5). But, for increasing
exploration depth, the produced sequence of probabilities is non-decreasing and
converges to the maximal probability [BJK06].

The optimizations described in this article increase performance drastically.
Three optimizations make modifications to the symbolic state graph that is explored, by generating abstractions that preserve probabilistic reachability. The
proofs are done in a rigorous way by the use of (probabilistic) simulation relations. The last optimization employs Hasse diagram data structures to speed up
comparisons between symbolic states.

Organization of t h e c h a p t e r Section 6.2 arc the preliminaries, introducing
definitions and lemmas from: probability theory, Markov decision processes, and
automata theory. Section 6.3 introduces the model of PPTAs and cost-bounded
maximal probabilistic reachability. In Section 6.4, the algorithm to compute costbounded maximal probabilistic reachability on PPTAs is discussed, its correctness
theorem, and several optimizations and their correctness theorems. Section 6.5 discusses some implementation issues of FORTUNA. Section 6.6 compares FORTUNA
with existing approaches on case studies, and shows the usefulness of our optimizations. In addition verification of an example PPTA model is shown. Finally,
Section 6.7 concludes this work.
The FORTUNA tool and case studies discussed in this paper are available
from h t t p ://www.cs.ru.nl/J.Berendsen/fortuna.
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6.2

Preliminaries

In this section, we provide a summary of basic mathematical notions necessary for
our development. In particular, we review the definitions of probability spaces,
Markov decision processes, and probabilistic reachability. For a more leisurely
introduction wc refer to introductory books on measure theory and probability
theory. Our reader is encouraged to skip (portions of) this section as lie sees fit.

6.2.1

Probability Spaces

Let V be a set. A subset Τ of 2V is said to be a σ-field over V if Τ satisfies the
following properties:
• V £ Τ
• if W € J- then V^W is also in Τ (closed under complement)
• if W\, W-i,... g Τ then W\ U Wi U ... is also in Τ (closed under countable
union)
The pair (V^ ƒ") is called a measurable space.
A measure over {V, J7) is a function μ : Τ —» Μ>ο such that μ(0) — 0,
and for each countable set Γ of pairwise disjoint elements of Τ, we have that
^ ( U a e r ^ ) = X^GerMC)· If M^O ^ 1) then μ is a sub-probability measure.
In case J7 = 2V a special situation arises: for each set W g .F we have that
μ(ίν) — Συιζνν M 1 0 ) ' where fi(w) = //({«;}). In this case μ is called a distri
bution. The set of distributions over V is denoted Dist(Vr). The support of a
distribution μ is defined as supp(/i) = {v G V \ μ(υ) > 0}.

6.2.2

Markov Decision Processes

Markov decision processes (MDPs) arc widely used to formally model and analyze
systems that exhibit both nondctcrministic and probabilistic behaviour.
Definition 6.2.1 ( M D P ) Let Act be a fixed set of actions. An MDP is a tuple
M = (S,smt,T),
where S is a set of states, s i n i t £ S is the initial state, and
Τ Ç S χ Act χ Dist(iS) is a probabilistic transition relation. Wc require that Τ is
total in the sense that, for each state s, there exists an action a and a distribution
μ such that (s, α, μ) e T.
The restriction of having at least one distribution for each state is imposed to
ensure that policies (defined below) always exist.
Intuitively speaking, an MDP describes the following behaviour. Whenever
the system is in some state, s ζ S say, an action ο G Act and a distribution μ
with (s, α, μ) G Τ are selected nondctcrministically. Subsequently, the next state
is selected probabilistically according to μ, i.e. the next state r is selected with
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probability /x(r). Thus, a transition involves resolving both a nondeterministic
and a probabilistic choice.
Note that our definition of MDPs allows sub-distributions for the transition
relation. For (s, α, μ) € Τ, the remaining probability 1 — ^ r /z(r) may be inter
preted as a deadlock probability. Note that any MDP can easily be transformed
into an MDP that uses only complete distributions by adding a trapping state
.s(nip that is equipped with a self-loop with probability 1, such that the 'missing'
probabilities of all sub-distributions lead to strap. For the rest of the chapter we
implicitly apply this transformation when needed.
A probabilistic transition s ——» is made by nondeterministically selecting an
action α and a distribution μ € Dist(S') such that (β,α,μ) € T. A transition
s —'—> r is made by the probabilistic transition s ——> followed by choosing next
state r Ç S with probability μ(Γ) > 0. In case μ is a Dirac distribution we also
write s —> r.
An infinite path starting in state SQ is an infinite sequence of transitions: ω =
SQ
"> si —'•—> S2 —'•—> · · · such that (β,,α,,μ,) ë Τ for all ι. Let ω1 denote
the îth state in the path ω, i.e. a/ = s,.
A finite path is a finite prefix of an infinite path. We denote the last state in
a finite path ω by last(u;). The length of a path is the number of transitions that
it contains. A path of length 0 consists only of the starting state.
We assume a special action label τ G Act that denotes internal transitions. We
assume internal transitions to be non-probabilistic, i.e. s ^-> implies μ = {η—>1},
for some r. When we have a finite path of r-transitions SQ —>···—> s n we write
So => Sn-

Automata (also called labeled transition systems) can be seen as a specialization
of MDPs, where the probabilistic transition relation uses only Dirac distributions.
Alternatively we may redefine the transition relation to go to a single next state
instead of a distribution, as is done in the following definition.
Definition 6.2.2 (Automaton) An automaton is a tuple (S,sin,t,D),
is a set of states, s i n i t ζ S is the initial state, and D Ç S χ Act χ S.

where S

Let Paths^ and Paths^ denote the infinite and finite paths, respectively, of
MDP M. In order to associate a probability space to an MDP, we first need to
resolve all nondeterministic choices. To this end, we consider policies (also called
strategies, schedulers, or adversaries.) A (deterministic) policy is a function that
maps every finite path ω in an MDP to an action α S Act and a distribution
μ € DisttS) such that (\ΆΒί(ω),α,μ) € T. We use Pol(M) to denote the set of all
deterministic policies of an MDP M. A policy resolves all nondeterminism, and
therefore an MDP together with a policy yields a discrete-time Markov chain.
In the literature also a more general notion of policy has been proposed, which
maps every finite path to a distribution of probabilistic transitions. From [Put05]
we know that deterministic policies are sufficient to obtain maximal probabilistic
reachability (defined below) when a bounded number of transitions may be used
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to reach the goal. In case the number of states and probabilistic transitions in the
MDP is finite, this also holds when an unbounded number of transitions may be
used to reach the goal.
For a given state s, we now define probability measure Prob/i(.s) on Paths^.
Let Τ be the smallest σ-field over Paths'^ such that every cone of some finite path
ω € Paths^ is in J-. A cone of a finite path is the set all infinite continuations of the
path. Formally, the cone €(ω) of ω e Paths^ is defined as {ω' £ Paths^ | ω < ω'},
where < is the standard prefix order on sequences. The function QA assigns
probabilities to finite paths according to decisions made by policy A and a given
starting state s. Formally, for any r, s G S and ω G Paths^, we define Q^
inductively as follows:
Qyi(e,r)

0

,

α,μ

..

i
Δ

fi
f0

if s = r
otherwise

\QA(S,U)-

[0

ß(r)

ιΐΑ(ω)

= {α,μ)

otherwise

The probability assigned to a cone C(w) equals the probability assigned by Q ^ to
the finite path ω: ProbJ4(s)(C(a')) = Q / i(s,w). By standard measure theoretical
arguments, P r o b e s ) is a measure over (Paths^, J7).

6.2.3

Probabilistic Reachability

The reachability probability is the likelihood to reach a certain set of goal states in
a finite number of transitions under some policy. For a starting state .s ê S, a set
of goal states G Ç S, and policy A, it is formally defined as
ProbReacMs,G) â Prob /l (s)({u; e Paths^ | 3i € Ν . ω1 e G})
The set {ω G Paths^ | 3i e Ν . ω1 e G} is measurable by Probes), because it
may be written as the countable union |J{C(w) | ω € Paths^ Λ last(ü;) G G}. The
reachability probability using not more than η transitions is defined ab
ProbReach^ n (.s,G) ^ ProbA(s){{w G Paths^ | 3i G [0,n] . ω1 G G})
Like above {ω G Paths^ | 32 G [0,n] . ω' G G} is measurable by Probes). When
s = Sinit we may write ProbReach,4(G) and ProbReach^ n (G), respectively.
Lemma 6.2.3 (Convergence) Let M = (δ',Α,η^,Γ) be an MDP, A G Pol(M),
s G S, and G C S. Then (ProbReach^n(A, G)) n e N is a non-decreasing sequence m
[0,1] converging to ProbReachy4(,s',G).
Proof. To easy notation write μ = Probes), and write ίί} = {ω G Paths'^ | 3 Î G
[Ο,^.ω1 G G}. Clearly we have that Vj > O i ^ Ç QJ+U showing (ProbReach^"(.s,G)) neN
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is non-decreasing. We also have that I J ^ o ^ J = ^°o· Since measures are contin
uous from below we have that: Ιίπΐη-,οο μ(Ω η ) = ^(Ωοο), from which convergence
follows.
•
The following definition shows how for any policy A and finite path ω, we can
construct a policy Α [ω] that acts like A when path ω has already occurred.
Definition 6.2.4 For a policy A and finite path ω, let Α[ω] be the policy such that
for any finite path ω':
u Μ Δ fA(u^u)")
Λ,
Α[ω\(ω
j =<
Ι Α(ω')

' > ω"
if ω' is of the form last(w) ——
otherwise

We have the following known lemma.
Lemma 6.2.5 Given state s, policy A such that A(s) = (α, μ), and a countable
set of finite paths Ω Ç Paths^, which cones are disjoint, i.e. νω\,ω<2 € Ω.ωχ φ
W2 =>• €(ω)ι Π C(u))2 = 0. We have the following:

ProMsX ( J
ω6ί2

C

M ) = Σ ^ ) • ProbAla^r]ir)(W

I (s - ^ ω') e ( J €(ω)})

reS

weil

Proof. See Section 6.8.1.
Lemma 6.2.6 Let A(s) = {α, μ). If s £ G, then:
1. for any η G Ν: ProbReach| n + 1 (s,G) = E r e s M r ) ' ProbReach-" β „
A[s

2. ProbReach^ie.G) = E r e S M ( r ) • ProbReach

^.

(r,G)
>r]

(r,G)

Proof. We prove result 1. The proof of result 2 is very similar: the only difference
is that there is no upperbound η on the length of the paths.
ProbReach^ n + 1 (s,G)
= ProbA(s){{uj e Paths^ | 3ι < η + Ι.ω' € G})
by definition of ProbReach
= Probes)(|J{C(u;) | w € Paths^ Λ 3ι < \w\.i < η + 1 Λ wl e G})
by definition of cones
= ProbA(s)(\J{C{w)

| w 6 Paths^ Λ \w\ < η + 1 Λ last(w) G G})
by definition of cones

— ProbA(s)(\\U)

by definition of cones, and since s £ G

where U = {C(w) \ w e Paths^ Λ |w;| < η + 1 Λ (Vj < {wl.w3 <£ G) Λ last (ω) G G}.
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All cones in U arc disjoint. To sec this, assume distinct W\,W2 € U such that
C{wi) C\C{w2) φ 0. But from the definition of cones, this can only be the case
when W\ is a prefix of w-i or wi is a prefix of w\. W.l.o.g. assume w\ is a prefix of
7Ü2· From the construction of {/, we know that last(ii;i) G G. But then u)\ £ G for
some ι < \w2\, and from the construction of U we have that WQ ^ U, contradicting
our assumption.
Now, wc continue as follows:
= 5 > ( r ) · Prob
res

j

^ (r)({u, | (s ^

ω) G {JU})
by construction of U and Lemma 6.2.5

= Σ / Ι ( Γ ) • Prob^ j
res

^ (r)({a; | (.s ^

η

ω) G {ω' € Paths^ | 3ι < η + Ι.ω

GG}})

rewriting U in the same way as above
= Υ " μ ( Γ ) · Prob
'

s

t

A\s

„ ,.

1

(r)({a; G Paths^ | 3 Î : [Ο,ηΐ.ω' G G } )

•r]

= y^ μ(Γ) • ProbReach-" „ „ (r, G)
A[s
yr]
^s

by rewriting

by definition of ProbReach

The reachability probability depends on the nondeterministic choices made by
the policy. A nondeterministic choice can be used to model a branch in system
execution that cannot be resolved probabilistically, or for which the probability
distribution is not known. The maximal reachability probability is of interest, i.e.
the maximal attainable value if all choices are optimal. The maximal reachability
probability for G Ç S is defined as:
SupProbReach M (G) =

sup

ProbReach^ (G)

A€Po\(M)

And using not more than η transitions:
SupProbReach^"(G) ^

sup

ProbReach^ n (G)

AePo\{M)

From [Put05] we know that if M has a finite number of states and probabilistic
transitions, then wc can find the policy that obtains the value of SupProbReach M (G).
Moreover, we may restrict to memoryless policies, also called Markovian policies.
Memoryless policies always take the same decision in each state, irrespective of
the path or the length of the path by which the state was reached. The value
of SupProbReach M (G) can be computed by several techniques including: value
iteration, (modified) policy iteration and linear programming.
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Priced Probabilistic Timed Automata
Time, Clocks and G u a r d s

A clock is a real-valued variable that can be used to measure the elapse of time.
All clocks run at the same pace. A clock valuation assigns a non-negative value to
each clock in some set X. Let Μ>0 denote the set of all possible clock valuations.
A clock valuation ν G Κ> 0 is thus a mapping X —> M>o. For d G M>o, let v+d
denote the clock valuation that maps each χ g X to v(x) + d. For R Ç X, let
v{R :— 0] denote the clock valuation in which the clocks in R have been reset, i.e.
v\R := 0](x) equals 0 if χ e R and v(x) otherwise.
A guard is a conjunction of inequalities where the value of a single clock is
compared to an integer. Formally, the set Guards(X) of guards g is defined by the
grammar:
g ::= χ ex] b \ g Ag | true,

where χ e X, b € Ν, MS { < , < , > , > } ·

(In)equalitics such as (x = b) and (2 < χ - y < 3) arc abbreviations for a con
junction of multiple inequalities. We write ν \= g when valuation υ satisfies the
constraints of guard g.

6.3.2

P P T A s and their semantics

We arc now in a position to define PPTAs.
Definition 6.3.1 (PPTA) A priced probabilistic timed automaton (PPTA) is a
tuple Λ = (L, l,mt, X, mv, edges, $), where:
• L is a finite set of locations;
• lmit € L is the initial location;
• X is a finite set of clocks;
• inv : L —> Guards(X) assigns an invariant to each location;
• edges Ç L χ Guards(X) χ Dist(2 x χ Ν χ L) is a finite set of edges; and
• $ : L —» Ν associates a cost-rate with each location.
For edge (l,g,p) € edges, / denotes the source location, g the guard, and ρ a
distribution over instantaneous effects, which consist of a set of clocks to be reset,
a cost increment, and a destination location. For the rest of the chapter we fix a
PPTA Λ = (L, Zinit,X, inv,edges, $).
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Figure 6.1: Example PPTA
Example 1 Figure 6.1 shows a PPTA with clock x. Locations are represented
by rounded boxes, with branching arrows between them denoting the edges of
the PPTA. The initial location is IQ. Invariants and cost-rates are written in the
locations. Guards (c. g. x<2) are placed next to the source location; probabilities,
resets and cost increments are at the branches (e.g. probability 0.3 and x:=0.)
Together, the reset, cost increment, and target location, from an instantaneous
effect. Probabilities 1, guards that always hold, and instantaneous cost increments
of 0 are left out.
Intuitively, a PPTA behaves as follows. It always is in a state consisting of a
location /, a clock valuation v, and the cost incurred until now c. A policy makes
the nondeterministic choice between delaying or which edge to take. Only edges
with guards satisfying the current valuation are available. Delaying will increase
each clock by the quantity of delay and the accumulated cost by the quantity of
delay times the cost-rate $(/). When taking an edge, the instantaneous effect is
chosen probabilistically. This determines which clocks are reset, a cost increment,
and the next location.
Definition 6.3.2 (PPTA Semantics) Fix Act = M>0 U {τ}. The semantics of
PPTA Λ, denoted [[.4], is given by the tuple (S,s,n,t,T), where S — {(l,v,c) \ l G
L Λ ν \= inv(/) A r e R}, i.e. states consist of a location, a clock valuation, and
the accumulated cost; 8,ηΛ = (Imi, {a"1—»0 | χ G X},0),' and ((l,v,c),d,fi) G Τ iff
(l,v,c) G S, d G R>o, ν + d\= inv(/) and one of the following conditions holds:
• either μ(1, ν + d, c + $(l)d) = 1
• or there exists (l, g, ρ) G edges such that ν + d \= g and for all (l',v',c')
R c

μ(1', ν', e') = Σ,κςχ s t v'=(v+d)[R =o] P( ' '
If the first condition holds then we call {(l,v,c),d,ß)
we call it a delayed discrete transition.

d

G S:

c

- -$(0 - ' 0
a time transition, otherwise

It is straightforward to prove that [.4| is an MDP, where time transitions spending
zero time ensure every state has at least one outgoing transition. Time divergence
of [.4] is not an issue for this work since we are dealing with reachability properties,
see [KNSW07].
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Cost-Bounded Maximal Reachability

Cost-bounded maximal reachability (CBMR) is the maximal probability by which
a goal location in a PPTA can be reached, without the accumulated cost exceeding
some bound. For PPTA Λ we fix /803ι € L to be the goal state, and Cbound ë Ν to
be the cost-bound.
Definition 6.3.3 ( C B M R ) CBMR is the probability SupProbReach[^j(CTg0a|),
where ag03\ = {Zg0ai} x Μ | 0 x [0,Cbound]·
Naturally, by comparing CBMR to a probability p, CBPR can be used to answer
the question "Is it possible to reach location /goa| with probability at least ρ G (0,1]
and with cost at most Cbound?"·

6.3.4

Predecessor Operations

We now define predecessor operations on sets of states of [.4]. Predecessor op
erations are essential to the symbolic backward exploration that is done in our
algorithm. The discrete predecessor of a set of states Ζ via edge e and instanta
neous effect ƒ, gives all states in \A\ that can reach some state in Ζ via edge e and
instantaneous effect ƒ. The time predecessor of a set of states Z, gives all states
in [.4] that can reach some state in Ζ by letting time elapse.
Definition 6.3.4 (Predecessor Operations) Let [.4] = {S,smt,T).
For any
Ζ Ç S, e = (l,g,ρ) G edges. Let f = (R,h,l') e supp(p). The discrete predecessor
and time predecessor operations are respectively:
dpreej(Z)

± {(/, v,c)€S\v^gA

(/', v[R := 0], c + h) G Ζ}

tpre(Z) = {(Ι,υ,e) e S \ 3d > 0.(1,v + d,c + d- $(/)) € Z}
Lemma 6.3.5 (Properties of Predecessors)

• If S = dpree /(Τ), then for all s £ S there exists r G Τ such that s —'—• r.
• If S = tpre(T), then for all s E S there exists r € Τ and d € Μ>ο such that
d

s —> r.

Proof. Straightforward from the definition of tpre and dpre.

•
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6.4

The Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is used for computing CBMR for paths of length up to maxlength
(possibly oo). It gets as inputs a CBMR problem, i.e. a PPTA Λ, a goal location
1
'goal· a cost-bound Cbound, and the maximal path length maxlength. Algorithm 1
returns a finite automaton ( Visited, amlt, D), which we will call reachability graph.
The reachability graph captures symbolically all transitions by which a target state
may be reached. Definition 6.4.1 defines an MDP M for the reachability graph.
Now, from Theorem 6.4.2, we see that:
1. The maximal reachability probability in M is an upperbound on the CBMR
solution.
2. If maxlength = oo the upperbound is precise.
3. Increasing maxlength leads to a higher or equal upperbound on CBMR with
unbounded length.
Zones are sets of states of \A\ that share the same location. Since clocks
and cost take real values, zones may (and will) contain infinitely many states.
In [BJK06] it is shown that the zones generated by our algorithm have a finite
representation called multi-priced zones. Multi-priced zones are closed under the
operations of the algorithm. They are a subclass of convex polyhedra.
Visited are the zones that are generated by Algorithm 1 in a backward fashion:
starting from the zone of goal states (σ 8 0 3 ι), more zones are generated by repeatedly
computing predecessors of explored zones. The predecessor of a zone is computed
by first computing the time predecessor, and from that the discrete predecessor.
The operations are combined to avoid storing an intermediate zone. The algorithm
proceeds in a breadth-first way, by first calculating the predecessors of all zones
that were waiting to be explored, before computing predecessors of the newly
generated zones. In addition to predecessors, intersections of explored zones are
added to Visited, which arc zones themselves.
We now discuss the algorithm line by line. An example is given later. Through
out this work, edges of a reachability graph may be called directions to distinguish
them from the edges in a PPTA. An important property of any direction generated
by Algorithm 1 is the following:
A direction (cr,e,f,p) means any state in ρ is reachable from some
state in σ by a delayed discrete transition with 0 delay using edge e
and instantaneous effect ƒ, followed by a time transition.
Line 2 Zone <7g0ai is the goal set of states.
Line 3 Zone aln,t is a singleton consisting of the initial state.
As Λ minor condition, inv(/,n,t) should require all clocks to be zero
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Algorithm 1: The basic backwards reachability algorithm
1

Input:

PPTA Λ = (L,/| m t,X, inv, edges, $),/goai, ("bound, maxlength, where

inv(/,mt) = ΛΧ<ΞΧ(Ζ = 0)

Output: ( Visited, σίηΛ, D)
2

(Tgoai : = / g 0 a | X inv(/goal) X [0, Cbound]

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

ainit:={(/lmt,{i^0|xeX},0)}
if <7init Ç agoai t h e n σιηΛ := σεο3ι
Visited := {a&oa\,amX}
D :=
{(agoa\,T,ag03)),(amt,T,a,nit)}
Waiting0 := {σ6ο3ι}
for ι := 1 t o maxlength
if Waitingl_l = 0 then break
Waitingl := 0
foreach ρ e Waitingl_1
foreach e e edges and ƒ is an inst. effect of e going to location of ρ
σ :=dpre e J (tpre(p))
if σ + 0
£>:=£>υ{(σ,6,/,ρ)}
if σ ^ Visited then Waitingl:= Waiting^{σ}, Visited:= VisitedU{a}
foreach (σ', α', ρ') e £)
if σ Π σ' φ 0
D := D U {(σ Π σ', e, ƒ, ρ), (σ Π σ', α', ρ')}
if σ Π σ' £ VWed
H^aïimijj := Waiting,^ U {σ Π σ'}, Visited :— VisitedU {σ Π σ'}
return
(Visited,σιηΛ,D)

Line 4 Needed for the special case when σ,ηιΐ Ç ag03\.
Line 5 Visited maintains the zones that were generated and starts as {σε03\, <7imt}·
Line 6 D maintains the directions of the reachability graph. The loops are added
to make sure that each zone has at least one outgoing edge.
Line 7 Waitingt are zones to be explored after iteration ι. Goal zoneCTg0aiis the
first zone to be explored.
Line 8 The algorithm takes exactly maxlength steps in the outer loop. All the
paths of maximal length maxlength of [.4] are symbolically explored, includ
ing those having a loop.
Line 9 Quit the loop if there is nothing left to explore.
Line 10 The set of zones waiting to be explored in the next iteration is initially
empty.
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Line 11 Pick an arbitrary zone ρ from the current set of zones waiting to be
explored.
Line 12 Explore all incoming edge/effect combinations <=, ƒ of the PPTA for p.
Line 13 Compute the predecessor σ via e, ƒ.
Line 14 Only proceed if the generated predecessor σ is not empty.
Line 15 Add the direction.
Line 16 In case σ was not visited before, add it to the next set of waiting zones.
Lines 17-21 are concerned with the intersections. Intersections are crucial for
the following reason. Given zones ρ and p', let σ — dprep j-l (tpre(p)) and σ' =
dpree f2(tpre(p')) for some e e edges and /i, ƒ2 instantaneous effects of e. Now, by
Lemma 6.3.5, σ Π σ' contains the states that can reach ρ as well as p': A state
in ρ is reached by taking edge e, probabilistically choosing f χ, and delaying some
time. A state in p' is reached by taking the same edge e, probabilistically choosing
ƒ2, and delaying some (possibly different) time. Whenever f χ φ fi and the goal
can be reached via both ρ and p', the probabilities of choosing either effect can be
added. This explains why we first took the time predecessor and then the discrete
predecessor: only after the probabilistic choice has been resolved, the policy gets
the information whether ƒ] or ƒ2 was chosen and can decide how long to delay to
reach ρ or p', respectively. This reasoning can easily be generalized to intersections
of more than two zones.
Line 17 Pick each direction in an arbitrary order.
Line 18 Proceed on a non-empty intersection of the source zones.
Line 19 The intersection gets outgoing directions to the target zones of the two
directions. These directions capture the possibility of states in the inter
section to go in both ways. Note that in subsequent iterations of the loop
on lines 16 20 more directions may be added that start from the same in
tersection. Intersections between multiple zones are generated by pair-wise
intersection.
Lines 20, 21 In case the intersection was not visited before, add it to the next
set of waiting zones.

Example 2 Figure 6.2 shows the reachability graph that Algorithm 1 would
generate for the PPTA of Figure 6.1 if/goal — h and Cbound = 3- In the figure, zones
are labeled σ,ηιΐ, A, Β,..., and are represented by planes in coordinate systems with
χ and c at the axes. Furthermore, zones have a location. Labels on directions are
left out and probabilities are added in such a way that there is no ambiguity from
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Figure 6.2: Reachability graph

Figure 6.3: Constructed MDP without optimizations
which edge in the PPTA they were generated. Plain edges are the ones resulting
from line 15. Thus, for example Β is the predecessor of A. The predecessors of
B,..., E are left out for brevity. Dashed edges are the ones resulting from line 19.
Note that F is the intersection of D and E, while C is the intersection of C and
B. Zone F has only an empty predecessor.
The next definition is used to transform any reachability graph that is generated
by Algorithm 1 into an MDP. As such, it generates the symbolic semantics for the
PPTA under the given CBMR problem.
Example 3 Figure 6.3 shows the MDP of Definition 6.4.1 for the reachability
graph of Figure 6.2. The positions of the states correspond to the positions of the
zones in the reachability graph. For brevity probabilities and labels have been left
out.
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Definition 6.4.1 (Symbolic semantics) Given reachability graph Q = (S, .sinit, D),
we define the Markov decision process MDP(Q) = (S, β,η,ι,Τ), where {s,a,μ) G Τ
if and only if either
• a = τ and μ = {ri—>1} and there exists (s,r, r) € D; or
• a = e and there exists De%ß Ç D such that
1. V ( s ' , c , , / ' , r ' ) e £,,„.*' = .s Λ e' = e
2· V(si,p,,/ 1 ,r 1 ),(s2,e2,/2,r2) G De^.
ri φ ra =• ƒ, φ h
3. .De,μ is maximal
I V r e 5 . ^ ( r ) = E ( s,(i, fl ,p),/,r) 6 D. ( .P(/)
Theorem 6.4.2 assume Algorithm 1 is executed with input PPTA Λ, location
'goal, Cbound € N, and maxlength e NU {oo}. And on the output we define M by
Definition 6.4-1. Now all of the following hold:
1. Vn < maxlength. SupProbReachr^|(CTg0ai) = SupProbReach^dagoai})
2. Vn < maxlength. SupProbReachr^'.(ag0ai) < SupProbReachM({CTgoai})
3. If maxlength = oo we have that:
SupProbReachj^agoai) = SupProbReachM({CTg0a|})
4- Let maxlength — πι φ oo, and construct M' m the same way as M except
that maxlength is set to m + 1. Then, the probability does not decrease:
SupProbReach M ({a g o a |}) < SupProbReachM,({CTgoai})
Proof. Result 1 follows from Theorem 1 in [BJK06], but is replirabed in Sec
tion 6.8.2. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Proposition 29 in
[KNSW07]. However, the length of paths match in [.4| and M, which is possible
due to the delayed discrete transitions in [.4]. Results 2, 3, and 4 follow directly
from result 1, the definition of suprcmum and Lemma 6.2.3.
•
Definition 6.4.3 (Cover) Given a set of zones Σ, for any ρ, σ e Σ, we say ρ
covers σ, written ρ D- σ, iff ρ D σ and there exists no α G Σ such that ρ D a D σ.
Optimization 1 extends Algorithm 1. To understand its basic idea, regard
two zones ρ and p' with ρ D p'. All states in a zone have the same probabilistic
transitions available, as long as these contribute to reaching the goal with maximal
probability. If execution of the MDP enters p', this corresponds to an execution
of the semantics that enters some state r € p'. But, execution of the MDP might
as well enter p, since r G p. Therefore, we may add a r-direction from p' to p. A
r-direction has probability 1 and docs not correspond with any transition in the
semantics. Fragment Β adds the minimal number of r-dircctions to obtain a path
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Figure 6.4: MDP when using Optimization 1
of r-directions from any subzone to a superzone. The optimization comes from
Fragment A that removes directions from any zone σ to p, when p' is reachable
from σ with the same label. A policy can simply go to ρ by first going to p' and
then taking r-directions.
Optimization 1
Fragment A Inserted after lines 15 and 19 of Alg. 1.
15bis,19bis foreach (σ, e, f, ρ), (σ',β, f', ρ') G D, with (a',é,f')
15ter,19ter
if ρ' C ρ then D = D\{(a, e, ƒ, ρ)}

= (σ, e, ƒ)

Fragment Β Replaces Ime 22 of Algorithm 1.
22'
23'
24'

foreach ρ, p' £ Visited
if ρ -D- p' then D = D U {(ρ', τ, ρ)}
return ( Visited, σ,η,ι, D)

The benefit of Optimization 1 comes from the way Definition 6.4.1 works: given an
edge, sets Deß arc constructed by taking all possible (maximal) combinations of
instantaneous effects of that edge. Given some edge e with η instantaneous effects,
a zone with m,, outgoing directions that use the i-th instantaneous effect would
have mi · πΐ2 • ...· mn possibilities for De^, which gives a blow-up exponential in
n.
Example 4 Recall Example 2. With Optimization 1 the reachability graph will
differ from the one in Figure 6.2: the direction from σ,ηΛ to Β will not be present,
and there will be τ-directions (C,T,B),

(F,T,D)

and (F,T,E).

The generated

MDP is depicted in Figure 6.4. The thin edges are edges no longer present due to
the optimization, whereas the thick edges are added.
Theorem 6.4.4 Assume that we change Algorithm 1 with Optimization 1, then
Theorem 6.4-2 results 2 4 still hold.
Intersections are only useful if they capture probabilistic branching. Optimiza
tion 2 is straightforward, and is also made in [KNSW07] to suppress intersections
that have only outgoing transitions with the same probability resolution.
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Optimization 2 Replaces line 18 of Algorithm 1.
18' if σ Π σ' ^ 0 and {σ' = σ,η,, or 3f' φ f a' = (e, ƒ'))
T h e o r e m 6.4.5 Both for Algorithm 1 changed with Optimizations 1 and 2, and
Algorithm 1 changed with only Optimization 2, theorem 6.4-2 results 2-4 still hold.
We now define a transformation from a reachability graph Q to a reachability
graph Q. The transformation reduces the number of probabilistic transitions in
MDP(<5) w.r.t. MDP(Q), but does not affect the maximal reachability probability.
The zones of Q are maintained by the transformation, but Q has extra intermediate
zones. Two or more directions leaving a zone in Q that have the same label are
replaced in Q by a direction with the same label going to a fresh intermediate zone.
From the fresh intermediate zone there are τ-dircctions going to the goal zones of
the original directions in Q. The benefit is the same as for Optimization 1: we
reduce the number of outgoing directions from a state that have the same label.
Example 5 Recall Example 4. Optimization 3 creates an intermediate state
with τ transitions to zone D and zone E. Figure 6.5 shows the generated MDP.
In Q all directions leaving a zone have a different label, except for r-directions,
that all use the label r. Because of these properties of directions in Q, from
Definition 6.4.1 we can see that for each zone and each direction leaving that
zone there is only one possibility to construct a probabilistic transition. Each
direction has a corresponding r-direction from the intermediate zone and there is
one direction to the intermediate zone, so in total at most one extra direction is
needed per instantaneous effect per zone.
Optimization 3 Given reachability graph (S,slnlt,D).
We define the reachability
graph (S U ƒ, .sinit, D), where I Ç S χ Act and for any (s, a, r) € D
• ifa^r
and there exists (.s, a, r') G D such that r' φ r, then (s, a, (s, a)) Ç D
and ((s,a),T,r) e D.
• otherwise: (s,a,r) € D.
Theorem 6.4.6 Given reachability graph Q. Let Q be obtained from Q by applying the transformation of Optimization 3, then for any G:
SupProbReachMDp(Q)(G) = 5ιιρΡι^Ρ63αΙι Μ [ ) ρ ( ί 3 ) (β)
It is not hard to see that also without Optimization 1, Optimization 3 will still
make sure each zone has no two outgoing directions with the same label, except
for r-directions. However, Optimization 1 is useful for the following reasons:
• It works during the construction of the reachability graph, i.e. directions
from a zone are removed as soon as it gets a new outgoing direction.
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Figure 6.5: MDP with all optimizations
• It needs no extra 'intermediate' states.
• The added τ-directions do not depend on the labels of the directions that
were removed. As such they can be used for more directions at the same
time.

6.5

Implementation Issues

A straightforward enhancement FORTUNA employs is to consider only locations
that are reachable. To this end a symbolic forward exploration is performed, not
taking probabilities into account. Forward exploration cannot be used to calculate
the probability directly. It can only give an upperbound [KNSS02]. Since there
are no guards on cost, for any state s of a PPTA, if we lower the cost of s by
C, then from this new state exactly the same states are reachable as from s only
with C less cost. Thus, only the minimum cost is of interest when we want to
determine which locations are reachable. In case the minimum cost is more than
the cost-bound, the state should be discarded as cost only increases and the costbound will never be met. Minimum cost reachability is a known problem and is
decidable [BFH+01, ALP01].
We use convex polyhedra instead of the multi-priced zones of [BJK06] to rep
resent zones, because there is a advanced library for them available: the Parma
Polyhedra Library [BHZ08]. The library offers operations on convex polyhedra,
such as intersection, inclusion checking, and time predecessor. Another advantage
is that convex polyhcdra will allow for an extension to more general classes of
automata, such as the probabilistic linear hybrid automata of [SprOO].
A disadvantage could be reduced performance, although it has yet to be in
vestigated if multi-priced zones allow for a more efficient implementation than
general convex polyhedra. Some operations of the Parma Polyhedra Library take
considerable computation time, most notably the inclusion and intersection oper
ations on polyhedra. To reduce the number of intersections, we maintain a Hasse
diagram structure for zones that share the same location. The Hasse diagrams
use the D- relation to order their zones. The top and bottom elements are added.
Now, as a new zone enters the explored state space on line 17, it will be inserted
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in the Hasse diagram that corresponds to its location. This means more inclusion
checks to determine the position of the new element in the Hasse diagram, but the
benefit comes at line 18 of Algorithm 1: If one zone includes the other, the smaller
is the intersection of the two, and inclusion can now be quickly decided based
on the Hasse diagram. Additionally, we reuse the diagram for the r-dircctions of
Optimization 1: they are no longer stored. However, when the MDP is generated,
they are treated as if they were stored.

6.6

Case Studies and Model Checking Results

We present two simple case studies that illustrate the practical usefulness of PPTAs and CBMR. In addition, we present experimental results for some PTA case
studies, taken from [KNP09b], which do not include costs. Even though these
case studies only exploit part of the functionality of FORTUNA, they allow us
to compare the performance of FORTUNA to other tools. We also demonstrate
the usefulness of our optimizations by comparing non-optimized versions of our
algorithm to optimized ones.
FORTUNA uses a CCS style parallel composition, whereas the approaches that
we compare with have a CSP style composition. Due to this, the models used
by the different tools are not entirely isomorphic. We tried to stay as close as
possible to the original case studies. We did not change the number of locations
in the PTAs, but only added intermediate locations on some transitions when
needed. Two of the case studies are concerned with computing minimal proba
bilistic reachability. In contrast to the other two methods, FORTUNA does not
directly compute the minimum, but computes maximal probabilistic reachability
instead. For these particular models the minimum can be computed using max
imal probabilistic reachability using the technique described in [KNSW07] that
works on slightly augmented models. Assume we want to compute minimal prol>abilistic reachability for the goal location /g0ai within some deadline, where Zg0ai is
reachable from the initial state with probability 1 for any policy. We augment the
model with a new location /ex that denotes that the deadline is exceeded. From
all locations other than lg0a\ we add edges to lex that are enabled as soon as the
deadline is exceeded. We can now compute the maximal probability of reaching
/βχ. One minus this value gives the wanted minimal probability.
All experiments are carried out on a 2GHz PC with 2GB RAM, which is
similar to the hardware used in [KNP09b]. We do not compare on memory use as
these statistics from the other approaches are unavailable to us. However, for the
instance of the case study that is the largest in both states and directions (firewire
100k), FORTUNA needs only 70MB.
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Figure 6.6' A Production Plant

6.6.1

A Production Plant

This case study has been inspired by a case study on a lacquer production plant
[MBU+06]. Although small, it easily scales up to more elaborate plant models.
The PPTA on the left of Figure 6.6 models a production plant. Initially the
system is in the startup location, but goes immediately to the idle location. At
some point in time, a scheduler may decide to produce the lacquer. Production
takes 1 day and costs 3 credits. With probability 0.7 production succeeds and the
lacquer is stored, which costs 4 credits per day. With probability 0.3 production
fails; the machine needs to be cleaned, after which production can start again. The
PPTA on the right of Figure 6.6 models the customer. After 4 days the customer
will try to pick up the product. The two PPTAs work in parallel: they start at the
same time and their clocks work at the same speeds. The CBMR is the maximal
probability to reach the locations store and pickup with cost at most 9. Note that
leaving a customer waiting also costs 4 credits per day. FORTUNA calculates a
maximal probability of 0.91. In order to realize this, the plant scheduler should
wait for 1.5 days before starting production.

6.6.2

CSMA with Energy Constraints

IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detection)
is a protocol to avoid data collision on a single channel. The authors of [KNSW07]
model CSMA with PTAs and are able to compute the maximal probability that
both senders have successfully sent their data within a deadline. In certain settings
power consumption is important. Sending data consumes power, and typically
when a node is listening to receive data, it consumes more power than in other
modes. We build a PPTA from the PTA in [KNSW07], we will refer to their
figures and further explanation. We added the following cost to their model: an
instantaneous cost of 50 upon a send, cost-rate 1 in the watt and done locations,
and cost-rate 3 in the transmit location. All other locations use cost-rate 0. With
CBMR we are now able to compute the maximal probability by which both nodes
are done, but total power consumption is not more than CboundAdmittedly, the costs are added rather arbitrarily. More research is needed if
power consumption is important in this setting in the first place, and if so, what
the costs should be. Nevertheless, this case study shows how FORTUNA can help
in the analysis of protocols that have power consumption as a constraint.
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E x p e r i m e n t s on Optimizations

We have presented Optimizations 1 3 and the optimization that uses Hasse di
agrams. Optimization 2 is already used in the backward reachability algorithm
of [KNSW()7]. We conjecture this optimization is always useful and did not ex
periment with turning it off: by excluding more intersections one can save on the
number of directions that are added at line 19 and the number of zones in the
state space.
Also, we conjecture Optimization 3 is always useful. As previously explained,
extra intermediate states are used in the MDP, but the savings in terms of the
number of probabilistic transitions in the MDP is huge. Ad hoc tests we ran
indicate this. Notice that the extra intermediate states are only added to the
MDP and arc not part of the state space that is explored backwards.
The benefit of the other optimizations becomes apparent from Table 6.1. The
first column shows the situation when using only Optimizations 2 and 3. The
second column puts Optimization 1 into play. Finally, the last column also adds
the use of Hasse diagrams.
The implementation gives no guarantees on the order in which zones are ex
plored. The explored zones determine which directions are present. Therefore
when trying to add an intersection, Optimization 2 may or may not suppress this.
As a result, the number of zones, directions, and τ-directions may vary between
different runs of the algorithm. Each experiment is repeated 10 times. We use the
format a±6 to express the calculated mean a and the calculated standard deviation
b, where b has the same significance as the least significant digit of a.
For each optimization level the number of generated states is approximately
the same. We have displayed the number of directions for each optimization level,
and the number of τ-directions when using Hasse diagrams.
The second column shows a strong reduction in the number of directions, for
all case studies except "esina". The effect is mainly a reduction in memory usage.
Also the benefit of using Hasse diagrams is clear. There are some great reductions
in the number of directions, as well as in the run-time.

6.6.4

Comparison t o o t h e r Approaches

Table 6.2 compares the performance of FORTUNA to the game-based verification
approach of [KNP09b], the backwards reachability approach of [KNSW()7], and the
mepta tool of [HH09]. The statistics are take from [KNP09b], and from experi
ments with mepta. The probabilities computed by FORTUNA, as shown in the last
column, vary slightly from those in [KNP09b] on the larger instances as a result
of rounding errors.
The backwards reachability approach is included in the comparison because it is
closest to our approach in its workings. Other approaches for maximal probabilis
tic reachability on PTA use quite different techniques. Game-based verification
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Table 6.1: Performance statistics of the optimizations
Case s t u d y
(parameters)
[min /max]
csma-cost
(r.bound)
[max]

8k
9k
10k
Ilk
csma
2 4
(max-backofT
2 8
collisions)
4 4
4 8
[max]
csma-abst
Ik 1
(deadline
2k 1
bcmax)
3k 1
[mm]
Ik 2
2k 2
3k 2
firewire-abst
5k
(deadline)
10k
20k
[mm]
100k
nrp_mali< ions
5
(deadline)
10
20
[max]

Optimizations 2 and 3
Dirs

Time (s)

Optimizations
Dirs

1-3

T i m e (s)

O p t i m i z a t i o n s 1-3
and Haise d i a g r a m s
Dirs
r-dirs
T i m e (s)

947±0
2 3 5 7 ± 2 9 3 041±35
1538±20 2 8 7 3 ± 2 8
956±0 1.831±2Θ
1 6 9 7 ± 1 1795±0 4 . 3 8 8 ± 3 2
5283±140
12 98±11
2 7 8 0 ± 2 7 12 0 2 6 ± 6 3
2754±0 2922±0 1 1 . 0 8 ± 1 6
12589±250 67 56 ± 3 5
5277±199 62 6 8 4 ± 2 1
4223±0 4662±0 2 β . 6 9 ± 1 8
28464±1004 296 1±103
9921±543 271 6 ± 1 1
0 270±7
374±0
0 267±9
360±0 0.2Θ5±7
290±0
172±0
1002±0 0 752±12
948±0 0.72θ±5
742±0
476±0
0 735±8
1999±0 2 406±27
1941±0 2 . 3 β β ± 1 8
1593±0
812±0 2 418±34
4 6 1 7 ± 0 7 901±62
4247±0 7 . 2 2 3 ± 3 7
3273±0 2092±0 7 241±38
0 467±14
574±3 0 459±22
362±0
309±0 0 . 3 2 3 ± 1 9
781±1
1036±7 0 8 Π ± 1 7
602±0
552±0 0 . β 2 7 ± 2 4
1591±5 0 863±15
1499±0 1527±0 3 . 4 4 5 ± 4 9
10790±5 7 053±82
8375±Γ25 6 8 7 9 ± 5 9
3 99±13
1 2 9 8 ± 1 1061±0 1 . 8 8 5 ± 5 4
5 2 3 6 ± J 4 401 ± 9 5
226J±6
2955±0 2737±0 7 . 7 5 ± 1 8
13576±27 17 0 3 ± 1 1
5326±52 13 9 2 ± 1 8
5298±0 5354±0 4 β . 1 4 ± 4 4
51856±123 102 8 ± 1 0 25492±425 83 6 8 ± 8 7
290±0
0 034±5
220±2
0 029±6
102±0
52±0 0 . 0 2 4 ± 5
1727±0
0 216±5
1284±0
0 192±6
276±0
169±0 0 . 0 8 1 ± θ
18694 ± 2 4 610±20
14864±2 4 135±16
946±0
629±0 0 . 5 8 7 ± 8
> 1 hour
1
> 1 hour
1 2 0 8 8 4 ± 0 14516±0 2 2 1 . 8 ± 1 1
5 6 7 ± 1 5 0 204±12
3 1 2 ± 3 0 192±10
244±3
168±5 0 . 1 4 1 ± 9
2 3 0 0 ± 2 5 1 629±29
654±12
997±5 1 480±24
478±5 0 . 7 1 1 ± 1 4
7 4 0 4 ± 3 7 13 0 7 ± 1 0
2569±14 12 0 4 3 ± 4 5 1436±27
1107±4 3 . 1 3 5 ± 7 3

[KNP09b] uses an abstraction-refinement scheme to iteratively generate tighter
lower and upper bounds on the solution.
The digital clocks approach of [KNPS06] translates a PTA in a finite state
machine where all clock values are discretized. It is proven that discretization
docs not change reachability probabilities. We do not compare with the digital
clocks approach since the same authors have shown game-based verification to be
much faster [KNP09b].
The mcpta tool[HH09] automatically generates a digital clocks model from the
powerful M O D E S T modeling language that subsumes PTAs. It is shown that in
most cases the automatic generation and verification of a digital clocks model is
faster than the verification of a manually made digital clocks model as in [KNPS06].
The results in Table 6.2 are obtained by doing 5 runs with mcpta for each problem
instance. We have used mcpta with the sparse matrix setting of the PRISM backend, since this proved to be the fastest setting for each instance. We have also
tried to formulate minimal probability with maximal probability as we have done
for FORTUNA, but this never improved the run-times. The "nrp_malicious" model
is not tried for mcpta because of its strict guards. From Table 6.2 it becomes clear
that FORTUNA performs better on the case studies in terms of run-time. However,
the increase in execution time when comparing "csma 2 8" with "csma 4 4" is
low for mcpta. This might indicate that mcpta will have an advantage on bigger
models with much regularity and lots of discrete variables.
Uppaal-Pro is another tool for checking maximal reachability on PTA, available
from [Hau]. Since, at the time of writing, development of Uppaal-Pro has not
stabilized yet, we have not included it in our comparison.
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Table 6.2: Performance statistics and comparisons
Case s t u d y
(parameters)
[nun /max]

FoltniNA

Stales
csma
(max-backoff
collisions)
[max]
csma.abst
(deadline)
[mm]
firewire-abst
(deadline)
[nun]
nrp_malicious
(deadline)
[max]

2 4
2 8
44
4 8
Ik
2k
Jk
5k
10k
20k
5
10
20

224±0
572±0
1082±0
2315±0
254±0
437±0
1178±0
64±0
181±0
641±0
123±2
293±2
632±2

Time (s)

Game-based
verification
[KNP09b]
States Time (s)

0.270±7
6,476
0.735±8
18,196
2.418±34
34,826
7.241±38 239,298
6,392
0.323±19
24,173
0.β27±24
79,608
3.445±49
205
0.024±5
1,023
0.081±θ
9,059
0.587±8
1,663
0.141±9
8,080
0.711±14
49,622
3.135Ì73

Backwards
reachability
[KNSW07]
S t a t e s T i m e (s)

39
243
20 7
89
575
77 8
20 5
303
1443 7
431 4 1
> 1 hour
1
19
366
68 2
20 7
722
367 8
448 0
1,736
1436 3
0 25
2 45
63
1 76
180
38
26 1
640
26 4
15
75
29
11 1
408
117 3
218 1 1,108
1606 5

Mm/Max
reachability
[HH09]
Time (s)

probability

136±1 0 1 4 3 5 5 5
211±2 0 00525932
407±1 0 0769043
1483±8 1 65363e-5
19±0 0 0
7 9 ± 1 0 869791
121±1 0 999820099
15±0 0 78125
4 2 ± 0 0 9747314
118±0 0 999629555
0 100072
0 105447
0 105658

As FORTUNA uses the backward reachability approach with new optimizations,
it improves on the latter. For all instances FORTUNA is faster than game-based
verification, often several orders of magnitude. Why FORTUNA out-performs gamebased verification is hard to say, as both approaches are very different in nature.
However, we see the following possible reasons:
• Like backward reachability, FORTUNA does not calculate the difference between two zones, but only intersections. As a result, the number of states is
much smaller, as can be seen in the table.
•

FORTUNA

•

uses the efficient Parma Polyhedra Library [BHZ08] to do operations on zones.

•

FORTUNA has been implemented in C++, but we do not know the implementation language for the other tools.

6.7

does forward exploration of the reachable state space.

FORTUNA

Conclusion

We have presented FORTUNA, the first tool for model checking PPTA. FORTUNA
IS able to compute CBMR. It uses novel optimizations that drastically improve
the backward reachability algorithm. Although FORTUNA is more general, it outperforms existing tools for PTAs by several orders of magnitude on a number of
case studies in computing maximal probabilistic reachability.
Obvious directions for future research are extending the PPTA model or extending the properties that can be analyzed. Linear hybrid systems with discrete
probabilistic [SprOO] branching strictly include PPTAs. Since our implementation
uses general polyhedra, an extension in this direction could be easy. Like in the case
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studies, for special cases minimal probabilistic reachability can be computed with
maximal probabilistic reachability on a transformed model. However, in general
one would need to implement new techniques like the ones in [KNSW07]. Other
properties include expected cost reachability [KNPS06] or probability-bounded
minimal cost reachability. In the latter, compared to CBMR, the probability is
bounded instead of the cost, and the cost is optimized instead of the probability.
Finally it is useful to have a logic, like PTCTL [KNSS02], in which properties can
be expressed, and simple properties can be combined to more elaborate ones.
Users of FORTUNA enter models as hard-wired C-l—I- code, using calls to an
interface. Although this interface is quite clear, a user-interface is preferable. To
increase usability, the actual policy and the traces it generates should be given as
feedback to the user. Another interesting feature would be to output the probabil
ity at each depth of exploration This sequence of probabilities is non-decreasing.
The algorithm may be stopped when the outcome is large enough compared to
some objective. In this iterative approach at each iteration one can benefit from
the probabilities calculated in the previous iteration. In case of model check
ing PTAs, zones can be represented by DBMs (difference bounded matrices), see
[BY04]. These allow faster operations on them than the more general convex polyhedra we use. Thus for this special sub-problem the use of a DBM library may
improve performance drastically for PTA models.

6.8

Proofs

6.8.1

P r o o f of Lemma 6.2.5

We first proof the lemma for the case of a single element Ω = {s ^-> ω} In that
case, for i4(.s) = (α, μ), we need to prove:
0

ProbA(s)(C(s ^

ω)) = μ(ω ) • P r o b ^ ^ ^ ^ X C M )

The proof is by induction on the length of ω. For η = 0. Then ω is a single state,
say r.
ProbA(s)(C(s

^

ω)) = Prob^( S )(C( S ^

= Prob^(s)(C(s)) • μ(τ·)
= ß(r)

by definition of Prob
by definition of Prob

= μ(Γ) · Prob

=

r))

0

ß(u

.. μ

(r)(C(r))

).ProbA[sJL^uOy)(C(U))

by definition of Prob
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Now assume the lemma holds for τι. We will proof it also holds for η + 1. Let
ω = ω

> r.

ω)) = Prob,i(s)(C(s ^

ProbA(s)(C(s ^

ω' ^^

r))

= ProbA(s)(C(s - ^ ω')) • ß(r)
0

= μ{ω' ) • Prob

, μ)

= μ(ω' 0 ) · Prob
0

= μ(ω )

(ω' )(0(ω')) •
(ω'0)(€(ω'

.,.ì

by definition of Prob

0

^

by induction

fi{r)

by definition of Prob

r))

-Prob^j^^ymuj))

We now prove the lemma in the general case, i.e. for any finite set of paths
Ω whose cones are disjoint. From the fact that the cones obtained from Ω are
disjoint we have the following:

Prob^sX (J CM) = £ Probes)(CM)
For any ω € Paths^, if ω 0 ƒ s then Prob,i(s)(CM) = 0· So paths in Ω that do
not start in s do not contribute to the probability, and from now on w.l.o.g. we
assume that all paths in Ω start in s.
For the time being we assume .s ^ Ω. Then paths in Ω have minimum length 1.
Let Ω' = {u/| s ^
ω' e Ω}.
5 3 Prob^sXCM) = Σ
ω£Ω

Pr°Ms)(C(.s· ^

ω))

ω£Ω'

= y^ ß(uj0)-Prob

as above

, «,. . „ M H C M )

ω€Ω'

= EEM r )- P r o b ^.,^ r | w( c M)
since for any τ φ ω 0 : Prob

..,.

(Γ)(ί(ω)) = 0

EM(r)-(£Prob
^
(r)(CM)
rea'
\ω€Ω'
/
Now, for any two distinct ω\, W2 e Ω' we have that C M ι n C M 2 = ^- ^ e c a n P r o o f
this by contradiction. Assume for some path ω' e Paths^ we have that ω' € C(u;)i
and ω' e C M 2 . But then (.s - ^ ω') e C(s - ^ Ul) and (s ^
ω') e C(.s - ^ ω 2 ).
:
Leading to C(s ——
» ωι) n C ( s —'—> 0^2) / 0, which contradicts the assumption of
disjoint cones of Ω.
We can continue as follows:
= 5>(r).Prob

-^

( r ) ( U CM))
since it is a union of disjoint sets

= X > ( r ) · P r o b / i ( s J ^ r ) ( r ) ( { W ' I (s ^
res

ω') G \J C(u>)})
ωβη

by rewriting
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Now consider the case when s G Ω. Since Ω generates disjoint cones it must be
the case that Ω = {s}. By definition of C(·) we have that C(s) = Uresupp(u) ^(s
"^
r). The cones in this union are disjoint since there is no prefix relation between
the finite paths they are generated from. The proof is completed along the lines
of the previous case.

6.8.2

Proof of Theorem 6.4.2

Only result 1 remains to be proven. The proof is very similar to the proof of
Proposition 29 in [KNSW07], however the length of paths match in [.AJ and M.
Let [.4] = (S, s,wt,T).
Let (Σ,3,ηΛ,0)
bc the reachability graph generated by
Algorithm 1, thus Visited = Σ. Let M — (Σ,σ ι η ι 1 ,Τ) be the MDP generated using
Definition 6.4.1, i.e. MDP(E, .sin,t,D) = M.
We introduce two new notations that improve the readability of the proof.
Notice that by Definition 6.3.2 each state s G S is a tuple (l,v,c) such that / G L,
ν € inv(/) and e e M>o- We overload the + operator and let s+d denote the state
reached from s after a time transition with delay d. Thus, s+d = (I, v+d, c+d-$(l)).
For any (l,g,p) G edges and ƒ G supp(p) we know that ƒ = (R,h,l') for some
R Ç X, h G Ν and /' G L. We abuse notation by using ƒ as a function and let
/(s) = (/ , ,i;[Ä:=0],c + ft).
The proof needs the following properties:
1. If SupProbReachjr^|(.s,ag0ai)
tpre(CT).

> 0 then there exists σ G Σ such that s G

2. For all (σ, α, μ) G Τ, if α = r and μ = {pi—>1}, then σ Ç p.
3. For all η G Ν, σ G Σ, Β G Pol(M),s G tpre(a) there exists A G Pol([.4]) such
that:
ProbReach^n(s,CTg0ai) > ProbReach^ n (a, {σ Β 0 3 ι})
4. For all η < maxlength,« G S, A G Pol([.4]), if SupProbReachf^,(iJ,CTgoa|) > 0,
then there exist ι < η,σ G Wmtingt, Β G Pol(M) such that s G ΐρΓθ(σ) and
ProbReach|"(CT, {σ 8 0 3ΐ}) > ProbReach| n (s,ag 0a i)
5. For all η < maxlength, A G Pol([.4J), there exist Β G Pol(M) such that
ProbReach|n({CTgoai}) > ProbReach^CTgoai)
By Definition 6.3.2, S|mt = (Z,n,t, {χι—»0 | χ G Χ}, 0). From Algorithm 1 we have that
σ,ηιΐ = {s.mt}· Then tpre(amt) = σ,ηΛ by definition of tpre. Thus s,mt G tpre(CT,mt).
Using property 3 and the definition of SupProbReach we have that:
SupProbReachirJ^agoai) > SupProbReach|/ l ({ag 0a |})
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Using property 5 and the definition of SupProbReach wc have that:
SupProbReachjpJj^goai) < SupProbReach^fagoai})
Combining the two inequations above concludes the proof.
Proof of property 1 If SupProbReachjr^j(s,CTg0ai) > 0 then there exists a finite
path ω € Pathsjpq such that ω 0 = s, \ω\ < η, and last(ij;) € σ 8 0 3 |. By induction
on η and the definition of dpre and tpre, we can conclude there exists a path
ω' € Paths]^ such that \ω'\ < η, s e tpre(w'ü), and last(a/) = CTgoa|.
Proof of property 2 For any (σ,α,μ) e Τ with a = τ and μ = {p>—»1}, by
Definition 6.4.1, we have that (σ, τ, ρ) 6 D. The proof is by induction on n, which
represents the number of directions in D that use action r. For η = 2, from
Algorithm 1, we can see all directions are added as a result of line 6, and clearly
σ Ç p.
Now assume the property holds for some η > 2. We will proof it also holds
for η + 1. The last direction that was added to D and uses action τ must have
been added on line 19. From lines 17-19 we see that it was added as a result of
an existing direction that uses action τ. From line 19 we see that σ Ç ρ holds.
Proof of property 3 The proof is by induction on n. First consider the case
when η = 0. By definition of ProbReach, two cases have to be considered.
• If ProbReach^ (σ, {σ 803 |}) = 1, then σ = σ&03\. From Algorithm 1 we have
thatCTgoai= {/goal x inv(/g0ai) x [0,Cbound]}· Then tpre(CTg0ai) =CTgoaiby defini
tion of tpre. Since s G tpre(<7) — σ&03\ we have ProbReach^ («,σ 803 ι) = 1 for
any policy A e Pol ([Λ]).
• If ProbReach^ (σ, {σ803ΐ}) = 0, then for any policy A G Pol([[,4]) the inequal
ity holds.
Now suppose that property 3 holds for n. Wc will proof it also holds for η + 1. If
(T =CTgoai,then the result follows as in the first case for η = 0. Wc arc therefore
left to consider the case when σ φ σ 8 0 3 |. Let Β(σ) — (α,μ). By Lemma 6.2.6:
ProbReach| r i + 1 (σ, {σ 8 0 3 ι}) = V

μ(ρ) · ProbReach 5 " „ „

Ρ6Σ

(μ, { a g o a i } )

(6.1)

" Ι " — * ' !

When a = τ, we have that μ = {ρ'ι—>!} for some p' G Σ. Using property 2 we
have that σ Ç ρ'. By definition of tpre we have that s G tpre(p'). Thus:
RHS of (6.1) = ProbReach-"

Λμ

ϋ[σ

{ρ',
>p']

< ProbReach^n(s,CTg0ai)
1

< ProbReach^"" " (s,ag0a\)

{agoai})
for some A by induction
by Lemma 6.2.3
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Now consider the case when α φ τ. By Definition 6.4.1, for some De^ with
e = (l, g, ρ) and ö = e we have that

Σ

RHS of (6.1) = Σ \

P(/)

Ρ€Σ \ ( σ , β , / , Ρ ) £ β , , μ

=

Σ

' ProbReach^ ,.,

/

(p, {^goai})

BI"—Ρ]

Ρ(/) • ProbReach*" „ „

(ρ,Κο3ι})

(6.2)

Because s € ΙρΓε(σ) there exists a time transition s —> s+d in [^4], with s + d e σ.
From Algorithm 1 we can sec that (σ, e, ƒ, ρ) 6 £>βιμ implies that σ Ç dpree ƒ (tpre(p)).
By definition of dpre we have that f (s+d) e tpre(p) and s+d |= v. Thus, by induction for any (a,e,f,p) € De,M there exists a policy A^ G Pol([[./4]) such that:

ProbReach^(/(s+d), C T g o a |)>ProbReach- n ,,μ
β[σ

(p,{a g o a |})
>P1

Let J4 be the policy such that:

A(s) = (d,μ), where for any r = (l',v',c')

^

μ{τ)=

€ S:

p(ß,c'-d.$(/)-C,0=

fiÇX s.t.
i;' = (D+d)[rt:=0]

Σ

Ρ(/)

/esupp(p) s.t.
/(äi+d)=r

:
The probabilistic transition s ——
» exists due to Definition 6.3.2.

For any (a,e,f,p)

G De,ß:

A[s ^

/(s+d)] =

ti
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Now we are able to complete the proof of property 3 as follows:
ProbReach| n + 1 (a,{ C T g o a i})
by (6.1) and (6.2)
<

p(/)-ProbReach^ l (/(s+d)^ g 0 ai)

Σ

<

Σ

by induction
by definition of

p(f)-ProbReachf;(f(s+d),agoaì)

Deß

/€supp(p)

= Σ

Σ

P(/)-ProbReach^(r,a g o a ,)

by rewriting

rÇS /esupp(p) s t
f(s+d)=r

ι

\

Σ

res
\

/esupp(p) s t
f(s+d)=r

p(/)

ProbReach-"

Λ

Ai-i—^r)

(r, σ 8 0 3 |)

by construction of A

I

by construction of A

Σ μ{τ)· ProbReach^",1 μ (r, CTgoa ,)
>r
res
^s
]
ProbReach^+1(S,agoai)

by Lemma 6.2.6

P r o o f of p r o p e r t y 4 The proof is by induction on n. First consider the case
when η = 0. By definition of ProbReach, two cases have to be considered.
• If ProbReach^ (s,agoa\) — 1, then s e CTgoai G WaitingQ. We have s €
tpre(<7goai) by definition of tpre. Now, for arbitrary Β we have that
ProbReachfVgoai, {σβ03ι}) = 1.
• The case ProbReach^ (.s,CTg0ai) = 0. Since we assumed
SupProbReachjT^.Sjijgoai) > 0, by property 1, we have that s € ίρΓθ(σ) for
some σ G Σ. From the algorithm it follows that for some ι < 0 we have
that σ G Waiting^ Now for any policy Β G Pol(M) the inequality holds.
Therefore property 4 holds when η = 0.
Now suppose that property 4 holds for n. We will prove it also holds for
il + 1 < maxlength. If ProbReach^n+1(s,CTg0ai) — 0, then the result follows as in
the second case for η = 0. We are therefore left to consider the case when
ProbReach|n+1(s,CTg0ai) > 0

(6.3)

If s G (Tgoai, then the result follows as in the first case for η = 0. We are therefore
left to consider the case when s £ σί03\. Let A(s) — (α,μ). By Lemma 6.2.6:
ProbReach^ n + , (s,σ 8 0 3 ι) = Σ
res

Μ Γ ) ' ProbReach^" ^
A\s-

(r,σ Ε03 |)

(6.4)
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By Definition 6.3.2 we can distinguish two cases.
1. A chooses a time transition, so μ = {η—>1} for some r G S, then
RHS of (6.4) = ProbReach-"

(6.5)

(r,ag03,)

d

Using assumption (6.3) wc conclude SupProbReachrJ^r, agoa\) > 0. Now, by
induction, the exists ι < η, σ G Wathng^^, Β G Pol(M) such that r G tpre(a)
and
RHS of (6.5) < ProbReach|"(a,

{agoal})

Clearly s G tpre(a), and using Lemma 6.2.3 we are done.
2. A chooses a delayed discrete (probabilistic) transition. By Definition 6.3.2:
RHS of (6.4) =
/

\

Σ

Σ

reS

1 /Gsupp(p) s t
\ f(,s+d) = r

Σ

=

M/)

• ProbReach-"

(r,ag03Ì)

d μ

A\s)

P(/) · ProbReach^" „ μ

(/(.s + d),a g o a l )

l

/6supp(p)

(6.6)

'J

Now consider any ƒ G supp(p) such that ProbReach-" _,

(/(.s +

A\a—^/(s+d)]

<i),og03\) > 0. By induction there exists ι < η, a zone pf G
and a policy B^ G Pol(M) such that f(s + d) G tpre(p·^) and
ProbReach|7(//, {σ 8 0 3 |}) > ProbReach-"
>»['

Waitir^,

(ƒ(s + d), σ β Μ ι)

d

(6.7)

•/(s+d)]

Let σ-^ = dpre e /(tpre(p^)). By definition of dpre wc havo that s+d G σ?. By
lines 13-15 of Algorithm 1 we have that σ^ G Waitingl+1 and
(σ-^, e, ƒ, pf) G D. On lines 17-21 of the algorithm the following zone will be
constructed:
σ = f]{af

| ƒ G supp(p) Λ SupProbReachg'ji/is + d), ag03i) > 0}

Clearly s+d G σ, thus s G ΐρΓ6(σ). Moreover, the following directions arc
constructed:
D' = {(σ,ε,/,ρ1)

| ƒ G supp(p) Λ SupProbReachg^/O«,· + ^ , σ ^ ι ) > 0}

Now construct μ using Definition 6.4.1, where Deß
L

D D'. Let Β G Pol(M)

such that Β(σ) = (e, μ) and Β\σ — -> pf] = B^. We are now able to finish
the proof as follows:
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ProbReach^+1(CT,{CTgoa|})

= 2_] ß(p) • ProbReach-" , μ (ρ, {σΕ03|})
per
«k-^pl
=

Σ ί
pei:

Σ

by Lemma 6.2.6

P(/) ) • ProbReach^" „ „

\(σ,β,/,ρ)€η..Α

/

( M W )

ß^—»Ρ!

by construction of μ in Definition 6.4.1
>

VJ

ƒ;(ƒ)· ProbReach-"

=

yj

p(/) • ProbReach^"(p^, {σ803ι})

>

Τ\

P(f) • ProbReach^" , μ

( )

V

(ρ', {σ803ι})

d

^

by construction of Β
by (6.7)

(f(s + d),ag03i)

p(f) • P r o b R e a c h ^ " „ ( t

/SSUPTTP) S.t.
ProbReach-"

by construction of De μ

(/(.s + d ) , ^ , )

>l[3^/(.+d)]

(f(s+d),ato,l)>0

by construction of D'
= ProbReach! n + 1 (s,<7 g o a |)

by (6.6) and (6.4)

Proof of property 5 The proof is by induction on n. First consider the case
when η = 0. By definition of ProbReach, two cases have to be considered.
• If ProbReach^ (Cgoai) = 1> then s i n i t € σ 803 ι e Waiting0. But then σ,ηΛ Ç
Cgoai· By line 4 of Algorithm 1: am;t = ag0a\. Now, for arbitrary Β we have
that ProbReach|0({CTgOai}) = 1.
• If ProbReach^0(CTgOai) = 0, for any policy Β G Pol(M) the inequality holds.
Now suppose that property 5 holds for n. We will prove it also holds for
η + 1 < maxlength. By Definition 6.3.2, we can distinguish two cases.
• A chooses a time transition, then from Algorithm 1 we know that inv(Zjnit) =
Axex( a ; = 0)· Therefore only the time transition with zero delay is possible
from Smit, and by Lemma 6.2.6 we have the following:
ProbReach|n+1(agoa|) = ProbReach-"

„

(σί03ι)

By induction there exists Β S Pol(M) such that
R H S o f (6.8) < P r o b R e a c h ! n ( { < 7 g o a | } )
< ProbReach|n+1 ({ffgoa|})

b y L e m m a 6.2.3

(6.8)
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A chooses a delayed discrete (probabilistic) transition. If P r o b R e a c h ^ n +

(σ603\)

0 the inequality holds for any policy Β G Pol ( M ) . Now, assume
ProbReach^™"1" (σ 8 0 3 ι) > 0. This implies SupProbReachrJV 4 " (sinit,<7g0ai) > 0.
By property 4, there exists ι < η + 1, σ G Waitingl,

Β' e Pol ( M ) such t h a t

Sinit £ tpre(a) and
P r o b R e a c h | n + 1 ( a g o 3 i ) < P r o b R e a c h ^ + V , {CTgoal})
Prom Algorithm 1 we know t h a t inv(Zinit) = Axex(x

=

(6.9)

0)· Therefore tpre(a) =

σ a n d Sinit e er. In case σ = agoa\, we have t h a t s.nit ε σ&03\, and t h e result
follows as in t h e first case for η = 0. We are therefore left t o consider t h e
case when σ £ {crgoa\}. Let Β'(σ) = (e,μ').
RUS of (6.9)
= 2_] Μ'(ρ) • ProbReach-"
ρεΣ

,

by L e m m a 6.2.6

(ρ, {σ&03\})

Β'[σ-^-+ρ]

= Έ \
Σ
ρ ( / ) ) • ProbReach^"
Β
Ρ€Β V(<'.(i.9.p).AP)eo..(.'
/
Ίσ

(ι|ΐί

( M < W )

>Α

by construction of μ' in Definition 6.4.1
£
(σΛΙ,9,ρ),Ι,ρ)£θ„.

p(f) • ProbReach^ 7 1
β
Ί

(ρ, {a g o a l })

<μΙ
σ

^1

Because of t h e invariant inv(Zinit), we have t h a t σ\πΛ Ç σ. From lines 17-19 of
Algorithm 1, we conclude t h a t we can construct D' Ç D such t h a t for each
(a,e,f,p)

E -De./i' there exists (a\n\t,e,

ƒ, p) Ç D'. Using Definition 6.4.1,

where D e i / J = D'. Now, we c a n construct policy

we have t h a t (σ\ηΛ,€,μ),

Β e Pol(M) such t h a t B{am]t)

= (ε,μ) a n d B[alnk

- ^ ρ] = Β'[σ ^-> p] for

any p Ç supp(/i). We are now able t o finish t h e proof as follows:
p(f) • P r o b R e a c h ^ ^,

Σ

Β

(σ,(1,9,ρ),/,ρ)€θ,.μ,

Σ

^

ρ

) 'ProbReachf"

_

(p, { < W )

..μ > . {^goal})

Βία.,,,—»ρ]

Proof of Theorem 6.4.4

We will need t h e following lemma.

(p, { a g o a l } )

*")

Bk.*—Ρ]

= ProbReach|n+1({agoai})
6.8.3

σ

P ( / ) · ProbReach^"

(σ«,(ΐ,9,Ρ)./,Ρ)εϋ'

= Σ^(

' [

by L e m m a 6.2.6
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Lemma 6.8.1 For any two zones ρ,σ G Σ, when ρ D σ, then cither ρ D- σ or
there exists a zone υ G Σ such that ρ D υ D- σ.
Proof. Sec [DP02].
We will now define a notion of weak simulation on reachability graphs needed for
this proof and later proofs. It differs from the traditional notion in that a transition
s —» r will not be simulated by a path s =>—>=> f, but a path s —>=> f instead.
This limitation is essential to Lemma 6.8.3. The necessity of the limitation is best
shown with the following small example.
Assume a probabilistic transition (s,a,ß) in MDP(M), that is generated by
Definition 6.4.1 from Detß = {(s, e, / i , r ) , (s, e, f2,r)}.
Without the limitation
there may exist paths s => qi -^-^+=> f and .s => 52 — ^ ^ r, but wc arc not
guaranteed that there exists a distribution with two outcomes, since qi and (72
may differ, thus the probability of reaching f from s is lower than reaching r from
s.
Definition 6.8.2 (Weak Simulation) Given reachability graphs Q = (S,s,mt,D)
and Q = (S, s,n,t, D), we say that Q simulates Q if there exists a relation R Ç 5 χ S
such that
1.

Smit XV Smit

2. if sRs and s —> r, then either a = τ and rR.s, or there exists an f such
that s -^=> f and r Rf.
R is called a weak simulation relation.
Lemma 6.8.3 Given reachability graphs Q = (S,β,η^,Ο), Q = (S,smlt,D),
G Ç S. Assume Q simulates Q via R. Let G = {s \ 3s e G . s R s } , then:

and

1. For any A e Pol(MDP(Q)), there exists Ä G Pol(MDP(Q)) such that
ProbReach^G) > ProbReach^(G)
2.
SupProbReachMDp^^G) > SupProbReachMDp(Q)(G)
Proof. Result 2 follows in a straightforward manner from result 1. The proof of
result 1 follows straightforwardly from the following lemma which is more general.

•
Lemma 6.8.4 Given reachability graphs Q = (S,s,n,t,T), Q = (S,sm,t,T),
and
G Ç S. Assume Q simulates Q νια R. Let G — {s \ 3s G G.sR.s}. For any s G S,
A G Po\(Q), η G N, and s G S with sRs, we have that there exists A G Po\(Q)
such that
ProbReach,i(s,G) > ProbReach|"(s,G)
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Proof. When .s € G, the right-hand side equals 1 by definition of ProbReach. By
definition of G, we have that s G G, thus also the left-hand side equals 1. For the
following assume s £ G. When s G G, the left-hand side equals 1 by definition of
ProbReach, and the inequality follows trivially. For the following assume s £ G.
The proof is by induction on n. For η = 0, the right-hand side equals 0 by
definition of ProbReach, and the inequality follows trivially.
Now assume the lemma holds for n, we prove it also holds for η + 1. Let
A(s) = (α, μ). By Lemma 6.2.6:

P r o b R e a c h ^ 1 (s,G) = V

J

^— „

^ ( r ) · ProbReach^" „ μ
A\s

(r,G)

(6.10)

>r]

Consider the case when α φ τ. By Definition 6.4.1: Vr G 3.μ(τ) = £ \ ,, <• r)£D
for some De,μ, and α = e = (l,g,ρ). By weak simulation, for every (s,e,f,r) G
Deß, there exists ω f G Pathsg of the form (ω f)0 => last(a;^) such that S —'—> ω^
and rRlast(u;^). By induction there exists Af G Pol((5) such that:

ProbReach^/Clast^^G) > ProbReach-" „ „
A[s

(r,G)
»τ-]

Let D' = {(s,e, ƒ, (ω^) ϋ ) | (s,e, ƒ, r) G De^}.
Now construct /x using Def
inition 6.4.1, where De:ß D D'. Let Ä G Pol(M) such that Ä(s) = (e,μ),
Prob^(s)(C(.s - ^ ω^)) > 0 and Ä[s - ^ ω^] = A* for any (s,e,f,r) G £) ε , μ .
Note that when the state (u>f)0 is reached after resolving the probabilistic choice
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of μ, policy A will take all the τ transitions of ωΛ We conclude the case as follows:
ProbReach|" + 1 (i,,G)
= y μ(τ) • ProbReach-" , ,. (r, G)
fri
Λ[<<
>r]
= V Î

y

=

y

by (6.10)

p(/) ) · ProbReach-" , ,.
p(/) · ProbReach-" , „

^-_'

(r,G)

by Definition 6.4.1

(r, G)

A[s

by rewriting

>rl

(i,e,/,r)eD, „

<

y

pi/J-ProbReach^OaAt^),«?)

by induction

(s,e,/,r)eD, ,,

=

y

p ( / ) ProbReach^",

((^^,Ο)

μ

by construction of Ä
—

y

p(ƒ) · ProbReach _

^—'
(s,e,f,r)£D'

<

y

P(f) • ProbReach

*-^
(s,e,/,r)6ü. „

= Σ

Ι

r

/tU

p(/)

= y / i ( f ) · ProbReach
^—ί

by construction of £>'

(f, G)

since De,M D D'

>r|

· ProbReach
, ,,

,4[s

(f, G)

>r]

. ,.
A\s

Σ

„

,„

(f,G)

by rewriting

(f, G^y construction of μ in Definition 6.4.1

>r]

res
= ProbReachy4(s, G)

by Lemma 6.2.6

In case α = τ, we have that μ = {π—>1} for some r G S.
RHS of (6.10) = ProbReach-" „ „
A\s

(r, G)

(6.11)

>r]

By induction there exists A £ Pol(M) such that
ProbReach/i(.s,G) > RHS of (6.11)
and we arc done.

•

Assume that Q — (S,sm,t,D) and Q = (S,smt,D)
are the reachability graphs
generated by the original and new algorithm, respectively. Note that S|mt = s mi t.
We will prove the following equation, from which the theorem follows straight
forwardly.
SupProbReachMDp^QcTgoai}) = SupProbReach M D p ( Q ) ({a g oai})
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We have the following equation:
D = {{σ,σ,/,ρ)

e D | $(a,e,f,p') G D.p' C p} U {(σ,τ,ρ) | ρ D- σ}

The second part of the union follows directly from Optimization 1 Fragment B.
Since Fragment Β is executed only at the very end, we see that before executing
Fragment B, D should be equal to the first part of the union. This follows directly
from Optimization 1 Fragment A that is executed after each added edge.
It follows directly from Optimization 1 that S = S. We define relations
Ri,R2 Q S χ S as follows: Ri = {(·8,β) | s = s} and R2 = {(s, s) | s D s}.
We will prove Q simulates Q via Ri, and Q simulates Q via R2, both in the sense
of Definition 6.8.2. The theorem then follows straightforwardly by Lemma 6.8.3.
Clearly s i n i t Ri ,simt. Assume .sRi s and s —> r. Note that s — s by construction
of Ri. In case this direction is also present in D condition 2 holds. In case this
direction is not present in D this is as a result of Fragment A. Fragment A may
delete multiple directions, but in the end, for each deleted direction s —> r there
will be a direction s —> r' with r' c r. Now, by Lemma 6.8.1, Fragment Β makes
sure there is a path of directions r' => τ in D. Then condition 2 holds.
Clearly sim R2 Smit- Assume SR2 s and s —> f. In case this direction was not
added as a result of Fragment B, we know that it also exists in D. Note that s D s
by construction of R2. Because .s Π s = s φ 0 on line 18, and due to line 19 there
will be a direction s —» r, with r = f. Since f R2 τ we are done. In case s —> f was
added as a result of Fragment B, we know that a = τ and f D- s. But then f D s,
which implies f R2 s and we arc done.

6.8.4

Proof of Theorem 6.4.5

Assume D,D arc the directions generated by the original and new algorithm,
respectively. Assume Μ — (Σ,σ,„,ι,Τ) and M = (Y,,âmt,T) are the MDPs generated on the output of the original and new algorithm, respectively, using Definition 6.4.1. Note that σ,η,ι = σ,ηΑThe proof needs the following two properties.
1. For any σ € Σ and A € Pol(M), there exists σ e Σ and Ä € Pol(M) such
that σ D σ and
ProbReach| n (ff, {o-goai}) > ProbReach^ n ( CT , { a g o a i } )
2.
SupProbReachM({CTg0ai}) > SupProbReach^({ag 0a |})
Using Property 1 we conclude there exists σ D σ,η,ι and A € Pol(M) such that
ProbReach| n (ä, {ago,,}) > ProbReach^n({CTgoa|})
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It follows that the condition on the intersection of line 18' holds for the intersection
σ Π σιηΛ. Since σ ΠCTinit= σιηΛ, by line 19 for every (cr, e, ƒ, p) € D, if σ = σ, then
also (fTmlt,e, ƒ, p) G D. Let Α{σ) = (α, μ). By Definition 6.4.1: μ is defined by
some Ο0φ. Let Z?' = {(CTimt,c, ƒ, p) | (â,e, ƒ, p) G -De,μ}- Now construct μ' using
Definition 6.4.1, where Ζ)ε,μ' Ξ? £ ' · Let A' G Pol(M) be the policy such that
^'(^mit) — {aiß')
conclude:

an

d ^4'[σιηι1 ——> ρ] = Α\σ —'—* ρ] for any p G Σ. Clearly we can

n

ProbReach^"({a g o a |}) > ProbReach| (<T, {a g o a |})
Leading to:
SupProbReach M ({ag 0 a i}) > SupProbReach M ({agoai})
Combined with Property 2 this finishes the proof.

Proof of the Property 1 The proof is by induction on n. If η = 0 and σ = agoa\
then ProbReach^Ccr, {σ803ι}) = 1. We can choose σ = ag03\ since σ 8Μ ι G Σ, thus
we are done. If η — 0 and σ φ σί0Ά\ then ProbReach^c, {σΕ03ι}) = 0. There must
exist σ G Σ such that σ D σ, and the inequality holds trivially.
Now assume the property holds for n. We will prove it will also holds for n + 1.
In case σ = ag03\, the proof is completed as for η = 0. For the following assume
σ φ Cg0a|. Let /1(σ) = (α,μ). By Lemma 6.2.6:
ProbReach^ n + 1 (a, { a g o a i } ) = V μ(ρ) · ProbReach^" „μ

^ί

ΑΙσ

yp]

(ρ, {σ 8 0 3 ι})

(6.12)

By Definition 6.4.1: Vp G Σ.μ(ρ) = Σίσε f P)€D, , P(f) ^ ΟΓ s o m c Detß Ç D, where
e = (l,g,p). By induction, for every (σ, e, f, p) G De,ß there exists pf G Σ and
Af G Pol(M) such that pf D p and
ProbReach|7(^, {a g o a |}) > ProbReach^" „ ,.
Α[σ

(ρ, {σ^})

>p}

Zone af — dprep f(tpre(p^)) will be generated by line 15 since pf G Σ, thus
(af ,e, f,pf) G D. From the definitions of dpre and tpre it is easy to see that
af Da.
Let D' Ç D be such that for every (a, e, ƒ, p) G -De,μ there exists a (af, e, f,pf) G
Ζ?' as described above. Now let σ = Π(σ/ ρ / pt)eD' σ^• Clearly a D a. Let
D" = {{â,c,f,pf)
| 3af.{af,cJ,pf)
G £>'}. From Ι\,, μ by Definition 6.4.1 the
new condition in line 18' will hold for each pair of elements of D". Now construct μ
using Definition 6.4.1, where £>ε,μ D D". Let A G Pol(M) such that Α(σ) = (e, μ)
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and Α\σ ——> pf] = A*. Now putting everything together:
RHS of (6.12) =
Σ

(

Σ

P(/) ) -ProbReach^ „,.

ρ ε Σ \(σ,ε,/,ρ)€ϋ (

-

/

1

Σ
P(/) · ProbReach^" „ μ
(a,eJ,P)£Dr „

<

Σ

by Definition 6.4.1

(ρ,{σ^})
W

by rewriting

(ρ,ί^ι})

P(/) • ProbReach|7(p/, { a g o a l } )

(.af,e,f,pf)en'

by induction, and construction of D'
=

\]

p(f) • ProbReach^7(p^! {^goai})

by construction of D"

(ä,e,/,p')eD"

<

Σ
(,s,e,f,pf)enL

P(/) · ProbReach|?(^,

{agoal})

= Σ
Σ
Pif)
• ProbReach^(/, {agoal})
p'ez \(<T,e,/,p/)eü<. μ
/
= Σ

since D e i M D D "

μ

»{Ρ1) • ProbReachl" (ρΛ { a g o a l } )

by rewriting
by Definition 6.4.1

pl£T.

= Σ ß(p) • ProbReach^" , , (ρ, {a g o a ,})
peg
/ik—»rf
= ProbReach;= n+1 («7,{ ( 7 g03l })

6.8.5

by definition of A
by Lemma 6.2.6

Proof of T h e o r e m 6.4.6

Let Q = (S,simt,D)
and 0 = (S,s,mt,D).
Let M = MDP(Q) and M = MDP(Q).
By definition of Optimization 3: S = S U I and Smu = Smit·
We will prove the following two properties, from which the theorem follows
straightforwardly.
1. For any s e S, G C S, and A € Pol(M), there exists A G Pol(M) such that
ProbReach / i(s,G) > ProbReacMs.G)
2. For any η e Ν, s e S, G Ç S, and A e Pol(M), there exists A G Pol (M)
such that
ProbReaclM(s,G) > ProbReach^ n (s,G)
Proof of property 1 We define a relation R Ç S χ S as follows: R = {(s,s) |
s = s}. We will prove Q simulates Q via R in the sense of Definition 6.8.2. The
property then follows straightforwardly by Lemma 6.8.3.
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Clearly Sinlt Rsmit- Assume .sR.s and .s —» τ. Note that .s = s by construction
of R. In case this direction is also present in D condition 2 holds. In case this
direction is not present in D, there exist directions s —> (.s, α) and (s, α) —» r in
D, thus condition 2 holds.
Proof of property 2 The proof is by induction on n.
Case η = 0. When s € G both sides are 1. When s ^ G the right hand side
is 0.
Case η = 1. When .s e G both sides are 1. For the following assume s £ G.
Let Ä(s) = {α, μ).
ProbReach^^G)
=

0

V μ{τ) ProbReach- α |4 (τ-,Ο)
>r
resu/
*'»
l

by Lemma 6.2.6

0

= V /2(r) · ProbReach- „ ,-, (r, G)
>Γ
res
^
Ι

since ΙΠ G = 0

(6.13)

In case a — τ, from Optimization 3 we see we had the same direction in M, and
clearly by induction we can construct A G Pol(M) such that the inequality holds.
For the following assume α ψ τ.
By Definition 6.4.1: Vr G S\Jl.ß(r)
where e = (l, g, ρ) = a.

RHS of (6.13) = V

|

,.

A

J

p(f) • ProbReach- 0

y^

f o r s o m e De

^ - ^>'

p(ƒ) ] · ProbReach- 0 , „

V

res \(,,c,f,r)eü.

=

- 5Z(e,e,/,r)eD, ,. P(/)

(s,e,/,r)eD, ,.
s t res

^

r

(r, G)

r /£

1

[

(r, G)
]

by rewriting

J

(6.14)
For any (s,e,f,r)
e Αϊ,μι if r G 5 then by Optimization 3: (s,c,f,r) 6 D. Let
D' = {(s,f,ƒ,r) | (s,e,f,r)
G £)ρ,μ A r G S}. Now construct μ using Defini
tion 6.4.1, where De,ß D D'.
RHS of (6.14)=

^

P ( / ) · ProbReach^0 , „ ( r , G )
ι

(s,e,/,r)6iJ'

<

Σ
( S ,e,/,r)eü.

P(f) • ProbReach- , „
'4h

μ

^ μ ( Γ ) · ProbReach- 0 , ,.
r e s

'
0

( r , G ) since D' ç DP,M

>rl

(r,G)

(6.15)

>![-—r]

For any r G 5υρρ(μ), by induction, there exists Ar G Pol(M) such that
ProbReach^· (r,G) > ProbReach- 0 , ,, (r,G). Let A G Pol(M) such that A(h)
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r

(e, μ) and A[s -^> r] = A .
RHS of (6.15) < ^ μ ( Γ ) · P r o b R e a c h ^ ^ G )

res
= ^M(r).ProbReach
res

^r](r,G)

= ProbReachu^G)

by Lemma 6.2.6

Case η > 2. Now assume the property holds for η and for η + 1. We will
prove it also holds for π + 2.
When s € G both sides are 1. When s ^ G, by Lemma 6.2.6, where Ä(.s) =
(a, μ):
ProbReach^

n+2

(s,G)= V
ß(r) • ProbReach-"4;1,-. (r,G)
reSVI
A\s—^r\

(6.16)

In case α = τ, from Optimization 3 we see we had the same direction in M. We
can construct A 6 Pol(M) such that the inequality holds, using induction in the
same way as below. For the following assume αφ τ.
= E( s ,e,/,r)eD, . P(f ) f o r

By Definition 6.4.1: Vr e SUl.fi(r)
where e = (l, g, ρ) = a.

s o m o

RHS of (6.16)= Σ
(
Σ
p ( / ) j · ProbReach-"4;1,-,
/l S
reSu/ \(s,e,/,r)eD r , ;1
'
'

D

e^

<Ξ 5 ,

(r,G)

Leading to:
V

p(f) • P r o b R e a c h ^
[

{s,e,f,r)eD,.,IL
s.t.rei'

+

(r,G)
'

Σ

P(/) · ProbReach^" 4 : 1 ,
A [ S

(S,e,/,r)eD,,A
s t.re/

(r,G)

(6.17)

>r]

For the first summand, for any (s,e,f,r)
€ £>ε,μ, if r 6 6' then by Opti
mization 3: (s,e,f,r)
G D. Let £)] = {(s,e, f, r) \ (s,e, ƒ, r) € De^ A r G
S}. For any r € 5υρρ(μ)η61, by induction there exists Ar e Pol(M) such that
ProbReadM, (r, G) > ProbReach-714;1,-, (r, G).
A[s—'•—>r]

Now consider the second summand of (6.17). Take arbitrary r G 5υρρ(μ)η/.
Let A[s —^+ r] = (α Γ ,μ Γ ). By Optimization 3, since r G I, we have that aT = τ
and μΓ = {r'i—>1}, for some r' G 5. Moreover, by Optimization 3, we have that
(s,e,r')G D. Let D 2 = {(s,e,/,r') | (s,e,f,r) G £>e,M Λ (r,τ,r') G £> Λ r G /}.
By Lemma 6.2.6 we have that
ProbReach-" 4 ; 1 ,,
A[s

(r,G) = ProbReach-"
>r]

Ä[3

riß

{r',G)

T

^i

^r']
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r

By induction, there exists vl e Pol (M) such that
1
ProbReach^ (r', G) > ProbReach-' , μ T
(r', G).
^r']

A[s—'—>i

Putting everything together:
(6.17) <

Σ

Pif) • ProbReadM. (r,G)

(8,ε,/,Γ)€£Ί

+

Σ
(s,e,/,r')eD2

p(f)-ProbReachA,(r',G)

(6.18)

From Optimization 3 we see that whenever (s, e, ƒ, r) G Di then (s, e, ƒ, r) ^
£>2. Therefore £>ι Π £>2 = 0. Now:
RHS of (6.18) =

Pif) • ProbReadM. (r,G)

Σ

(6.19)

(s,p,/,r)eDiUD2

Now construct μ using Definition 6.4.1, where Dei)1 D Di U DgRHS of (6.19) <

5^

p(/) • ProbReach^. (r,G)

(.s,e,/,r)eD,iM

= Σ

M O · ProbReach^. (r, G)

(6.20)

res
Lot A e Pol(M) such that i4(s) = (e, μ) and A[s - ^ r] = Ar.
RHS of (6.20) = ^ M ( r ) · ProbReach
res
= ProbReach^ (s,G)

, .^ ,(r,G)
>rl

by Lemma 6.2.6
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Samenvatting
Abstractie, Prijzen en Kansen in
Model Checking van Timed Automata
In moderne samenlevingen zijn computers onmisbaar. Het aantal toepassingsgebieden van computers is enorm. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan: pace makers, vliegtuigen,
auto's, GPS, het internet en de beurzen. Fouten in de software of het ontwerp
van computergebaseerde systemen, heeft in het verleden grote schade veroorzaakt.
Een techniek om een aantal van dergelijke fouten te voorkomen is model checking.
Bij model checking wordt een model van een computergebaseerd systeem getoetst aan de specificatie van dat systeem. Zowel het model als de specificatie
dienen in een formele taal te zijn opgesteld. De toetsing gebeurt volautomatisch
door middel van een computerprogramma. Het aantal toestanden waarin een
model kan verkeren kan zeer groot zijn, zeker als het model bestaat uit parallel
werkende deelsystemen. Doordat model checking uitputtend is stelt dit hoge eisen
aan het geheugengebruik en de rekentijd.
Deel I van dit proefschrift breidt de toepasbaarheid van real-time model checking uit. Daartoe wordt een raamwerk voor compositionele abstractie geïntroduceerd. In real-time model checking is de exacte tijd waarin gebeurtenissen elkaar
opvolgen belangrijk. Real-time model checking is een deelgebied van wat quantitative model checking wordt genoemd. Bij quantitative model checking wordt
gekeken nasi kwantitatieve aspecten zoals tijd, snelheid en waarschijnlijkheid.
In veel gevallen kan een model abstracter worden gemaakt zonder dat dit de
specificatie waaraan wordt getoetst negatief beïnvloedt, terwijl de toestandsruimte
drastisch wordt ingeperkt. Gegeven een systeem met 3 automaten A &> (Β <S> C).
Laat B' de abstractie van Β zijn, geschreven als B' y Β. Wij noemen >; een
compositionele abstractie relatie mits het volgende geldt: A ig) (Β' $5 C) >; A §5
(B &> C). Men kan dus in het systeem B vervangen door Β' waardoor men een
abstracter systeem als totaal krijgt. Het voordeel is dat er alleen over een gedeelte
van het systeem, hier B, geredeneerd hoeft te worden.
Ons raamwerk gebruikt netwerken van timed automata als model. Timed auto
mata zijn een uitbreiding van normale eindige automaten, waarbij klokken worden
gebruikt om duraties te meten en condities op die klokken om de beschikbaarheid
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van tocstandsovcrgangen te beïnvloeden. Een netwerk van timed automata is een
verzameling timed automata die communiceren via primitieven. Ons raamwerk
ondersteunt voor een belangrijk deel de netwerken van timed automata zoals in de
model checking tooi Uppaal worden gebruikt. Een belangrijk aspect is dat zowel
communicatie via gedeelde variabelen, als via synchronisatie op acties wordt ondersteund. Verder worden zogenaamde committed locations ondersteund, die een
prioriteitenmechanisme voor transities vormen.
Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert het raamwerk en haar notatie. Onderdeel is een
parallelle compositieoperator voor timed automata. Bewezen wordt dat deze commutatief en associatief is, iets wat voor een situatie met zowel gedeelde variabelen
als synchronisatie op acties niet triviaal is. Een parallelle compositie van timed
automaten correspondeert met een netwerk van die timed automaten. Timed step
simulatie wordt geïntroduceert als simulatierelatic die abstractie voor timed automata formaliseert. Hiervoor wordt bewezen dat deze compositionele abstractie
mogelijk maakt voor model checking dat gebruikt maakt van invarianten als specificatie.
Hoofdstuk 3 is een case study van het Zeroconf protocol. De toepassing van het
raamwerk is een belangrijk onderdeel van deze case study. Zeroconf is een protocol
voor de dynamische configuratie van IP-adressen. Door compositionele abstractie
en model checking door Uppaal zijn we in staat te bewijzen dat Zeroconf nooit
twee hosts hetzelfde IP-adres zal laten gebruiken.
Hoofdstuk 4 neemt de notatie uit hoofdstuk 2 onder de loep. We geven een complete en onafhankelijke axiomatisatie van twee compositieoperatoren voor functies:
'update' en 'override'. Dit is een nieuw resultaat in de logica dat veel algemener
is dan theorie voor model checking, hoewel het daar naar blijkt uit hoofdstuk 2
wel uitermate geschikt voor is. Neem willekeurige functies ƒ en 5, dan is override
ƒ [> g de functie met domein dom(/) U dom(g) die zich gedraagt als ƒ op dom(/)
en als g op dom(g)\dom(/). Update f\g\ heeft hetzelfde domein als ƒ, gedraagt
zich als ƒ op dom(/)\dom((7) en als g op dom(/) Π dom(g).
Deel II verschuift de grens wat betreft de modellen die voor quantitative model
checking gebruikt kunnen worden. Priced probabilistic timed automata (PPTA)
is het model dat wordt onderzocht. PPTAs zijn timed automata met daaraan
toegevoegd zowel discrete kansen op transities, als een kostenvariabele die bijhoudt
hoeveel een executie heeft gekost afhankelijk van de prijzen op discrete overgangen
en tijdverstrijk. De combinatie van kosten, kansen en real-time is essentieel voor
vele praktische toepassingen, waar de belangrijkste ontwerpoverwegingen enkel tot
uitdrukking komen in modellen die al deze aspecten in zich hebben.
PPTAs zijn oen orthogonale extensie van priced timed automata en probabi
listic timed automata. We concentreren ons op zogenaamde cost-bounded proba
bilistic reachability als specificatie in model checking. Zo'n specificatie drukt uit
dat het mogelijk is een doeltoestand in de PPTA te bereiken met een kans > ρ
binnen een gegeven kostengrens.
Hoofdstuk 5 bewijst dat ons model checking probleem voor PPTA onbeslisbaar
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is. In drie theorema's wordt een scherpe scheidslijn getrokken die aangeeft wanneer
het probleem onbeslisbaar wordt, namelijk hoeveel klokken er nodig zijn en op
welke manier kosten mogen toenemen door het verstrijken van de tijd.
Ondanks dit onbeslisbaarhcidsrcsultaat is model checking zinvol. Er kan een
niet-aflopende reeks worden gegenereerd die de maximale kans benadert waarmee
de doeltoestand bereikbaar is binnen de kostengrens. Ieder volgend element uit
die reeks kan in een eindig aantal stappen door een algoritme worden verkregen.
Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert de tool Fortuna, welke als eerste tooi bovenbeschreven
model checking kan uitvoeren. Het algoritme van Fortuna is een uitbreiding van
eerder werk van de auteur, waarbij 4 optimalisaties zijn toegevoegd. Aan de hand
van 4 bestaande case studies wordt aangetoond dat de rekentijd van Fortuna lager
is dan bij andere tools. Twee andere case studies tonen het nut van model checking
van PPTA.
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Summary
Abstraction, Prices and Probability in
Model Checking Timed Automata
Computers are essential to modern societies. The number of application areas
of computers is enormous, including for example: pace makers, airplanes, auto
mobiles, GPS, the Internet and the stock exchange. Software bugs or errors in
the design of computer based systems, has caused great damage in the past. A
possible technique to prevent some of these errors is model checking.
In model checking, a model of a computer based system is checked against
the specification of that system. Both the model and the specification need to be
formulated in a formal language. The checking is done in a fully automated way
by means of a computer program. The number of states that a model can be in
can be very large, especially if the model consists of parallel operating subsystems.
This places high demands on memory usage and computing time, because model
checking is an exhaustive technique.
Part I of this dissertation extends the applicability of real-time model checking.
To that end, we introduce a framework for compositional abstraction. Real-time
model checking is interested in the exact times at which consecutive events hap
pen. Real-time model checking is a sub-area of what we call quantitative model
checking. Quantitative model checking is interested in quantitative phenomena
like time, speed, and probabilities.
In many cases, a model can be made more abstract without influencing the
specification to which it should adhere in a negative way, while drastically reducing
the state space. Given a system of 3 automata A <8> {B ® C). Let B' be the
abstraction of B, written B' y Β. We call >; a compositional abstraction relation
if the following holds: A® (B' <%>C) X AÇi{BÇiC). Thus, one can replace a system
Β by B', thereby obtaining a more abstract total system. The advantage is that
only reasoning about a part of the system, here B, is needed.
Our framework uses networks of timed automata as a model. Timed automata
are an extension of conventional finite automata, also called finite state machines,
where clocks are used to measure duration, and conditions on those clocks are used
to influence the availability of state transitions. A network of timed automata is
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a collection of timed automata that communicate by means of primitives. Our
framework supports the major features of networks of timed automata as used by
the model checking tool Uppaal. One important feature is communication that
takes place both via shared variables, and action synchonization. Another feature
is the so-called committed locations that offer a priority mechanism for transitions.
Chapter 2 introduces the framework and its notation. A parallel composition
operator for timed automata is part of the framework. We proof this operator to be
commutative and associative, something that is not trivial in a setting with both
shared variables and action synchronization. A parallel composition of timed au
tomata corresponds to a network of those timed automata. Timed step simulation
is introduced as the relation that formalizes what abstraction means. We proof
that timed step simulation enables compositional abstraction for model checking
that uses invariants as a specification.
Chapter 3 is a case study of the Zcroconf protocol. The application of our
framework is an important part of the case study. Zeroconf is a protocol for
dynamic configuration of IP-addresses. With compostional abstraction and model
checking by Uppaal, we were able to proof that Zeroconf will never configure two
hosts with the same IP-address.
Chapter 4 takes a closer look at the notation of chapter 2. We present a com
plete and independent axiomatization of two composition operators for functions:
'update' and 'override'. This new result in logics is of much broader interest than
the theory of model checking, although it is very useful there, as shown in chap
ter 2. For to arbitrary functions ƒ and g, override ƒ \>g is the function with domain
dom(/)Udom(<7) that behaves like ƒ on dom(/) and like g on aom{g)\aom{}). Up
date f[g\ has the same domain as ƒ, behaves like ƒ on dom(/)\dom(<7) and like g
on dom(/) Π dom(g).
Part II extends the boundary of models that can be used for quantitative model
checking. The priced probabilistic timed automata (PPTA) model is investigated.
PPTAs are timed automata extended by both discrete probabilities on transitions,
and a cost variable that measures the cost of executions, which depends on the
prices of discrete transitions and time elapse. The combination of prices, probabil
ity, and real-time is essential to many practical applications, where the key design
trade-offs can only be addressed by models that incorporate all these features.
PPTAs are an orthogonal extension of priced timed automata and probabilistic
timed automata. We focus on specifications in model checking of so-called costbounded probabilistic reachability. Such a specification expresses the possibility
of reaching a goal state in the PPTA with probability > ρ within a certain cost
boundary.
Chapter 5 proves our model checking problem to be undecidable in general. In
three theorems a sharp boundary is drawn that determines when the problem be
comes undecidable, i.e. how many clocks are needed and how cost can accumulate
when time elapses. Despite this undecidability result, model checking is useful.
It is possible to generate a non-decreasing sequence that approaches the maximal
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probability to reach a goal state within the cost boundary. Every next element
from that sequence can be generated by an algorithm in a finite number of steps.
Chapter 6 presents the tool Fortuna, which is the first tool able to do the model
checking described above. The algorithm of Fortuna is an extension of earlier work
of the author extended with 4 optimizations. Applying Fortuna on 4 existing case
studies shows less computing time than other tools. Two other case studies show
the usefulness of PPTA.
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